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INTRODUCTION

This symposium, based on a synthesis of five years of research,
reports the interaction of role groups and factors in the change process
which are critical for school improvement in elementary and secondary
schools. Included in the papers are specific recommendations for
enhancing the contribution of key role groups to school improvement.

Research in elementary and secondary schools has identified role
groups, such as principals and assistant principals who participate, in
an influential way, in school improvement. Other roles thought to play
significant parts, such as Central Office personnel and department
heads, have been found to be so diverse that consistent contributions
are difficult to document (Hall, Hord & Putnam, 1985;_ Hord & Murphy,
1985). Yet, these and others such as teachers were found to have the
potential to make important contributions to1 school change efforts.
Elements of the change_process crucial for the implementation success
(Ruling, Hall, Hord & Rutherford, 1983) of proposed changes have also
been examined. The interactions among critical group: in the process of
change provided data for recommendations that can enhance school
improvement.

In more than ten years of research on change in schools, the_
CBAM/RIP program cfithe Research and Development Center_for Teacher
Education:at:the University ofiTexas at Austin_has viewed change as it
affected individuals_(Stages_of Concern; Levels of_Use); as it was
represented in programs (Innovation Configurations) and as,it was
reflected in the actions of_different role groups (Interventions). More
current research; however,_puts all of these dimensions_together to
develop a_picture of the change process as_a whole -- What has to happen
to make charge occur, who is involved, what stages or steps it might go
through; what options exist and why.

_The papers in this_symposium are based on two research efforts, the
Principal-Teacher Interaction_Study (Hall; Hord, Ruling, Rutherford,
Griffin; Goldsteini-Stiegelbauer; & Newlove, 1982i Hall, Hord, Huling,
Rutherford,,&_Stiegelbauer, 1983) and the High School Study (Hall; Hord,
Guzman Huling-Austinl_Rutherford, A Stiegelbauer; 1984; Rutherford,
Hord, Huling4ustin, Stiegelbauer; Murphy, Putnami_Hall, UMuscellai
1985); focused onichange in:elementary and high schools._ The studies
identified the roles of various constituent groups in the change process
and the kinds of change occurring; Sites utilized in the studies were
geographically representative of the United States. Schools included
those of various sizes: urban, rural, and small.



In the_Principal-Teacher_Interaction Study,:participants were
trained_to documerit_interventionE made by themselves and others;_ The
researchers conducted:on-site and telephone interviews-at systematic
intervals; :Additionally, data were collected from teachers using the
diagnostic dimensions of the Concerns-Based Adoption Mbdel (CBAM).

Data collection for the High School Study involved on=site visitt
by_a research team for several days. _During that time extensive
interviews were conducted:with:members of various role:groups;_. The
interviews_were designedi.to elicit information about the role of
individualsAn change,:their interactions with other groups and the
influence of contextual factcrs on change;

The data collected from both studies were subjected to content and
process analyses. The findings reported in this set of the symposium
papers are syntheses of those analyses. The papers and their authors
are as follows:

The facilitation lalEchan scho401--

tiege auer,
erences- an

usce a

nteractions
Rutherfor W. .

rocess by

Teachers: Their contribution to school improvement by Rutherford, W.L.

Institutionalization of innovetion: Knowing when you have it by
Hord, S.M. & Hall, G.E.

Selectingand_trainIng_edurational leaders_to be faci 1 i ta to rs_o f
school4mprovement by Murphy, 3.C., Huling-Austin, L.L., &
tiege auer, .

The symposium was chaired by Betty Ward4 President Of the Center
for Interactive Research in San:Francisco, who also served:as:a
discussant,_::Discussant responsibilities were:also shared by_Ron Brandt,
Executive Editor of_the Association_of Supervision and_Curriculum
Development._ Both discussants are exceptionally well-qualified to
discuss and critique this body of-work as a result of their expertise
and work in the area of school improvement. Discussant remarks follow
the papers.
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Involved in tne process of writing on any topic, is deciding where is the

right place to start. This is certainly true when writing about school

change. The issue of change, and specifically educational change, is a big

one. All sorts of things can be influences on change == from what the change

is to whom the change is impacting to how mem changes are going on at once

and the interactions_ between these variables.

This paper is overtly titled -- The Facilitation of Change in Elementary

and Secondary Schools. Covertly, however, what we are talking about is what

hapPens to schools in the process of change and what practitioners can do to

better structure and facilitate that process. The purpose of this paper is to

examine the process of change and the role of the change facilitator in the

context of both the elementary and the secondary school. To do so, we are

drawing on research experience with many schools involved with different kinds

of changes.

The work conducted by the Research on the Improvement Process (RIP)

Program over the past decade has allowed a group of researchers to study a

The research described herein was conducted under contract with the National
Institute of Education. The opinions expressed are those of the authors and
do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National Institute of
Education and no endorsement by the National Institute of Education should be
inferred.
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variety 3f innovations in various schools across the country. The conceptual

basis for this research has been the Concerns based Adoption Model (Hall,

WeOace g Dossett, 1973). To date, however, information about the change

process, derived from the separate contexts of elementary and high schools,

has not been considered comparatively. This is the major purpose of this

paper to develop a set of principles which address the issues of the

successful school change process in both the elementary and the high school

context. Several questions are germane to this task:

1. What is the role of the principal in school change?

2. Who is the second change facilitator and other change fecilitatorF,

and what is the nature of their roles?

B. What actions and interventions are taken for change?

4. What are the similarities and differences between the two levels of

schools in the chunge process?

The.quotation below, from Change Masters, provides one frame from which to

begin to answer these questiont:

the tools of change masters are creative And interactive; they
have an intellectual, a conceptual, and a cultural aspect.
Change mzsters deal in symbols and visions, and shared
understandings as well as the techniques and trappings Of their

own specialties. (Kanter, 1984, p. 305)

In viewing the change process, We are looking in part at the unique techniques

and trappings which chahge Masters in schools employ to influence the system

to accept the desired change. An analysis of the way in which these change

masters, or facilitators, communicate their vision and put their symbols into

action is required for a comparison of a successful change process at the

elementary and high school levels.

An outline for the diseussion in this paper is as follows: first, a

brief history of the ideas and research on change conducted by the CBAM/RIP



research team is presented. Next, based on this background and research

conducted, we present an analysis of some of the major variables involved in a

change effort. Some of tnese variables, like roles of facilitators and

leaders, types of changes,,and units of change, can interact differently in

each setting. Others, like the actions for change suggested by the game plan

components (GPCs) vary little from setting to setting. Finally, case study

examples are presented, illustrating how these variables work in different

settings.

A comparative synopsis of the findings about the change process at both

the elementary and secondary level suggests that there are general principles

Which are shared by both school settings. This synopsis then leads to a more

generalized framework which can be applied in schools, both elementary and

high schools, which are undertaking change. The examples cited are taken from

schools participating in our research within the last five years. The point

of view taken en change, however, stems from research perspectives that go

back nearly fifteen years. The paper begins with a review of that

perspective.

THE CBAM MODEL4--AFeTspective_oft Change

Research on the process of change began in the 1970s with the tide of

Great Society programs and increased Federal interest in the improvement of

schools. A major research effort directed at understanding the process Of

implementing such improvements in schools has been that of the RIP staff at

the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the University of

Texas; Austin. This research is directed at the development of knowledge

about and new understandings of the change process and the provision of tools

and assistance for practitioners involved with the implementation of change in

schools.
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The Concerns Based Adoption Model (Hall, Wallace, & Dossett, 1973),

evolved out of extensive research on the implementation of educ,tional

innovations in schools and college settings. Underlying the CBAM model are a

number of basic assumptions,(Rutherford, Hill, Huling, 1984):

1) Change is a process, not an event.

2) Change is made by individuals first, i.e., the individual needs to

be the primary focus of actions taken for change.

3) Change is a highly personal experience; everyone reacts differently.

4) Change entails developmental growth in feelings and skills; there

are identifiable "stages" and "levels" of the change process as

experienced by individuals.

5) Change is best understood by individuals when it is presented or

described in operation, as it would appear when fully in use.

Change can ha hoct fACilitated when actions are based on the

diagnosed needs of individuals; a client-centered

diagnostic/prescriptive model has benefits for both client

and facilitator.

A change facilitator needs to work in an "adaptive/systematic way,"

CV/

adapting their interventions t5 the needs of the change and clients

within the change. Further, any interventions or actions taken to

fatilitate change must be directed to individuals first, and

innovations second.

Out of this perspective and as a result of ten years of research in

schools, the CBAM/RIP program has developed and refined a set of conceptual'

frameworks for planning, facilitating, monitoring, and evaluating change in

schools. The dimensions of the CBAM include:

1) Stages of Concern (SoC), which is used to assess user concernF or



feelings about a change Newlove & Hall, 1976; Hall George &

Rutherford, 1977);

Levels of Use (LoU), which is used to determine the actual extent

of use based on behavioral indicators (Loucks, Newlove & Hall,

1976). Both these measures stem from theories of adult development

(Fuller, 1969; Fuller, 1973) and extensive testing in the field;

3) Innovation Configurations (IC), which is used to describe the

innovation or change (Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall & Loucks, 1981); and

4) the Intervention Taxonomy (1T), which describes and categorizes

actions taken by facilitators in implementing or monitoring

change (Hall & Hord, 1984).

All of these dimensions are field based and continue to be tested through

ongoing research by CBAM/RIP staff, various implementation efforts in schools,

And diccortAtion studins.

A schematic diagram of the model is presented in Figure I. This diagram

takes the position that changes, or innovations, are promoted, or facilitated,

by one or more change facilitators, or CFs. These change facilitators work

With a target group to whom the change is directed, i.e., the target group is

those who are to become the users of the innovation. Facilitation then

becomes a result of the interaction between the facilitator(s) and the target

group.

The diagnostic dimensions of CBAM SoC, LoU, IC -- and the Intervention

Taxonomy all represent ways that this interaction can be structured to promote

a positive response to the change by the target group. Each dimension

provides information about some quality or characteristic -of individuals

within that group relative to the change. The facilitator can use that

information to design interventions that would better meet the needs of the
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group. Informal prnbing can provide information that can be tran,lated Into

action. Facilitators also have their own resource system that can provide

them with ideas and options for facilitation.

The model itself is dynamic in that as the target group changes in

response to the innovation and facilitator interventions, the information

presented through probing and the diagnostic dimensions also changes,

resulting in new actions and interactions. Use of this model is innovation

specific, in that the CBAM model represents an interaction for change focused

on only one innovation at a time. The interventions suggested the

diagnostic dimensions often exist in the realm of common sense. The value of

the Model, however, lies 11 structuring or quantifying such information about

the change process in a way that contributes to encouraging the process; The

dimensions represented in the model provide onloing information to change

fatilitators so they can better plan their actions and monitor progress.

ALRodelof_Interactions for Change

The CBAM model as presented in Figure 1 has been developed to describe

kinds of interactions to facilitate change from the point of view of the

fatilitator and the potential users of the innovation. In a sense, the

effectiveness of change efforts might be measured in terms of the quality of

the interaction between the users and the facilitators; The change effort is

only as "good" as the interaction is "good."

In order to learn more about the characteristics of this interaction, the

roles involved in it, and influences on it, the CBAM/RIP program developed two

studies focusing on different aspects of the overall model; The first, the

Principal-Teacher Interaction Study, investigated the characteristics of

facilitators, in particular the principal, working within a single elementary

11 10



school unit. The second, the Nigh School Study, took a broader look at the

whole system as it responds to change -- including the District Office,

teachers and others as facilitators and sources of change, as well as other

contextual factors influencing change. The examples used to illustrate points

in discussion are taken froM these two studies.

Out of this research came another view of the change process, reflecting

the diagnostic.4rescriptive model shown in Figure 1, but encompassing the

range of variables uncovered in research on diverse settings. This model,

shown in Figure 2, presehts the issue of interaction for change as one of a

selection of options depending on:

1) the characteristics of the 2211111.

2) the characteristics of the target change unit.

3) the characteristics of the facilitators available and responsible,

as Well as the characteristics of the leadership exercised as part

of the process.

Each of these sets may be configured differently at any individual site.

Some combinations, however, are more common than othIrs. All of these

variables and their role in change will be discussed in later sections.

The following discussion illustrates the change dynamic more simply. The

considerations involved in Any given change include both its characteristics

and the impact they will have on new users and its "raison d'etre" -- reason

for being the goals involved with introducing it to the system. Any

introduction of something new to a system results in some kind of system

response. Without a structured plan for introducing and integrating the

change into the system, the response factor can delay, modify intended use, or

reject the change altogether. This phenomenon can be observed in many kinds

12
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of changes -- from political revolutions to the resistance t, acculturation by

the indigenous peoples, to the acceptance of new technologies.

In the case of change in schools, the change facilitator has the role and

responsibility of mediating the introduction of something new through the

interactions they have with users, and through the plans they make to clarify

goals and implement the change. In most schools, this means acknowledgment or

sanction at the minimum by the principal as gatekeeper, or a formal

structuring of roles and responsibilities for a full-fledged effort. The role

of the facilitator can be assumed or delegated by the principal depending on

the needs of the change, what the change is, its complexity and requirements,

and the nature of the target group, i.e., its size, and to some extent, its

characteristic responses. In designing actions, the facilitator needs to

consider what is known or anticipated about both the change and the target

group.

Change as it is represented in this model becomes a matter of "if" this

characteristic, "then" these structures or actions. The if-then statement

becomes incorpmted into the plan for the change. Some of what is

appropriate in this equation is represented in what has been learned in the

PTI ard High School Studies about the characteristics and interactions of each

set of variables -- facilitators, changes, and different change units.

BACKGROUND ON THE P11 AND HS STUDIES

The Principal=Teacher Interaction (PTI) Study conducted over the 1980-81

school year, focused on the ,-ole of principals as the major facilitator o'f

change in their schools. While the literature on leadership had presented

some indicators of what was effective, little research had been done on

principals as facilitators of change. What are the day=to=day interactions

14
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and actions taken by principals as facilitators of change. How do they

organize an implementation effort? How do they support the use of new

practices and encourage teachers? Do all principals do the same thing? If

not, what effect do these differences have? Are there other facilitators

involved?

With such questions in mind, the PT! Study was conducted with nine

elementary school principals involved in implementing a curriculum innovation

in their school. Through a combination of data collection methods, including

interviews, daily logs, and bi-weekly phone contacts, the daily intervent.fon

behaviors of these principals were surveyed over the course of one school year

(Hall, Hord, Huling, Rutherford, & Stiegelbauer, 1983). The principals in the

stud; were selected by their district on the basis of district assessment of

the principal's change facilitating "style" or characteristic leadership

behaviors. Earlier studies had suggested that the principals' "style" might

indicate their 'approach to implementation and its effectiveness (Hall,

Rutherford & Griffin, 1982). SoC, Loll, IC and Intervention data were

collected from teachers at three points during the year to monitor

implementation efforts (Huling, Hall, Hord & Rutherford, 1983). Interviews

and observations at regular intervals rounded out the picture of the schools'

response to the change (Stiegelbauer, Goldstein & Huling, 1982).

The findings from the PTI study were diverse: 1) Principals did exhibit

different "styles" of factlitation and there was a relationship between

principal "style" and the effectiveness of implementation efforts (Hall &

Rutherford, 1983; Huling, Hall, Hord & Rutherford, 1983). 2) The actions of

the principal c ,hers could be categorized in terms of the Intervention

Taxonomy (Hall &

Fuethee, 3) an ark.

1984) which revealed different "game pians" for change.

of interventions from each school, when considered in

15



the light of implementation success, suggested the kinds of actions that

needed to be taken for effective facilitation. These groupiqs of actions,

called Game Plan Components (GPC's), provided more explicit information about

the nature of interventions (Hord, Huling & Stiegclbauer, 1983), 4) Finally,

the study shOwed that in each schOol, the principal was not the only

facilitator; Each school had a second change facilitator (2nd CF) who came to

light in the course of core indepth work in the school; This facilitator's

role was different from, but complementary to, the role of the principal

(Hord, Stiegelbauer & Hall, 1984)i

The Principal-Teacher Interaction study provided information about the

roles of facilitators, in particular the principali the nature of their

aCtions contributing to change and the effect of those actions on teachers.

Each of the innovations Viewed in the study represented a school wide change,

requiring the principal to structure efforts to meet the needs of different

grade levels and individuals. The unit of change in this study was the whole

school. The nature of the interactions for change is described through the

portrait of the effort drawn from the qualitative and quantitative data on

interventions and their effects, as well as the impressions of research staff

collected over the school year (Hall, et al., 1983),

The High School Study, conducted in different phases from 1982=1985, took

a broader and more descriptive view of the change process. DUring Phase I,

the 1982,83 school year, one or more staff members visited 12 high schools in

Texas' Oregon, Maryland, Indiana, New York and Florida. These exploratory

visits were made to become more familiar with the organizational structure of

the high schools and the change efforts taking place, and to eiamine possible

sources of information and explore strategies for future data c011ection

efforts (Huling=Austin, 1984), In each visit, school administrators,

16



department chairpersons, teachers and students were interviewed to gain their

insights about how change occurs, what innovations were present, and hoW to

best conduct research on change in high schools. Phase 11 of the )igh school

study, which occurred during the 1983-84 school year, was a descriptive study

designed on the basis of the findings from the previous year. (Hall, et a).,

1984) Four major research questions provided the focus for this staly:

1. What are the types, sources and purposes of change in high schools?

2. What are the key units (schooli department, etc.) of change?

3. What are the situational factors that most influence the change

process?

4; How is the change process managed in high schools?

To answer these questions it was deemed important to loc:, at high schools

located in different size and type communities and fit schools with varying

change dynamics, that is, schools with much change And those that were more

typtcal for each district; Community types were rural, urban, suburban and

mid=size cities; the high school size varied with the type of community. Nine

sites were chosen in 9 states geographically distributed across the nation.

At each site 2 high schools were selected as study schools (N.18), one a

typical school and the other with much change ongoing.

The third phase involved 2 school districts and in each district 2 high

schools and 3 elementary schools. (Rutherford et al., 1985) The purposes of

this phase were:

1. To determine the role of the district office in school change.

2. To compare the change process in elementary and secondary schools.

3. To investigate the management of change over the long term, and

4. To study how leadership affects the change process.



This phase also aimed to revisit some of the elementary school5 that

participated in the PTI study to see how their implementation efforts had

progressed after two years; Special attention was devoted to understanding

the role and function of different constituent groups including department

chairpersons, district personnel, and teachers in school improvement effotts

(Hotd & Murphy, 1985). Another goal of Phase III was to draw together the

research conducted to date, to bring together the understandings about change

in different settings. What about the change process is generic? What is

specific to a given setting? How does leadership influence change? What

suggestions can we make from all this data that would have value to

practitioners?

The High School Study viewed change in terms of the whole system. Taken

in all, Phases I, II, and 11 include data from a total of 30 high schools and

9 elementary schools. Findings from the study include information about the

sources and diversity of changes impacting high schools (Rutherford and

Huling-Austini 1984)0 the nature of leadetship for change in high schools

(Hall and Guzman, 1984; Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer and MUScellai 1985; Hotd

and Murphy, 19E5), situational factors influencing change in high schools

(Stiegelbauer, 1984; Stiegelbauer, Haddad & Murphy, 1985), the roles and

reactions of teachers (Rutherford and Murphy* 1985), and the role and

influence of the district office on change in both the high school and

elementary school (Hall, Putman and Hord, 1985).

When considered together, the PTI and the High School Study data present

a clearer picture of some of the variables associated with change -- the

nature of chonge facilitators, change units, changes themselves, and of the

actions taken to facilitate change efforts (see Figure 2). Further, when the

data from the PTI and high school studies are consiJered comparatively, it
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suggests that the change process is more alike than different across settings.

Based on a comparison of the change process at the two levels, this paper

explores the hypothesis that a better understanding of the nature of each of

the variables contributes, to a theory of the whole of the change process.

These data suggest that the process of change is the result of patterned

interactions between these variables. The following sections present the

parts (of the whole) with examples from schools visited in the PTI and HS

Studies. The conclusion of the paper illustrates how these parts were

operationalized in four annotated case study descriptions of schools in

change.

THE VARIABLES INVOLVED IN CHANGE:
CFs, UNITS, AND CHANGE ITSELF

Who Are Change_Facilitators/

The word "to facilitate," according to Webster's, means "to make easier."

The research conducted in elementary and high school Settings showed that

there were many different "change facilitators" in the schools -- in many

different roles; These roles included principals, assistant principals,

department heads, grade level leaders, in=school resource and curriculum

specialists, dittrict level curriculum coordinators and resource teachers,

even peer teachers Each of these had a role in facilitation that was related

to the kinds of interactions demanded by the change and the setting.

Research also showed that whatever their official title or role, the role

played by individOals as change facilitators could be better characterized by

the actions and interactions they engaged in within the change process than by

their formal designation in the school; For example, the principal is

considered to be the "leader" of the school; his or her role is one of

leadership. In the case of a change in process, the principal may provide
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leadership for the change and become the primary, or first, CF (change

fatilitator). Alternately, the principal may not have an active role in the

facilitation of change and allow another person, perhaps a department head or

individual teacher, to assume the role of 1st CF. Alternately again, th0

vincipal may delegate the role of 1st CF-or create a team of change

fatilitators With shared responsibility. In many ways the principal

represents a special case as a change facilitator because of his importance as

a "gatekeeper" and symbolic head of the school. Evidence suggests that the

principal's vision for the school and "style" of interaction within change can

have important consequences for the success of change efforts (Hall;

Rutherford, Hord and Huling, 1984; Rutherford, 1984; Rutherford, Hall & Hord,

1983; Rutherford, Hord, Hall & Huling, 1983; Huling4ustin, Stiegelbauer &

MUscellai 1985).

Figure 3 shows some of the roles and role groups involved in the change

facilitator; The discussion following illustrates how the.e different roles

are configured. Firsts what is the nature of change facilitation rolet and

how do they differ from one another?

The_pri_mary,__orAst_i__CE. The 1st CF is the individual who has major

responsibility for facilitating the change. This includes the introduction of

the change, managing the change, communicating about the change, and

monitoring resulti and responses of individuals. The 1st CF may be the link

the change unit has with others outside the school about the change or the

change effort. Depending on the size and complexity of the change, this

change facilitator may be the only individual to work With Othert abOdt the

change. If so, that work would include the kinds of activities described for

other facilitators that follows. If there is more than one facilitator,

howeve-, activities could be shared between facilitators. It is important,
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ROLE

FIGURE 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF CHANGE FACILITATORS

WHO RESPONSIBILITIES

...,Ar
Primary CF Principal Sanctions Use

Communicates Expectations & Goals

District office Structures Facilitation Plan

person

Delegates Responsibilities to

Line Other CFs as Necessary

Administrator

Monitors Process Formally

Provides Push, Resources &

Encouragement

Maintains Leadership

in Process

Rodels Expectations

Second CF

2o

Resource teacher

Assistant

Principal

Teacher on special

assignment

District office

staff

Department Head

Credible to Other Teachers

Communicates Knowledge About Change, Training

Coaches

Provides Oneto-Ooe Problem Solving, Consultation

Models Behavior Regarding Change

Monitors for Purpose of Feedback and Correction

Is Liaison Between Change Unit and Primary CF



ROLE WHO RESPONSIBILITIES

Second CF (cont'd) Team Leader Works With Primary CF to Design and Restructure

Plan as Needed

Other CFt

Regular teacher Credible to Other Teachers

Communicates With Peers About Change Mbdels

Mbnitors Process for Peer Group Informally

Is Representative For Peers To Other CFs

About Process

District consultanZ Communicates With School About Change

Provides Information, Resources For The Change

Is External Consultant to CFs and Teachers

Regarding Change or Process



however, that one person take the leadership role and maintain that leadership

consistently throughout the change process. The role of the 1st CF/change

leader may best be assumed by the principal who can provide the sanction and

push necessary to get the change in place.

The Second CF. One surprising finding to come out of the

Principal-Teacher Interaction Study was the discovery of a Second Change

Facilitator at each school who was involved with implementation (Hord,

Stiegelbauer & Hall, 1984a, 1984b). In the PTI schools, the principal was

assumed to be the primary facilitator. These second CFs then played a

complementary role to that of the principal in the way they involved

themselves in the change process. In general, they were more likely to be

curriculum specialists, assistant principals, resource teachers, or lead

teachers rather than administrative staff. They worked more interactively

with teachers involved in the change providing training, consultation and

problem solving on an individual basis. They monitored the process for tne

purpose of corrective feedback and planning rather than for summative

evaluation. Further, they often acted as communicators to the primary CF as

to the responses of individuals about the change and in order to plan

revisions based on those responses. They also communicated to users about

plans that involved them or clarified expectations about the change

(Stiegelbauer, 1984; Hord, Stiegelbauer & Hall, 1984a, 1984b).

Other CFs. In same schools the role of the change facilitator included

persons in closer communication and contact with the teachers involved in the

change. In one elementary school where the principal was the primary CF and a

district resource person was the second CF, a grade level leader was selected

for each grade to work with their own grade level teachers and to be a liaison

person with the second CF. As the second CF was external to the school, these
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grade level leaders worked with staff to solee problems about the innovation,

in this case a curriculum change.

In another district, teacher committees were identified by the principal

to work with the second CF (an assistant principal) to plan and act as

consultants for the innovation, again a curriculum change. This school, a

high school, found that involving teachers in committees focused on some

-aspect of the change effort was especially beneficial in whole school change

efforts. A major function of involving other CFs beyond a second CF would

appear to be one of communication and the development of teacher ownership of

the change (Ruling-Austin, Stiegelbauer & Muscella, 1985).

In still another district, the District Curriculum Coordinator for a new

elementary mathematics text served as an external facilitator to the school

implementing that innovation. In the school itself, the principal was the

primary CF and an in-school curriculum specialist was the Second CF. The

District Coordinator provided information to both facilitators about the

requirements of the math program and worked with them to develop an

implementation plan for the school. She worked with teachers only as

requested by the facilitators. The major interventions in the school were

done by either the principal or the second CF in coordination with ane

another.

Leadership Factors for Effective Change

If change is to be effectively accomplished in a school, regardless of

level, some factors must be present at the leadership level. There must be

clear goals and a commitment to them, enthusiastic support of the innovation

or change, high expectations and a clear communication of those to teachers,

active involvement in planning, coordinating, and evaluating the

implementation effort, active support and assistance to teachers, provision of
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necessary resources, including time, needed by teachers to make the change,

modeling of what is expected of teachers, care for the personal welfare of

teachers, and rewards for teachers who perform well in the change process

(Rutherford, Hord, Huling and Hall, 1983). When there are facilitators in

different roles or a team of facilitators, these responsibilities or

characteristics might be spread across the facilitators involved. As

described in Figure 3, the principal or primary CF provides administrative

supports and sanctions, while a second CF attends to one=to-one problem

solving and support. Yet each in their own way expresses many of these

characteristics essential to effective change.

The potential for the existence of multiple facilitators, however,

demands structure and leadership if those facilitators are to be effective in

implementing and maintaining the change. Facilitative teams do present many

.advantages during initial stages of implementation -- they tend to minimize

'overload on the rest of the organizational system; tasks for a team can be

more easily modified than modifying the whole system; and a team can more

rapidly communicate to others expectations, goals, and plans for a change than

con one or two individuals. All facilitators must, however, be credible to

users and administrators alike. They must also be in agreement as to the

nature and scope of the change effort, and they must communicate with each

other on a regular and frequent basis about the implementation process.

In all of this the principal continues to have a ma,j'or role. The

principal is seen by teachers as a leader in the school. The principal has.

the resources to structure what is needed for change, even if he delegates

major tasks to other facilitators. The choices principals make about

structuring change and utilizing (or not) other facilitators may be indicative

of their facilitation "style" (Hord, Hall & Stiegelbauer, 1983). "Style"
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proved to be an important indicator in the PH study of how second CFs

operated in the school and where they were located, that is, whether they were

internal or external to the school. At the high school level, the involvement

of different groups and leaders cooperating for change appears to be one way

to accommodate for the complexity of the institution and to cross departmental

and administrative lines. There, second and third CFs were a useful tool in

communicating to user groups and increasing their commitment and knowledge

about a change (Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer & Muscella, 1985).

No one suggestion about facilitation, however, is necessarily the "right"

one. The implications from the PTI and HS studies are that there is no one

effective strategy for successfully implementing change and no single pattern

for providing leadership. Change can occur without the principal but not

without some principal sanction, in other words, facilitation does not have to

come from administration but usually involves aftnistration in some way.

Administrative -authority is usually needed to structure, delegate, end

organize persons in roles of responsibility. Thus, leadership from a line

administrator becomes an imperative both in form and symbol. Further, schools

need to decide the best strategy for the change process, based on the

personnel available and the size of the effort. This decision is likely to

involve the principal in some way, even if the major responsibility for

facilitation ts elsewhere. The involvement of the principal with teachers

about change is likely to have positive benefit for the change overall, if

only as an indication of official support (Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer, &

Muscella, 1985).

Who ke the Targets, or Units--ofChange?

Any interaction about change involves individuals or sets of individuals

who art the targets of the change. These potential "users" respond to the
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dictates of the change itself and also to the actions of CFs. Their responses

can be measured through the CBAM dimensions of Stages of Concern, Levels of

Use, and Innovation Configurations and can provide useful information to a

facilitator about how the change might be managed.

The PTI and High School Studies looked at changes that affected different

groups or numbers of potential users. If a change involved all or most of the

faculty of a school, the unit of change was school-wide. If a change involved

one faculty group, such as a department or all sixth grade teachers, then the

unit of change became that group, and so on. All of the curriculum

innovations studied in the PTI study were school-wide innovations, but there

were other innovations in the schools that involved only groups. The High

School study had the intention of looking at a variety of types nf changes and

their target groups; including district=wide, school,wide, and those affecting

individuals (Rutherford & Huling-Austino 1984).

ConsidWag the unit of change and its characteristics has value in

planning and structuring change efforts from two perspectives -- 1) the size

of the unit, its formal leadership, and the unit's previous experience with

similar change which could be important to planning; and 2) the

characteristics of teachers as individuals; since their concerns and

background can condition their involvement and commitment to the process.

Yet, as the unit of change is largely determined by the change itself, it

is difficult to talk about one without the other. 'Me findings in the High

&Opal Study revealed that over half of the changes that were reported

involved the whole school (54;4 %). Sub,units; such as departments; were

involved in 28.6% of the changes listed and individuals as units in 17% Of the

changes listed (Rutherford & Huling-Austin, 1984). This finding was
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surprising to researchers, as popular conceptions of high schools suggest that

departments would be the primary unit of change.

As the size of the unit of change increases, the nrsed for formalizing

communication, problem=solving, assistance, and monitoring in the change

process also increases. Many of the facilitation "teams" and second change

facilitators in the High School Study were attempts by the principal or

primary facilitator to make the unit of change *nage/el:Ile -- to subdivide it,

or to provide small group leadership by using other CFs (Huling-Austin,

Stiegelbauer, and Muscella, 1985). This was especially true of whole school

change efforts. The facilitative steams developed for one change, however,

did not necessarily remain the same for another change. Many schools that

utilized facilitation teams varied membership on those teams with the changes

they were trying to implement. This had the function of involving more

teachers in leadership roles and responsibilities.

One example of this is an elementary school, originally in the PT1 Study

and revisited as a part of the HS Study. This school had a Second CF who was

the district facilitator for the innovation. As a result of her use of grade

level groups and leaders in that effort, the principal now utilizes a Second

CF from within the school and, working with her, divides the school into

smaller units, each with some informal head. This becomes a facilitation

"team" with the principal and Second CF as the planning and monitoring "head."

When last visited, the school had three such teams -- one for writing skills

and a school magazine, one for computer literacy, and one for a new reading

text. As the teachers in this school were highly self-motivated arid

ambitious, involvement in roles of responsibility, leadership, and

communication enhanced their feelings of ownership in the school.
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Ithit_iNeike Know About Changes Themselves?

In the PTI Study, researchers worked with the schools or district staff

to develop a "configuration checklist," an operationalized description of the

innovation in order to view the behaviors of teachers throughout the year in

relation to the program description (Hall et ali, 1982, Heck, Stiegelbaueri

Hall A Loucks, 1981), This process allowed the research staff, program

developers and facilitators to see how well the program had been understood by

teachers in the nine study schools as well as how teacher behaviors changed as

they became more practiced with the innovation,

The High School Study examined the types of changes found in the 30

schools throughout the country. Oy comparison, the PTI study viewed teacher

behavior longitudinally relative to one specific change in the school. The

changes found in these high schools were grouped by size and complexity as

well as by content; Almost all of the charges were in some way directed to

the,improvement of student achievements or in response to contemporary demands

on schools for knowledge of computers, new business machines, drug awareness,

better parenting, etc. The areas of curriculum and adMinistrative planning

and organization were the types of changes found in the highest percentages of

all types listed. Few changes addressed teacher or administrator behavior or

professional development. Fewer still represent major reforms (ROtherford &

Huling-Austin, 1984, Rutherford and Morphyi 1985);

Another consideration in viewing the change in high schools wa' the

source or 110111.sf_th!_shange and its relation to teacher response to the

change. Of the changes viewed in the HS Study, approximately 71% came frcw a

source other than teachers. These other sources included mainly local school

and district administrators, and a few from parents, community, students and

contextual factors. When all the knuwn sources were considered, district
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administrators accounted for the la.gest number of changes, followed by

collaborative teacher efforts, local school administrators and individual

teachers (Rutherford & Murphy, 1985).

Hot unexpectedly, teachers were found to respyld more poeitively to

bottom up changes (87% by self-report and interview). However, when the

ichanges were top down, teacher reactions were still positive 52% of the time.

Also, not unexpectedly, changes that were required received less positive

response than changes that were optional. Further, viewing the degree of

change in practice required for teachers to accomrodate the innovation --

major, moderate, or minor -- also had predictable outcomes. Teachers

responded more positively to changes that were minor in degree than major.

Further, teachers were more positively inclined to changes not focused on

themselves. When changes were targeted to teachers, it drew a lower

percentage of positive responses and a higher percentage of negative responses

than any other targets. (All data from Rutherford & Murphy, 1985).

Of the five factors considered in teacher response -- source, required or

optional, degree, requirements for use, and the tarpt of the change -- the

one that drew the greatest reaction from teachers was the _source of the

change. When the change was initiated by teachers, their reaction was

positive 86% of the time, neutral 7% and negative 7% of the time. When the

change came from other sources, teachers reacted positively 38% of the time,

negetively 22% of the time, were neutral 32% of the time, and had a mixed

response 8% of the time. While there may be many reasons for this range of

response, it dees support the implication that teacher involvement and

ownership is an important element in a positive response to change.

Teacher response to change in the PTI Study was measured by the changes

in their concerns and levels of use over a year's time. As the PTI Study was
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focused on response to one innovation which was being implemented schOol-wide,

teachers' response might be as indicative of the information provided and

attions taken by facilitators as it was a response to the characteristics of

the innovation itself.

Another significant consideration in viewing the changes* is the clarity

of the innovation to teachers. Research done on Innovation Configurations

divided innovation descriptions into implementation requirement, those things

ne:essary to begin working with the change getting materials ready,

providing training -- and the operationalized behaviors involved in becoMing a

user of the innovation (Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall & Loucks, 1981);

Implementatior requires actions directed to both aspects; Often facilitators

provide the necessary setup but not the coaching or problem-solving necessary

to clarify behaviors needed to make the program work. PTI study data

indicated that facilitator interventions in the area of providing

organizational supports were consistent across all schools. In schools that

were more successful in implementation, these setup activities were balanced

by interventions directed to consultation, reinforcement* and problem-solving

(Hord, Haling, and Stiegelbauer, 1983). Further, in schools that had greater

implementation success, the 1st or 2nd CF worked to enrich or refine teacher

understanding of the innovation as use was established over the year. In some

schools, this was done by sequentially introducing, clarifying, and practicing

With separated components of the change; in others, it was done through

problem-solving ano consulting with individuals in need of help.

-Implementing Change Variables: Important Considerations

The sections above describe some of the variables to 1:14 considered in

viewing a change process and developing a plan for facilitating that process.

In summary, these variables include:
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I) Who will oe primary leader in the change process?

2) What is the target of the change, what is the size of the unit of

change?

If the unit is large, what is the best strategy to make it a

manageable unit?

4) Who would be best suited for the role of Second CF, given the

innovation and the unit of change? In some situations, a curriculum

expert for the innovation, if receptive to teachers, might help

clarify and work through the innovation; in other situations, a

department head or in-school leader, accustomed to working with

Staff, might better marshall teacher support.

Would a facilitation team, involving teachers, be a good idea? If

so, who should it include, and now should it be organized and

monitored?

6) What is the innovation? What is its source? What do teachers

know about it? What kind of concerns do they have about it?

How complex is it? How many other changes are going on?

7) What is the best way to provide clarity and reinforcement for the

change? Who should define it? New is it best explained to

teachers?

All of these considerations are site,specific. Leadership for change

, includes knowing not only the requirements of the innovation but the

characteristics of teaching staff, who might be available and responsible EFS,

and strategies for making the change manageable.

The research findftigs from the PTI and HS Studies point to the principal

as having a major role in leadership, especially in changes that involve the

iithole School. The delegation of responsibilities to other staff, providing
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resources, including time for teachers to practice and adapt to it, support

and push for the ohangei involved the principal. In schools where

implementation was more successful as determined 4y data or as nominated by

district administrators, the principal had an active role in structuring,

supporting, and monitoring the process. Even in schools that Imre engaging in

many changes at many levels, the principal monitored the pulse of each of

those efforts;

The next section describes some of the actions taken by facilitators in

implementiog changes. These actions, or interventions, were found to have a

consistent pattern in successful P71 schools, regardless of the innovation or

the facilitators. Descriptive data from the high schools supports the

hypothesis that this pattern is an important one. Facilitators in hiph

schools also engaged in these same classifications of activities directed to

making their changes work.

A CONSTANT IN THE CHANGE PROCESS: INTERVENTIONS

ijAciLornfov_.

The purpose of this section is to discuss the actions which change

facilitators take in elementary and high schools in the implementation

process. In considering actions for change, two major components are

discussed: game plan components and system feedback. A general description

of the intervention components which change facilitators typically use

provides the backdrop for vignettes from both the elementary and the high

school. Four brief case studies from elementary and high schools that were

part of the P7I and HS research are then presented, illustrating the role and

interventions of facilitators who were effective in implementing change.
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A Game Plan

Change masters, says Kanter (1984), understand the crucial paradox of the

change effort: "there needs to be a plan, and the plan has to acknowledge

that it will be departed from." The plan, departure from it, and the

restructuring of the plan are the rubric which direct the actions of the

change facilitator during the implementation process. The PTI researchers

discovered a cyclical pattern in the Actions of principals who were "change

masters.° First, they had a vision of their school which became the plan.

The plan was then carried out through the actions they took. Finally, they

monitored the effects of these actions to allow for effective restructuring of

their plan.

The plan, or game plan, utilized by principals in the PTI study was an

overall design for the interventions required to implement the change in their

schools. In developing this game plan, these principals considered all

aspects of the implementation effort and all persons both directly and

indirectly involved with the change effort (Hall, et al., 1983; Rutherford,

Hord & Thurber, 1984). In addition, these plans were found to have four major

game plan components which directed the principal in providing leadership in

activities which supported the teachers In instructional improvement. These

specific game plan components, part of the intervention taxonomy developed by

, the RIP program from PTI and other data, are:

1) developing supportive organizational arrangement,

2) training,

3) providing consultation and reinforcement, and

4) monitoring and evaluating (Hall & Hord, 1984).



When the change facilitator put all four of these game plan components into

operation, the likelihood of successful implementation is increased, according

to the PTI data (Hall et al.' 1983). Figure 4 depicts the game plan

components, definitions, descriptors, and examples. The f011owing illustrates

these game plan components through vignettes from the PTI and Phase II High

School Study:

Developing su2 milie_oranizationalarmanerents are the nuts and bolts

of the change process in which the change facilitator keeps the organizational

medhanism well-oiled so that the change can work in the system. This game

plan component represents the logistical requirements which assure that th0

organizational mechanism can accommodate the innovation. A high school

principal wanted to provide the time for the assistant principals and

department heads to assume instructional leadership roles; their time,

however, was consumed by paperwork, leaving little time for direct contact

with teachers in a facilitative capacity. The principal in this particular

high school allocated more instructional support time to this leadership team

through streamlining the "administrivia" of the school. She acquired a

personal computer system necessary for creating a record management system for

routlma paperwork. This action by the principal was an organizational

arrangement which gave the requisite time to the other members of the

leadership team to directly support a new instructional program.

In contrast, an elementary school principal attacked a specific problem

by arranging organizational support. In her implementation efforts

surrounding a district-sponsored math program, she discovered that teachers

were not using the instructional math kits because the kits were neither

organized nor coordinated with the scope and sequence of the math program.

The principal facilitated use of the math kits by recruiting parent volunteers
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DEFINITION

FIGURE 4

DESCRIPTORS EXAMPLES

GAME PLAN COMPONENT

GPC I:

.mloping

Supportive

Organizational

Arrangements

GPC's are the six major'

functional clusters

of innovaticn-related

interventions.

Actions taken to

develop policiesi

plan, manage staff,

hods, restructure

roles and provide

space, materials,

and resources to

establish and main-

tain use of the

innovation.

Clusters all interven-

tions into functional

groupings.

Covers the entire time

period of the change

process.

Includes all actors

and events.

In combination. covers

all interventions of

the game plan.

Covers logistical and

scheduling activities.

Includes planning and

decision-making about

the change process,

schedules and people.

Hiring new staff. _

Seeking/receiving funds.

Providing innovation-

related equipment.

GPC 2:

Training

Actions taken to develop

positive attitudes,

knowledge and skills

in relation to innova-

tion use, through

formal, structured

and/or pre-planned

activities.

Covers formal organized

training activities.

May be provided for

users, administrators

or others.

Is normally scheduled

and announced in advance.

Holding workshops.

Modeling/demonstrating

Observing and providing

feedback related to a

pre-specified task.
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77:
Providing

Consultation

and Reinforcement

DEFINITION

c ons o en osyns

cratic, problem-specifq,

targetted at en indivl .

dual or small group)

taken to encourage and

to assist individualF,

in solving problems

related to innovation

implementation,

DESCRIPTORS

s focused on consul

and coaching users/

nonusers.

EXAMPLES

Is typified by one-on-one

problem solving and

informal sharing of tips.

ng r e conversa-

tions about how it is

going.

Facilitating a problem.

solving group,

Providing "comfort and

caring" sessions.

GPC 4: _

Monitoring A

Evaluation

Actions taken to gather,

analyze or report data

about the implementation

and outcomes of a change

Includes formal and

informal assessments,

Includes assessment,

analysis interpretation

and feedback,

Analyzing pre-post learner

assessments, ,

Administering end.of.

workshop questionnaire,

Conferencing with

teachers to survey how

the new program is going,

From Hall and Hord 1984 285-286,
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to unpact the kits, and providing a substitute teacher so that teachers had

additional planning time to coordinate the instructional materials with the

program. Through this action, this elementary school principal both solved a

logistical problem and facilitated the use of the matn materials. Actions by

principals which provided the necessary organizational support for the

innovation were found in both the elementary and high school studies.

Trainim is usually a more formal intervention by change facilitators.

Typically, it involves workshops or demonstration lessons which are scheduled

in advance. Two vignettes from elementary schools provide examples of ways in

which effective change facilitators used worksAops and demonstration lessons

in tandem to support specific innovations in their respective schools. First,

a principal in a rapidly expanding elementary school, in supporting and

implementing a district=sponsored pupil management program, personally

provided the training to the faculty for one hour each week. He gave further

support for this weekly training session by observing in the classrooms and

modeling the behavioral management techniques to teachers with students.

Next, in a West coast elementary school, a principal facilitated the writing

program innovation sponsored by the school district. He commissioned a few

teachers to attend a district-wide workshop regarding the writing innovation.

As a result of teachers positive response to this workshop, he juggled school

resources to bring the workshop leader to the school, which piqued the

interest of other members of the faculty during the initial stages of the

implementation process. Both of these principals provided support for the

innovation by sponsoring workshop and training sessions to meet the specific

needs of their schools.

Providins_spnsultation and reinforcement are idiosyncratic actions which

the principal or facilitator tar.:'_ts at individual or small groups of users.
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These often occur in brief conversations or problem-solving sessions between

the change facilitators and individual or small groups of users. It also

includes spontaneous actions like conversations in the hallway, a visit to a

classroom, or an informal meeting in the teachers' lounge providing

consultation and support for teachers' use of the instructional innovatior,

One effective Mgh school principal describes her ongoing support and

consultation with teachers as "high touch." She translates this concept into

actions such as circulating in the hallways and teachers' lounge to talk with

teachers about instruction. She also dralts handwritten notes to teachers to

thank them for a job well done. She feels this ongoing personal touch allows

har to have instructional contact with teachers on en ongoing, informal basis

which communicates the importance of the instructional program.

A "change master" elementary school principal took actions which

supported the district-mandated writing program. He modeled the process of

writing by generating his own stories, which he typed in his office. He then

visited classrooms to read his stories to children and teachers alike. The

principal used his stories as the springboard for conversing with teachers

about implementing the writing process in the classroom. Both of these

principals were encouragers: they acted in ways which reinforced the use of

the innovation, and each in their own way was a consultant to the users.

Monitoring and Evaluating. When a CF conducts formal and informal

assessments, such as observing or conferring with teachers, assessing learner

outcomesi and administering end-of-workshop questionnaires, he/she is

monitoring the effects of his/her actions on the change effort. Often the

actions surrounding the monitoring and evaluation of a system are formal

procedures. For example, in one high school, both the principal and the

assistant principal were responsible far the evaluation of the teachers. They
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performed this task twice a year, and after the evaluation, the principal or

the assistant principal had a conference with the teacher in which they

provided feedback about the instructional program. This was a formal

monitoring procedure. However, in another high school setting, during the

initial implementation efforts, the principal consulted with the early

adopters of the innovation on a frequent basit so that these teachers would

serve is Models for the later innovation adopters. These early adopters had

to resolve many initial problems in making the program work. Monitoring this

process allowed the principal to anticipate the needs of other users.

Generally, monitoring and evaluacion occur through visiting classrooms,

supervising implementation efforts, and by listening carefully to teacher

comments and discussion in personal and group interactions. In some instances

where there was more than one facilitator, the principal or primary CF would

be reSponsible for more formal monitoringi while the Second CF would monitor

the.progress of individuals in a formative, proble6-solving way. They would

use both forms of monitoring to revise their implementation game plan. Having

formal and informal processes of monitoring and evaluating available allowed

facilitators to continually tssess the outccies of the change effort.

Feedback_on the System

As the researchers from the RIP Program analyzed the data from the PTI

study, they discovered that the change facilitators (principals and others)

Who Were successful in implementing the change not only had a plan which they

translated into actions but they also restructured their plan when necessary..

They accomplished this by obtaining feedback from the system. This feedback

is the link between the change facilitator anc the ongoing interventions which

the change facilitator takes in the imol.amcntation effort. Through

observations and conversations, the change facilitator receives frequent input
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about the change effort. Once they have received this information, there is a

period of reflection in which they evaluate the original plan and reformulate

if required.

According to intervention theory, facilitators organize and provide for

the process, train, reinforce and problem solve, and monitor results. This

monitoring may result in retracing steps to retrain or provide other

problem-solving activities and monitoring again.

It is the use of this cyclical process which most obviously separates the

effective from the ineffective change facilitators. An elementary school

principal was implementing a district-mandated school math program. Her

initial goal was to implement the entire math curriculum change during the

first year; however, on obtaining feedback from observations in classrooMs and

conversations with the teachers, she found that to have teachers develop

objectives for the scope and sequence of the program was a more realistic goal

for.the first year of implementation efforts. She revised ner plan so that

adapting the materials to fit the curriculum became a second goal.

An example from a high school is a summer project begun by the principal

in order to beautify a decaying inner city school. The initial positive

reaction of faculty members, parents, and students to the mural which began to

adorn the walls of the school after the first summer, however, helped the

program to grow into a whole school beautification program.

Each of these principals understood the rubric of the change process --

planning, acting, and restructuring. In the actions which change facilitators'

take for change, the critical aspects of having a game plan and obtaining

feedback from the system are part of the repertoire of principals who are

effective change agents.
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The following are brief case studies of change in four schools, two

elementary aad two secondary. All of these schools were effective in their

change efforts. The principal played a major role in eaeh school, either as

primary facilitator or through working with a facilitation team. The case

study text describes each setting, highlighting the interventions utilized as

a part of the plan for change. The ',annotations to the right provide a

complementary sketch of the change process in the school in terms of the

change variables discussed in this paper -- facilitator pattern, units of

change and game plan components.

Chinqe-iri UtimFou_r_ t ated_Case_Stu_die_s

Willow School

Willow is a largei_expanding elementary school which KEY
serves approximately 800 students in K=6 With a staff of
43 teachers, one principal, and one assistant principaL
The community in which the school is located is basically
middle class and Anglo. Hispanics comprise 2% of the
student population, and Blacks about 15%, most of these
Students being bussed from inner city. The school is

fourteen_ years old and has been served by the same
principal during these years. Tenure of the faculty
ranges from 1 to 12 years, with mcbt of the number in the
4-8 year range. There is a general feeling in the school
and at the district level that Willow School is a good
school with few problems.

Facilitator Pattern. 'There are only two formal
administrative positions in the school, the principal and
the assistant principal. The principal is the visible
leader recognized by the faculty. He deligtes both
responsibility and authority to the assistant principal.
Once this basic responsibility is delegated, he does not
interfere, but he does monitor and consult relative to
task expectations.

For each grade level, there is an informally
designated leader and the two principals use these
teachers as communication links with other teachers at the
various grade levels. However, there is a considerable
amount of direct contact between the principals and the
teachers. Despite this delegation of responsibility, the
principal is the instructional leader in the school.
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Chan e. Two major changes are being implemented at
Willow c ool, and both of these changes are mandated by
the district. Thc first of these is a behavior management
program and the second innovation is the new math program.
The principal is the primary facilitator for both
programs.

_Interventions. The 'principal_ has a good working
knowledge of his faculty. Through classroom observations,
discussions with individual teachers, and feom Other
facilitators in the building (assistant principal and
informal grade leaders) he knows how teachers teach in
their classrooms. The principal does more than collect
information about the classroom performance of his
teachers. He acts on it, usually in a supportive way.

Arrangements_for the in-school math consultant and
encouragement for teacher atteadance at the
district-sponsored math workshops are two ways in which
the principal encourages adoption of the math innovation.
In another instance, he and the assistant principal
investigated a complaint by the teachers regarding the new
math program, discovered they were correct, and contacted
the _district personnel responsible for remedying the
problem. In addition, the principal is providin9 the
in-house weekly staff training for the behavior management
program;

ISITALT
Willow School has an identifiable leader, the

principal, who uses the available school resources to
facilitate the change process, Among these resources are
the key school personnel. He structures the
responsibilities for the instructional program so that
adequate monitoring and support is available. He uses the
critical game plan components in intervening with the
staff to facilitate change.

George Washin ton Carver Hi h School

George Washington Carver High School (GWCHS) is an
inner city comprehensive high school with a student
population of 2,500 and a faculty of 135. Although the
faculty is racially balanced, the student population is
99% black with almost 50% being poor. There is a high
mobility rate among the students; however, the staff and
the principal have remained relatively stable over the
last decade. The school has experienced frequent
demographic changes during the last ten years, and it is
this phenomenon of community change which undersc.ores the
continuing commitment of GWCHS to school improvement.

Facili'Ator Pattern. The organization flow chart at
GWCHS shows the chain of command and the delegation of
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responsibilities. Administrative staff end teachers
report that there.are procedures which all staff folloW in
both the routine functions and the resolution of problems.

The assistant principals share in the instructional
leadership with the principal, while department heads have
responsibility for the curriculum planning, budget
allocations, and teacher supervision in their respective
departments. The leadership team which includes the
assistant principals and the department heads meets in
regularly scheduled cabinet meetings. However, the school
leader is the principal and the assistant principals are
second in command.

Change. Changes at the building level at GWCHS are
in response to meeting the needs of the changing student
population. The primary goal of the principal at GWCHS is
to improve the academic achievement of the students. The
specific objective is to decrease the nuMber of students
who score below the 50% on standardized achievement tests.
This change effort is viewed as an all-school effort, in
which all faculty members and administrative leaders share
a responsible part.

A tandem effort in the change process to improve
academic achievement is the school beautification project,
begun several years ago by the principal in response to
the poor image of GWCHS, both within and outside the
school. As a result of the continued summer efforts of a
small cadre of students, faculty and the principals, the
halls of the school are dominated by fifteen=foot murals.
These murals have become a focal point of the change
effort: they serve to motivate stiff and students alike
for the school beautification project and are the
beginning of the principal's long-range vision for the
school.

Interventions. There is an underlying structure to
the way CFA-TEEThis principal goes about the business of
effectively leading the school. Several components are
readily apparedt in his game plan to accomplish his goal.
Among the more salient features of his plan for school
improvements are the establishment of policies and

procedures, ad hoc change teams, the articulation of
goals, and the development and implementation of

strategies to accomplish these goals.

The principal's _primary goal is to improve the

academic achievement of students. He sees this as a long,
slow building process; however, he understands that
increments of progress must be made each year to actualize
his goals. It is his underlying belief which guides the
plan. He articulates this belief by stating that students
are the school's best asset, and that all students have
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the potential to achieve. He adopts a pragmatic approach:
'the principal states the yearly goal and develops a
two-pronged plan. First, fie examines the available
resources and accentuates the school's strengths in the
improvement process. Second, he establishes specific
goals which are reachable and attainable. His vision for
school improvement becomes a series of utilitarian
strategies with defined objectives which can be
communicated to staff and students.

What are some of the components which he uses in
accomplishing his goal? He creates an ad hoc change team
comprised of teachers, assistant principals, and other
staff members. He selectively marshalls his resources,
and he ignores the organizational plan in the
implementation process.

In the typical day-to-day occurrences in the school,
formal _procedures are known and followed by both
administrators and teachers. Overall, the principal
adheres to both district and school policy for managing
the school; however, he handles the change process
differently. When the principal intends to implement a
change, he selectively enlistb the support of others. He
chooses a small cadre of staff and consults with this
group during the change process. It is as if the formal
procedures are in place for institutionalized events, but
the change process requires a different approach -- the
creation of an ad hoc change team.

Summar . The principal at GWCHS ts a contradiction,
for he is t e push behind the change effort in the school
and uses creative insubordination when policy prevents the
actualization of his vision for the school. But he is a
leader who also considers school policy. The salient
characteristic which makes some sense of the
contradictions is the principal's vision for tht school.
He believes that academic achievement is a possibility for
all students. It is his plan to accomplish his goals.

It is not poisible to describe GWCHS without strong
reference to the principal. His role is perhaps best
explained when considering the students. They are the
focal point of the school and the principal is their
primany advocate in that the changes he implements and
initiates are for the benefit of students. It is this
belief in the role and function of schools which appears
to define the principal.

Mimosa

Mimosa Elementary School is located in the
southeastern coastal region of the United State in a
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large, diverse school district, but serves a primarily
middle-class non-minority population. The twenty-six year
old building which houses self-contained classrooms and a
special education resource room is staffed by 28 faculty
meMbers who are veteran teachers. The SSO students are
mostly non-minority, middle-class children: approxir tely
73% of the students are white, 22% are black, 4% Hispanic,
and a few are Asian. None of the students are eligible
for Title I funding; however, a small percentage of
students participate in the federally subsidized lunch
program. The student population at mimosa is relatively
stable. Students' achievement scores on standardized
tests are above the national norm.

latilitator Pattern. The principal describes herself
as a task=orienfiriVii-g-er who delegates responsibilities
to the other leadership team members. She monitors the
progress _e_the_team on a frequent basis. The_ team,_ which
isie4mprised of the_principal, assistant principal, and
math coordinator, is highly interactive, so it it

diffitUlt to assess the origin of ideas. _HOWever, it it
apparent that the principal is the team leader and that
the other team members look to her for advice, guidance,
and approval.

The delegation of tasks is often accomplished_through
discussion and consensus; however, the principal_does not
delegate responsibilities unless the tatk it fully
discussed and clearly understood; The staff reports that
the'principal's expectations are clearly understood and
that she knows what occurs in the building at all levels.

SNE01. Change in the Mimosa Elementary School has
beeniiiiiidited by the district office._ The unified_math
curriculum is an example of a mandated change which the
school has adopted; The procedures to implement this
curriculum, however, have been adapted to meet the needs
of the school. It is the process which the Mimosa school
uses in implementing the unified math program which
demonstrates the way in which change occurs in the school.

Interventions. A description which highlights the
change process fi-feedback. _The leadership team, strongly
influenced by _the principal, sought feedback about the
degree of program implementation from the staff. They
adapted the implementation process to facilitate adoption
of the unified math curriculum. They accomplished this
through several strategies. First,_ the principal
discovered that _the teachers could not implement all

program _components during the first year. Next, the
principal found that the supplemental materials_were not
used in the program. Through conversations with other
members of the team and teachers, she uncovered some
organizational .problems with the materials. The
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utilization of parent volunteers and a permanent
substitute teacher solved this aspect of the problem.
Throughout the process of solving the problem of low usage
of the supplemental kits in the classroom, the principal
continually sought feedback from the other team leaders
and teachers. She sought to account for the major
concerns of the teaching staf+ in applying remedies to the
problem.

r

402Tri. The principal is the push behind the change
effo n Mimosa. She is viewed by staff =-
administrators and teachers -= as knowing what happens in
the school. She sees herself as the instructional leader
who relies on a leadership team_ to work With her in
facilitating the school program. The principal expressed
no grand schemes for school reform. Rather, she attempted
to implement district-mandated programs, but adapted the
process of implementation to meet the unique needs of her
school. Ir addition, she saw the facilitation of change
as a process which required sensitivity to the needs of
the instructional staff for successful and long-term
implementation. Her efforts in the change process at
Mimosa became a sequence of utilitarian strategies to
accomplish the goal of eventually institutionalizing a
curriculum innovation.

Northside hSchool

GPC 1: Staffing
GPC 3: Problem Solving &

Consultation with
Teachers

GPC 4: Monitoring Process
GPC 2: Retraining

Principal Role

Northside High School is a thirty-year-old school
designed originally for a rural population which is now
growing at the rate of 200 students a year. The teacher
group is a new, younger faculty directed by a principal
who has been at the school for two years. The community
which Northside serves is a middle-class suburban
community of tran3p1anted professional families who are
relatively uninvolved in the school.

Factlqatar_fattern. The principal has adopted the Primary CF =
partiFTFIRTiTiaiiiiiiiii program es:oused by the school
district. The three assistant jprincipals serve as the Second CFs AP--AP--AP
second change facilitators, and there is a rotating group
of students and teacher representatives who serve on
advisory committees. However, it is clear that the
principal is the school leader who assumes the role of the APs Steering
primary change facilitator. He is supported by a steering
committee of teachers and an advisory council of both
teachers and students.

. The change at Northside is the rapid change
in the s udent population. Projected enrollment figures
for the district indicate that this school will gain as Change: Rapid :ncrease
many as 200 students yearly for the next five years. The in Student
district has set as a school priority the development of a Numbers
structured response system to this increase in students.
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One suggestion for this is the use of a participatory
management system that would allow for better
communication between teachers and administration. The
principal not only supports but implements this idea.

Participatory management _has taken the form of a
student/teacher advisory group and establishing
school=home communication. The purpose of this change is
to ensure that the academic achievement of the students
remains constant despite the contfnual change in the
student body.

_Interventfons. The principal has used both the
participatory management and school-community relations as
a springboard to effect school change and to maintain GPC I: Planning

` academic achievement. He relies on the input from both
the faculty steering committee and the student advisory
committee to make decisions. He then works with both of
these groups in conjunction with the other members of the
change facilitation team -- the assistant principals in
planning.

Unit of Change: Students,
Teachers, Departments,
Parents

In conferring with teachers, he writes an evaluation GPC 4: Monitoring
of their performance and then asks the teacher to write an
evaluation of his principal behaviors. Both evaluations
are then used in structuring professional goals and
objectives for the teacher and the principal == all of
which hinge on student growth and achievement. Further, GPC : Listening to

he supports teachers' concerns about the change by Concerns;

allowing them access to himself or others in roles of Consultation with
responsibility to express problems. He will discuss and Teachers

develop a plan for these problems with the steering group
and communicate the result to the school _or individual GPC 1: Renewal of Plan;

rapidly. This has been a significant help in gaining Communicates New

teacher trust in the process. Plan

Change at Northside requires almost daily
replann ng and problem solving. This principal involves
some of the individuals the change is affecting most --
teachers and students == in planning the school's
response.

CHANGE IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS:
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This document provides an overview of many of the t 'search findings

which the RIP team has developed from their studies of change in schools

during the last decade of research. Schools successful in implementing change

(whether elementary or high schools), had a set of identifiable strategies
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targetting the improvement process. A primary change facilitator assumed the

major role and responsibility for implementing the innovation. A major part

of this person's responsibility was developing a plan of action and

marshalli' the school's' resources to carry out the plan. Through the

formation of a change facilitation team, the plan was put into action. This

leadership team was comprised of a second change facilitator and unit leaders

who carried out the game plan for implementing the innovation. The primary

change facilitator acted as the overseer ind Monitored the system so that the

necessary restructuring of the plan could occur. In both elementary and high

schools, the successful implementation of an innovation included a cyclical

process wherein the primary change facilitator devised a plan, developed

strategies to implement the plan, monitored the system's response to the

actions surrounding the change effort, and revised the game plan when

necessary.

The case study examples illustrate some of these findings. While the

case studies include a number of different kinds of innovations, in each case

there was a primary facilitator and other facilitators acting to structure and

manage the change. These facilitators had slightly different roles depending

on whether it was an elementary or secondary school ind What the innovation or

change was. In Willow School, an elementary school, the second CF was the

assistant principal who took on the role of working more closely with teachers

to implement the math program. Another important facilitator in that school,

however, was the grade level leader, Who worked intimately with the second a

to solve problems and consult with other teachers about the innovation, At

Northside High School, the school management team worked together to develop a

strategy for dealing with the change an ongoing growth in student population.

Implementing that strategy was the role of department heads and assistant
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principals who worked within their own groups, or areas of responsibility, to

help teachers adjust and accommodate that change. It is difficult to say

within this system whether each of these are second CFs for their areas or

whether it is the team as a whole that is the second CF. Each, however,

worked to fulfill this role in terms of the actions they took with teachers.

Each school cited in the case studies provides examples of the

interventions taken by facilitators in implementing the changes they were

working with. Regardless of level, elementary or high school, change, or the

facilitators involved, comparable kinds of actions were engaged in. Further,

these actions fit the game plan components described earlier. While in each

school, interventions directed to supportive organizational arrangements,

training, and monitoring were present, the consultation and reinforcement

interventions proved to be especially important to the success of change in

each case. These GPC 3 interJentions were typically engaged in by ell

facilitators, though second CFs in particular had an important role in this

area. In George Washington Carver High School, the cadre of staff selected by

the principal as an ad hoc change team worked individually and in small groups

with teachers to enlist their aid for the school beautification program. In

Mimosa Elementary School, the principal consulted with the staff about the

usefulness of their materials in order to improve the situation. Both of

these actions contributed to gaining staff support for the change.

As these case studies and our research illustrate, the actual prouns of

change and the role and function of the various "actors" in change is more

similar than dissimilar in elementary and high schools when it is accomplished

in an effective manner. There are, of course, some differences. The size

differential between these two schools alters the structure of the change

facilitation teams. The departmentalization in the high school typically has



a unit leader in the departme t head role. This unit leader function often

must be created or appointed in the elementary school. The larger size of the

high schools often requires more active change facilitators and the

construction of more discrete, manageable units in which change may occur.

Finally, this size differential may influence the role of the school

principnl. At both levels, effective principals must sanction and support the

change efforti and they will typically be active and visible facilitators. In

larger schools (and many elementary schools are larger than high schools) the

principal will likely have more people involved in the leadership team and

delegate more responsibilities. Because departments in high schools have a

certain degree of autonory not accorded to units within an elementary school,

changes may be initiated and facilitated at that level Without direct

principal involvement. In elementary schools, the effective principal is more

likely to be involved in any and all changes.

Effective change at either the elementary or the high school is guided by

several principles.

I. It requires a leader who sanctions and supports the change.

2. It requires the use of a team of change facilitators.

3. It requires a series of sequential strategies planned around the

improvement process.

4. It requires monitoring of the system's responses to the

implementation strategies.

5. It requires corrective action if and when the implementation

plan strays off target.

Accomplishing change, especially complex change in schools, is no easy task.
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Research in schools where change has been accomplished successfully suggestr,

that if the above principles are considered, the process of change is more

likely to have effective results.
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Teachers' Contributions to School Improvement:
Reflections on Fifteen Years of Research

William L. Rutherford

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education
The University of Texas at Austin

For more than a decade the staff of the Research on Improvement project at

the Research and Development Center for Te4cher Education (R&DCTE) has been

intensively engaged in the study of the change process in school settings

throughout the United States. It goes without saying that the process of

change in schools cannot be studied in r meaningful way without attending to

the role of teachere

insights we have

in change. Mure

possible teacr-

change;

The purpose of this paper is to present the findings and

.7-111 our research that relates to the rola of teachers

the paper will address the issues of typical and

.n the e'welopment, initiation and continuation of

Typical Roles of Teachers in Change

"I Don't Knott," Syndrome

As one part of our research efforts we regularly assessed the way in which

teachers were actually involved in the use of a particular innovation. To do

this a focused interview format was used that permitted the determination of a

particular Level of:Use for each teacher (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford & Newlove,

1975; Loucks, Newlove and Hall, 1976). One question in this interview asks the

teacher to project forward and tell how they see themselves being involved with

the innovation in the future (or next year). The total number of Level of Use

interviews we have conducted is estimated to be in the 1,000 range. Out of all

of these interviews one answer freqiently given in response to the question

about future use is "I don't know, the (principal, supervisor, superintendent,

or some other superordinate) has not yet told us." In sone cases the response
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is stated as a knowni "The (name_of_superordinate) has said we will - - _

In either case the message being conveyed by the teachers is that they believe

their future in relation to the innovation is determined not by them, but by

some superordinate. Many times they don't even know which superordinate or

administrative level is responsible for making the decision about the

innovation (Rutherford & Huling-Austin, 1984; Rutherford & Murphy, 1985).

This Too Shall Pass

Out of the many interviews and other data collection efforts directed by

the R&DCTE researchers there has emerged another common teacher reaction to

their involvement in the particular change. Teachers are reluctant to take any

change too seriously or to invest in it too much energy for they know from

experience that many innovations fade into oblivion after a few yeirs or the

importance of the innovation is diminished as other innovations are introduced.

This type of teacher reaction is certainly justified given the reality of

how change is often handled by schools and school districts. I. was not at all

unusual to find teachers being asked to implement more than one innovation at

the same time. Additionallyi they might expect that each year they would be

asked to implement at least one more change. If findings from research on

change has taught us anything it is that teachers (or other persons for that

matter) just cannot effectively implement these "rapid fire" innovations,

particularly if.they are at all complex (Rutherford, Hall & Huling, 1983; Hall,

1975; Hall, 1979). Changing an organization is a process that requires not

just months but years to accomplish.

Given this nonsensical approach to change in schools it was understandable

that teachers frequently did not treat the changes seriously. To maintain

emotional and professional equilibrium it was necessary that they allocate

their time and energies carefully and not overcommit to every passing fad.

Thus, they often took the position that the change being promoted at any given
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time would soon pass as many others before it had and, in fact, they were

usually correct.

Mt.Y.Shaftge?

This was a question frequently aSked by teachers who were being asked to

make a change. As might be expected, one group asking this question was those

teachers who were not accepting of the innovation. Until a year ago I would

have said thete wei-o the tesistots of change. However, a paper by Mehlti (1985)

has caused me to rethink that Obtition. He holds that humans actually seek

change' but what they resist is loss; If they perceive that by making the

change they might suffer losses of a personal or material nature then they will

resist the loss. Whether it be resistance to loss or resistance to change,

there are those teachers who questiOn change because they do not wish to

'participate in it.

There is anOther group of teachers who ask the question because they

-really wish to underttand "ohy the thange. A sixth-grade teacher is asked to

implement a new criterion-referented Math program. Every year for the past 5

years her StUdents have scored an average of two years above the district

average on standardiled Math achievement tests. This teacher wants to WOW

what is wrong with her math inttrUCtiOn that requires that she change to a new

peogtac High School A is consistently ranked as one of the best in the state

and has even earned national recognition; When the teachers are atked to

implement a new instrUttiOnal process patterned after Madeline Hunter's MOdel,

they ask what is wrong with their instruction now and haw will the new model

improve it. It would be encouraging if we could report that the grol* of

teachers who do this kind of frank and professional questioning Was quite

sizeable. Unfortunately, it was not as large as the resistor group or maybe it

just was not as vocal.
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Let's Fakelt

In tnis group of teachers are some who do not fit into any of the

previously described groups, but many also belong to one (or more) of the above

groups. The teachers in this group try to make it appear that they are doing

what the innovation and its facilitators expect them to do. This does not mean

that they are weak or dishonest teachers. Indeed some of the best teachers may

be in this group. Teachers who are willing to try new ideas and programs that

might improve their teaching and who want to do what is expected of them may

find that the demands of multiple innovations prevent them from executing each

innovation as well as they would like. Thus, they try to do or make do as best

they can. Perhaps it is too harsh to say these teachers are faking it, but to

be sure, their use of the innovation is less than genuine.

A subgroup within this group is characterized by their propensity for

fitting anything new into an existing mold. They will claim there is nothing

really new in this innovation; a new name has been given to something they have

done for years (or used to do years a;o). Not only do they claim this but they

actually reshape the innovation so that as much as possible it does fit with

what they have been doing all along. In this way they claim to be using the

innovation when actually they are not,or only minimally.

There remains one small but fiesty group that is quite candid about their

cover-up. For example, one teacher had her classroom fully adorned with all

the visible trappings of the innovation. When asked about her use of the

innovation she said she did not use it at all; she had simply prepared her room

to make others believe she did. Others were not so clever in their deception,

but they would admit to the researchers that they did only what was necessary

to make it appear they were using the innovation.
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The Sad Truth

From this brief and selected inforNation one might draw many conclusions

about the current and typical role of teachers in the process of educational

change. The one conclusion'that was most vivid to the researchers, both from

data (Rutherford & Murphy, 1985) and subjective impression was that teachers

are far more likely to be the recipients than the initiators of any change that

impacts more than their own classrooms. When recipients of chilnge had little

or no input in the change process, and when change was thrust upun them with

little forewarning, some misted and some reacted positively, but the majority

responded with a kind of passive acceptance that this is just the way things

are done in schools.

Because change is managed in this way, and because teachers rcoond as

they do (in a rational, logical way), the cost and loss for American education

has been massive. Billions of dollars .ave been spent developing,

disseminating and implementing programs that have vanished without a trace. in

most cases it was never known whether tft progtams were effective or

ineffective bec-v:se they were implemented so poorly there was never a fair

assessment of the innovation before it was set aside for another new program.

But there has been more.than a loss of money. The improvement of schools

and schooling, which is the ultimate objective of educational change, has

actually been impaired. As teachers have been faced with wave atter wave of

changes they have developed the response patterns described above. For those

teachers who have experienced this for some yea-s it is increasingly difficult'

for them to take seriously ary new program that is roposed. It is o credit to

teachers that they try as they do to be responsive to each innovation.

Not only has teacher motivation and excitement for change been blunted,

the great amounts of time and energy the multiple charges have required of them

has destabilized their movement toward true teaching improvement. Our research
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has established that as teachers first con.ront an innovation they usually have

.high personal concerns and concerns about how to manage t lange (Hall &

Rutherford, 1976; Hall, 1976); Although these concerns are typical

when faced with something new, they do direct the teacher away from concerns

that are more critical to teacher effectiveness concerns about how t inrove

student learning.

Our research has also shown that when teachers attempt to use a new

program it usually takes quite a while--perhaps ,6veral years--before they can

use it effectivC.y (HA! , 1978; Loucks & Hall, 1979; Hall, 1979). This means

that &ring this ,ime the teacher's el'activeness is reduced, and fo teacher

,o has tn engage in one innovation after another, it means a continued

r..flo....;.1,;, of effectiveness.

A third and often overlooked negative consequence of the typical change

process is that it causes educators and the public to believe that meaningful

educational improvement i mdervey in our schools when it isn't. A listing

and description of all tnE programs they have recently introduced is one way

schools and districts often use to show constituents what good things they are

doing. This substitution of activity for substance is both deceptive and

counterproductive for it keeps us from seeking true and lasting solutions to

our educationa, problems.

What has been described up to this point is the current state of the scene

relative to change and teachers' involvement. But the situation does not have

to be as it is. Teachers neee not be just plssive recipients of change, they

can be active initiators. And znange can be a positive force for school

improvement rather than a destabilizing force.
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Some Facts About Teachers and Change

Before moving to a discussion of how to improve the change process it is

of interest to at least note sone of the things our research team has --ned

over the years about teachers and change. Nbre than anything this informatiOn

dispells some oft stated bilieft.

For many years as we studied change in schools across the nation we

collected from indiviJa1 teachers data such as their age, thei- 7.trider, years

of teaching experiv.ra 'ears of experience at that partic;:!ar 'hool and

number of years of eduLaLion completed. Never were we at'. establish any

kind of consistent relationship between these variables and outcome variables

such as teachers' concerns about the particular change being implemented or

their use of the innovation (George & Rutherford, 1980).

Older teachers were no more resistant to or accepting Of change than were

younger teachers. Neither did years of teaching experience or teacher gender

'predict teacher response to change. The nature of the innovation, the way the

implementc.:on process was handled and the school's previous implementWon

history were more influential than any of these demographic variables oi

teachers' concerns about and uses of an innovation.

Since we studied both elementary and secondary schools it is possible to

draw some comparisons between those tw, levels (Hall, et, al., 1986).

Admittedly these comparisons are more subjective than those just presented; but

because of the numbers of schools and teachers involved in our research, and

because the findings were subjected to the interpretation of our entire

research team, we feel they are sound. Secondary and elementary teachers did

not differ markedly in their acceptance of or resistance to change; High

school teachers were more likely to seek information about thc purpose; intent

and rationale for a particular change. This was due in part to the fact that

many of the: changes they were asked to implement were directed at the
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curriculum of their particular department and since they tended to believe

.themselves highly knowledgeable in their own teaching field, they were more apt

to give the innovation a careful look. Elementary teachers, on the other hand,

were asked to make changes in the many areas in which they teach, and they did

not always consider themselves expert in every area. However, because

secondary teachers tended to consider changes more carefully did not mean they

were resistant to change. Data we collected does nOt support that contention

.(Autherford & Murphy, 1985).

Another factor that is often discussed in connection with teachers and

change is teacher ownership of the change (Fullan, 1982). It is commonly held

that teachers will participate more eagerly in Change if thity are attively

involved in the development or selection of the innovation. While there is

sone evidence this may be true (Little, 1981; Fuller., 1;1;2), it is not possible

to develop widespread ownership of innovations that ar ,irected El': an vitir

school district or even a single school if it is a largt And many

innovations are intended to be district wide o- to affect one n. N.:re $:chools;

When the target population of teachers is so large it just

to involve every teacher extensively enough to develop within each one a sense

of owrership. Instead a representative group teachers may be selected ftir

in-depth participation in the innovation develop-.1t process, or school leaders

;may seek teacher input through some type of survey or other feedback mechanism.

While these approaches have their value they definitely do not develop a sense

of ownership in those who not were meaningfully involved in the development or

implementation of an innovation. In fact, intensive involvement in innovation

development ooes not ensure ownership. More than one teacher who served on a

committee to develop a new program reported to our researchers that they had

become disenchanted with the work of the committee, usually because actions
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were taken with which they disagreed. Consequently, they opposed the

innovation and attempted to convince fellow teachers of its unworthiness.

The point of this discussion is that developing ownership, or establishing

a bottom-up change processi As very difficult and very time consuming when

large numbers of people are the target of the change. Absence of teacher

ownership will be an abiding problem unless the district-wide or school-wide

approach to school change that has typically been employed for the past two

decades is modified; It should be noted, howeveri that just because a change

comes from the top down it is not necessarily viewed negatively by teachert

(Rutherford and Murphy, 1985).

Imr-e,vincl the Change Process

It is not the purpose of this paper to explore the merits and

Wisadvantages of the top-down change process frequently used in educational

'settings. Instead I will first discuss ways to improve that process and lat,zr

Will.discuss a viable alternative to the top-down approach.

Acceptance_in Lieu of Qwnership

Teachers usually represent a vital link in the change process

(Vandnberghe, 1984). If they fail to use an innovation, or if ty use it

poorly, then there will be no productive outcomes. Thus it is absolutely

essential that teachers be receptive to the change. The point has already been

made that when large numbers of participants are involved, developing universal

teacher ownership is not possible. It is possible, however, to create among

the teaching force a large number of effective users.

This cl:n ,e accomplished through the use of a systematic plan for

YacA;tating the change that gives teachers priority consideration. The

C..ncerns-Baed Adoption Model (CBAM) designed at the R&DCTE offers just such A

plan (Hall, Wallace & Dossett, 1973; Hord & Rutherford, 1980).
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An esential first step in the C8AM is the establishment zf a Game Plan

(Hall A Hord* 1984; Hord & Rutherford* 1980) tehich lays out the strategies and

tactics to be employed when implemeting the change. Thl plan must recognize

that complex change is a process that requires time; Complex innovations will

likely require two or more years and then only if there is a strong staff

development program to support the teachers; During this time teacheil should

not be expected to implement any other mandated innovations.

Included in the design of the game plan shOuld be strategies and tactics

that Make it clear that the innovation is important* it will be an enduring

change and that effective implementation is expected; These steps are

necessary if we want to convince teachers that this innovation will not pass

away and that faking its use will not be acceptable. Establishing this kind of

clarity and certainty about the innovation is not intended to force or pressure

teachers into innovation use; Rather it is intended to sweep away any

ambiguity about the expectations of the school leaders regarding the

innovation. The game plan* and its execUtioni should make it easy and

comfortable for teachers to believe in and commit to the innovation without

concern that it is just another howc

Setting forth the expectations r effective use of the innovation is an

important feature of the game plan. RUt if teachers are expected to use the

innovation effectively then there must be specification and 6arification of

"effective use;" To accomplish this the CSC recommends the determination of

the Innovation Configuration for each innovation before it is introduced into

the schools (Heck* Stiegelbaueri Hall & bOucks* 1981); During our years of

research on school change it was rare to find a situation where all partiF ,

develcpersi facilitators and teachers (users) had a clear and common

understanding of exactly what was required or expected of users of the
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innovation. /n the absence of any common agreement of what the user was to do

and how they were to do it, an innovation often became a variety of innovations

as teachers applied their own interpretations to the requirements for use.

When innovation develqpers or facilitators first introduce an innovation

to teachers it is not at all uncommon for them to tell the teachers something

to this effect: "Of course we expect you will adjust the program to fit your

own classroom situation." Berman and McLaughlin (1978) have ,erred to this

process as one of mutual adaptation. From their research they found that

usually teachers made some adaptations in their practice in response to the

innovation while adjusting the innovation somewhat to fit their practice.

While the practice of mutual adaptation may appear to be reasonable, it

can be detrimental to the success of the innovation, and it can be frustrating

to teachers when it operates without guidelines. Use of the Innovation

-Configuration (IC) component of the CBAM can diminish if not eliminate both of

'the problems associated with mutual adaptation of an innovation. IC requires

that before implementatimn begins the developers and facilitators make precise

identification of all components or expectations associated with the

innovation. For example, a criterion math program may include a set of

sequential objectives, supplemental teaching materials, a testing program, a

record-keeping system and an instructional program that calls for

individualization bascd on test outcomes.

Once all components of the innovation have been identified, a next step in

the IC process is to decide which ones are essential to the success of the

innovation. These are the components that must be used. Along with this, t e

latitude teachers have, if any, in adapting these cauponents must be

established. For most innovations the developers believe there are certain

things that must be done, and in prescribed ways, or the intent of the
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innovation has been violated. These are the essential components. In addition

to the essential components there may be those that are desirable out nut

essential, and still others that are nice, but clearly optional;

Once the IC has been developed facilitators and teachers can have a common

and consistent understanding of innovation expectations. This reduces teacher

frustration or indifference that results from ambiguity about what is expected

of them; It also makes it vssible to know if those things users must do to

make innovation succeed are indeed done, not just faked. More important, it

can assist facilitators in determining the kinds of assistance teachers will

need when implementing the change.

Development of the Game Plan and Innovation Configuration should occur in

advance of the introduction of the innovation. As the innovation is iotroduced

and the implementation plan executed, careful attention must be glver to the

indlvidual teachers. In response to innovation implementation teachers vary

individually just as students in any given classroom vary. They have different

kinds of concerns about the innovation, and their actual use of it will vary.

Vanderberghe (1984) and others (Fullan, 1982) have found that teachers view

changes in terms of the consequences for themselves. If they perceive the

innovation to be practical and of potential value, then they are LJre likely to

give greater attention to its use. Therefore, the Gz.,r: Plan and Innovation

Configuration should relate the innovation to the wurk and needs of teachers in

such a way that teachers view the change as being prautizel and of value.

The CBAM offers some easy-to-use procedures for assessing the S,ages of.

Concern (Hal), George & Rutherford, 1977) teachers have about their involvement

With an innovation and their Level of Use of the innovation (Loucks, Newlove &

Hall, 1976). With this diagnostic information about individual teacher

concerns and use of the innovation, facilitators can individualize the support
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and assistance provided for teachers. When teachers do have this kind of

support and assistance it enhances their acceptance of the innovation and

ultimately it promotes the effectiveness of the innovation. Additionally this

personalized approach to facilitation helps create a feeling in a school or

district that teachers are viewed not just as passive recipients of change but

As important individuals who are the essential ingredient in the change

process. When teachers are made to feel an important part of the change

process they are much more likely to be accepting of the innovation aid willing

to use it effectiVely.

A_Different_Approach

Change does not have to come from the top down and teachers do not have to

be passive recipients of change. They can be developers, initiators and

implementers of change. For this to happen several conditions need to exist.

'first, policy makers and educational leaders must accept the fact that change

does.not have to occur at the district or school level or among large groups of

teachers to be meaningful. Second, school leaders must pror e and sanction

change in individual classrooms and among small groups. Of course, changes at

these levels have always occurred in schools and are occurring now but they are

not often actively promoted or sanctioned by the leadership of the schocl. As

a consequence the changes that are made by individuals and small groups many

times are inconsequential or they are short lived.

As a research team our most impressive demonstrat on of how tebchers can

be instrumental in change came during our two years of research on team

teaching (Rutherford, 1975; Rutherford, 1979; Hall & Rutherford, 1976;

Rutherford, 1977). We saw many teams where the teachers were iilvo yed ir

change virtually on a daily basis--change they had initiated. These teachers

were constantly discussing and assessing the teaching-learning situation for
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!-.:;udents »;t4 zerve& On the basis of _his collaboration they woui make

tlose adjustment7 they fitlt were necessary to better serve the learner.

The kinds of chengez mado by the teams were not unlike those changes

typically mandated for teachers by superordinates at the district or school

level. Changes made by the teams included the following: changes in

curriculum; changes in the way instruction was delivered; different approaches

to classroom management; changes in record keeping; changes in administrativn

and management procedures; changes in schedUle; and changes in the assignment

of themselves to particular teaching tasks. Clearly these teachers were

neither resistant to nor fearful of the changes they were making. Furthermore,

the changes they made were enduring. Once they initiated a change, they were

committed to it and persisted in it until they believed they had an even bettnr

way of doing it.

It must big! emphasized that these teaching teams were not making

meaningless changes or changes intended to make their professional lives

easier. On the contrary, team members spent more time in planning and

preparing for teaching than many solitary teachers. This was due ti part to

the time spent collaborating and in part to a heightened sense of professional

responsibility. Teaching teams would frequently arrange it so that one cy:-

their members cu1 t! ettend a professional meeting or conference or visit in

another school tonere something of interest to the team was happening. This

member would then she,' with the entire team what he or she had learned, and

how it might be used by the Lam to improve their work. Team members were

truly intent on becoming ,,etter and beau. teachers.

In addition to changes made within a team, it was not unusual for two or

more teams to collaborate in the development and initiation of change. We

noted this happening most ;o the elementary schools, but it also occurred in
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secondary schools between departmeit5 *Jen change is initiated by teachers,

how extensively and PJ/,:..ctively 1: ,= Jisseminated to tther teachers is

determined to a great txtert by the degree of support and sanction the

leadership of the school gives to the change (Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer &

Muscella, 1985; Rutherford, Hord, Huling-Austin & Hall, 1982; Hall, Rutherford,

Hord & Huling-Austin, 1984).

What we learned from our study of team teaching, and what others have

learned since that time (Little, 1981; Fullan, 1982), is that teachers can and

Will be effectitse agents for change when conditions are right. Consequently,

we would recommend that school leaders give much greater emphasis to the

promotion and support of teachers as change agents. Certainly the cost is less

than all the failed efforts to implement widespread mandated changes and the

potential for enduring improvement of the teaching and learning proce- in

schools is greater.

Concludl- omments

From veers of research in public schools it is evi& ce: school leaders

believe (as evidenced by their practice) that the best way to bring about

school improvement is through changes mandated by superordinates and directed

at entire districts or schools or some other large unit within the district;

Unfortunately, the-available evidence indicates that this approach to change

has not been very successful. The enduring imrrovements that have occurred in

American public schools as a result of the myriad of changes that have been

introduced during the past 25-30 years are hard to find; Much money, much time

and much professional effort has left a very paltry legacy;

One major reason for the failure or minimal success of many change efforts

is the fact that teachers have been treated as passive recipients of change.

Change after change has been introduced into schools with little or no serious
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consultation with '11 _chers involved, and with little preparation, training

and support for the changes. In spite of this, it has been assumed that

'teachers would know exactly what they were supposed to do and would do it.

This paper suggests two ways this serious flaw in current change practices

might be eliminated. The first calls for an improvement in these change

practices, an improvement that acknowledges the critical importance of teachers

in the process and treats them accordingly. To do this it is recommended that

the Concerns-Based Adoption Mbdel be used to guide the change process. This

model gives highest priority to thu 4,ndividual teacher and his/her needs in

relation to any change effort.

A second way to improve the change process is to establish conditions

within the organization that encourage teachers to become the initiators and

facilitators of change. When this occurs teachers have a commitMent and

excitement to change that eliminates many of the diffic ties associated with

the top-down approach to change. If this is occL scho,1 leaders must

first encourage teachers individually and collectively to develop their own

changes. This done, te leaders must sanction their efforts and provide the

supporc needed to maintain the change. Finally, if it is desired that the

change be disseminated to other teachers, it must be facilitated by someone(s)

who is skilled as a facilitator, which means they must be trained to serve in

this role. School leaders, even good ones, are not automatically qualified as

effective change facilitators.

Teachers are the essential element in change regardless of the process

that is followed. Unless their importance is recognized and respected, change-

in American schools will remain more fiction than fact.
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INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF INNOVATIONS:
KNOWING WHEN INDIVIDUALS HAVE IT AND WHEN THEY DON'T

Shirley M. Hord
Gene E. Hall

It is ao secret that would-be educational reformers for two decades

have Oen fraught with frustration. A plethora of educational

innovations have been delivered to the nation's schools, with generally

disappo4nting results in terms of their outcomes for improvig

affective, behaviora/ and cognitive student gains. One result has been

cicser sc, utiny of proposed innovations and attention to better

ure,rrstandlng school *.!Age processes, and to formulating strategies for

succe'tsful innovation Illplementtion.

For mo-e than . we and our colleagues have ,tudied schools

in tneir efforts to establ)n new school practices, practices which

hopefully would lead to greater gains for students. One of the

imortant results of our studies has been the identification and

verification of a set of vectors that can je employed to diagnose,

monitor and guide the change process. In this paper, we nresent th

three vectors as e set of benchmarks for describinc7 innovation use;

importantly, we explain how they can be used also for determining if an

innovation =has becrrie established as regular practice or

"institutionalized.

In the past, we have not had the means for determining ifi or 'Iowi

individual users of an innovation have integrated it into their regular

classroom practice, and this dilemma has been frequently expressed in

the literature. Thus* we propose in this paper, definition of

institutionalization which addresses this problem; As a prelude,

however, we will briefly review the process of school change, empha-
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sizing its subprocesses: assessment, adoption, initiation,

implementation and institutionalization. We will also provirt an

overview of the literature, in search of :asights about

i,stitujohalization, giving particular attention to definitions of thi:

-phase of the change process. FCloWing that, we propose an operational

schema for defining and assessing institutionalization. We then

conclude with implica 'or policy deterrt'natinn, intervention and

evaluation.

Change: Five Subprocesses

Although the change process in operation cannot be explicitly

portrayed as a linear set of discrete phases for purposes of practical

examination vd for discussion of the relationships of

institutionalization within the coange process, it is convenient to do

so. The phases do indee.J fo1lw in a sequence, but they are -yclical

and interactive, dnd one phase does not necessarily ,d befcre the next

begins.

Assess Present_Prati_ce

A new program, process, or product,,an innovation--may come to a

school by way of a bh"om-up stratenn that is, several teachers or a

whole faculty work together to generate the neti practice. Or, it may

arrive as a top-down mandate. In either case, the innovatin's arrival

results from a review of the school's (or larger unit's) current

performan,,. Relevant data may be broadly collected and analyzed to'

identify strengths and weaknesses in the school's or district's academic

and non-academic programs and procedures; or, in a more focused way,

information may be sought only for a particular purpose. Whether

information gathering is broad or narrow, whether staff Are
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modestly involved, a needs assessment is made and an area(s) in need of

Wrovement is identified.

Aaupt a Response

A second part of the change process focuses on the selection or

development of a response to the identified need; The response is often

accompanied by high expectations that it will "cure" the identified

weakness. Many schools and distti ts currently aet invettg a great

Al of resources in the development of new curricula and other

innovations, in order to accommodate the needs and particularities of

the given schoo; or distTict context. Conversely, many schoolS and

districts are electing vl innovation that iS already OrdaUted and

packaged, albeit by ceimmeetial publisher, NON, other schools, Mstricts,

etc. In either case, an innovation is selected and a decision is made

to adopt it for use. We might just note hett0 that this eational

; process is not always employed; in some circumstances inrovations are

adopted becauce t;1,y are good" and then a rationale is developed for

why they eve neede

Initiation

In most school change and improvement efforts; a reat deal of

commitment and enthusiasm--on the parl; of some individualsaccompanies

the introduciion of the new practice. This fervor seems to accompany

the innovation as it is brought intc the system, and is the cause de

celebre. Not infreaUently, the innovation is launched by the

organization or system's Chief Officer announcing its arrival and

extolling its virtues and goodness. The intended usets ate exhotted to

give the new practice a trial and efforts to develop user commitment

stimulated. The organization is mobilized to accommodate and promote
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the innovation across the user system. The initiation rhase has been

analyzed, subdivided, discussed and abundantly described in the change

literature. There appear to be available many more examples of

initiating change in schools than there are of implementing (and

instituticnalizing) the change.

Implementation

Because typical implementation activities seldom support the

innovation us,..rs sufficiently, th--D implementation pha!:,,,:, in retrospecc,

is often declared a non-event. However, in successful change it is a

vital part of the change and imprpvement process. We have leavnea that

the implementation phase should be supported by a set of activities for

putting the innovation into practice, and as such implies skill tralling

and one-on-one probler sJ/ving interventions, designed to nelp the

indhidual learn tn use the innovation (Stiegelbauer, Muscella

Rutherford, 1986). Thus, the provision of implementation assistanco is

critical. Translated into resoYrces, this encompasses tiMe, money,

additiora1 trarsonnel, materials--anc energy. Then just possibly, the

implementation phase may e followed by insiitutionalization. however,

just as there are fewer examples of implementation tf;5r there are of

initiation, thert art tven lesS StudieS that focut On inttitutionali=

zation;

Ins titut iollali attain

As noted, institutionalization has been little studied and it has

not been clear what it means in terms of the every day innovation

operations of the individual innovatio' users and their typical

classroom practice; Institutionilization is viewed as the goal of

change and the end result of the prior phases of adoption, initiation
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and implementation; however, it has been difficu t to know

institutionalization was reached, or if it was, and descriptions

analyses of this part of change have not been abundirt.

We now turn torthe brief literature on institutionalizatior, this

phase of the ttn7 0100 process that appears so elusive.

iirg t e Literature: A Short Past

Until recently neither researchers nor school practitioners have

given miut.h time or attention to the institvtionalization phase of change

efforts. Miles (1S83) reviewed the literature to address the question,

why do some innovations get built 16" (page 14) to the life of the

school, and others jus.`. Csappe6r. Miles' review is a useful one. Ard

although he reports that the data about institutionalization are scant,

the reader is encouraged to refer to his remarks r5out the Wurk of Yin,

et al. (1978, 1979), Corbett, Dawson & Firestone (1982), Glaser (1981),

Lnuis, et al. (1981), Howes (1977) and Berman and McLaughlin (1978).

Mile. vines that pat .vsearch has glien unbalanced attention to "user

skiW to tho detriment of understanding "organization=level struc-

tural and procedural ,:hanges required for institutionalization" (page

16). Thus, in Miles' research and analysis of the rFssI Study

(Study of Dtssemination Efforts -,upporting School ff;provement, Crandall

and Associates, 1982), he looked for organizational conditions that

supported institutionalization. These he conceptualizld in a chart drawn

from the work of Yin and others (1978, 1979).

The chart is organized into three groups of factors. The first is

supporting conditions, such as "operates on a regular, daily basis" and

"competing practices eliminated." A second grouping is labeled passage

completion, organizational conditions such as "goes from soft to hard
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money" and "routines established for supply and maintenance." The third

category of Miles' chart of organizational conditirns Lhat support

institutionalization is labeled cycle survival and factors such

as "survives annual budget cycles" and "survivor departure or

introduci'on of new personnel" (1983, page 16).

One JF the factors in the cycle_ samixal group on the chart,

"achieves widespread use througho,A organization," (page 16) appears to

us to be significantly importa. and we would wish to have this use

variable defired. We believe, as Fullan and Park (1981) suggest, that

people (skills, beliefs) are often overlooked in the change process in

favor o4 :gs (meterials, guidelines). "People are much more

dif- eal with than things, they are also much more necessary

for %page 13). At the individual classroom teacher level, it

is nt !0: from Miles' chart how to know if "widespread use throughout

orgar oon" has been achieved.

An ade".: ortwi! analysis by Miles resulted in the gintration of a

model of f , organized into two groups of providing_supports and

This useful model illuminates our understandirg

OP variables involved in institutionalization, as defined by

organizational conditions, user effort and innovation vulnerability.

The analysic identifies factors th,it contribute to or predict that

institutionalization will occur, or that the innontion has "settled

down." In this reqard, Miles has increased our unrerstanding this

poorly understood phase of chal.
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Berman and McLaughlin (1978) also identified factors affecting

implementation and continuation of innovations; these included the

project's (or V,e innovation's) methods, the project resources, the

scope of the project, imp7ementation strategies, sc)ool organizational

climate and leadership (role of principal), characteristics of schoolt

and attributes of teachers ("years of teaching, sense of efficacy, and

verbal ability*" page VIII), and district manilement capacity

support. How to ascertain, however, when the innovation has becc

"built in," has "settled down," and has become institutionalized, is yes.

a mystery.

Ekholm and Trier (1985) indicate that 4r, titutionalization is a

"process through which an organization assimilates an innovation into

its structure" (page 2). Also focusing on the process, Van Hees

(forthcoming) defi4s institutionalization as "the process of survival

Of the new praCtices and structures over time." The "innovation must be

locked into the organizational setting the school and into the minds

of the users. It becomes part of the r,rmal day to day routine and is

not seen any more as something new or different requiring other

materials, skills, or attitudes." Van Hees laments that the question of

whether and when a new practice "has become a natural and persistent

part of the school is no, easy to answer. Some more objectivf. measures

could be used here."

To summarize, there is little in the literature on change that

directly addresses institutionalization. Most of what is available

focuses on the 7rocess, or what is required for the innovation's

institutionalization. As Van Hees suggests, there is a need for

measures -.hat co-uld be employed to know when one has reached institu-
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tionalization. We now turn our atttntion to this dilemma.

Perspectives_on Institutionalization

Various writers have viewed institutionalization as process

leading to condition or 7oint that has not yet been def:ned

siiactc-ily, though a vari , of perspectives have been brought to

the attempted definiticint suggests "supports" and "threatF"

(that the innovation h -ed and overcome on its way to

"built-in-ness,") and as Ito the organizational structure is

suggested by Ekholm and Tr,_ Van Nees talks about the process of

"suevival" and how different persons or groups may identify the moment

in time wfien an innovation is institutionalized according to their

perspective. For instance, a school building administrator thinks "Of a

new reading method as being fully institutionalized because it is part

Of the w-itten cu-ricOlum, new material is brought and an in-service

training program is carried out" (page 58); On the other hand a teacher

in the same building with the same innovation "could think he is Still

implementing ane oing exper ntF with the new method" (page 58). Van

Rees suggests ft.:.!er that anothc, teacher on the staff may think "he is

not changing anything at all because he is doing ev.rything the same as

before and nobody notices it or ,.Ays something about it" (page 58).

From 'the early rural sociology studies on change,

inatitutionalization was viewed as the farmer planting hybrid cnrn seed

(a very simple and uncomplicated innovation) followed by continued

planting of hybrid corn seed. For the most part, the educational

reformers of the last two decade, have adopted a similay simplistic view

and equated change and institutionalization with the presence of the

innovation materials in the classroom and the completion of inservice
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training; Unlike plarl!ng seed, implementing and institutionalizing

educational innovations is highly complex.

Full/m and Pomfret (1977), however* brought new insights to the

understaneing of curriculum impementation (and indirectly institution-

alization) in their review of studies on this topic; They pointed out

that the user was an important unit of investigation and that dotpite

organizational factors, how earl, individual Wat Working With the

innovation was an essential variable to take into account. They cited

user behaviors, described by Hall and Loucks as Levels of Use (1977), as

important to making this assessment.

Subsequent to Fullan arid Pomfret's review, ,Jlitional work

described by Hall and LOucks Oh the parts of the inncvation that

the user was implementing and adapting ns they put thP innovation into

use in their own classroom. Th ept of Innovation Configuration

(1978) made it possible to identi-`y describe Operationally What the

innovition looked lle as it wv Iented. -ltting some of these

perspectives together, Ruling, Hall, 1;7! Lt5erford (1983) in a

recent discussio:1 of "implementation suoso" delittated a 0-6ett fejt-

establishiq and Codifying the degree Of iMPleMentation accomplished by

an individual. This process makes it possible *o compare the amount of

innovation implementation of a user across varying points time,

compare one user against other users, compare a school against other

school units, and against other innovations. Further, this process.

utilizes tNe same vectors that can be employed to measure and to

determine when an individual has reached institutionalization, and if

instiutionalization continues.
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A New Defihititin of Ititutionaliza.on

Because the literature has not przviced an operat: , definition

of institutionalization at the indiv4 l user level, we propose a way

to ,lefine and measure whether you "have it" in terms of the individual

user of an innovation. Whether we refer to this point in tir.e it

"built-in-ness, or Mstabilization,ht or something else, the definition

can apply,

Bestriptions_afinsti_tutionalization

We propose to use, for the purpose of identi iing

institutionalization, three descriptive measures: 1) one

identifies how the user is feeling about, or reacting to the innovation;

and 2) nne that describes how the individual is using the innovation

(these two vectors are "person" vectors) and, 3) a measure that

describes the new program, process, or product in operation in the

individual's classroom practice tt:.,9 "innovation" vector). Descriptions

of these concepts follow.

Stagesof Concern. Stages Ll Conceril (Se) describes seven kinds

cf corcerns that individuals experience wiT:h varying intei!sities as they

experience the change process (Nall, Wallace, Cnstett, 1973). These

range from early concerns about "self," to concerns about "task," and

finally to Concerns about "impact" (Tigure 1). A reliable and valie

instrument for measuring Stages of Concern, the SoC Questionnairei as

well as methAs for interpreting the measures (Nal?, George &

Rutherford, 1977), have been developed.
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Figure 1

STAGES OF CONCERN:

TYPICAL EXPR:SP716 OF CONCERN ABOVT T!-',E INNOVATION

STAGES OF CONCERN EXPRESSIONS Of CONCERN

6

5

REFOCUSING

COLLABORATION

I NAVE SOME IDEAS ABOUT SOAETHING
THAT WOULD WORK EVEN BETTER;

I AM CONCERNED ABOUT RELATING t*AT
I AM DOING WITH WWAT CTHER INSTRUCT-
ORS ARE DOING;

4 CONSEQUENCE MOW IS MV USE AFFECTING KIDS?

3 MANAGEMENT LlEEM 70 BE SPENDING ALL MY TIME IN
CETTING MATERIAL READY.

2 PERSONAL HOw WILL USING IT 4FTEGT AE?

1 INFORM,,TIONAL I WOULD LIKE TO 'CHOW MORE ABDO IT,

0 AWARENESS I AM NOT CONCERNED &POUT IT (THE
INNOVAIIONii

Nall; G. E. I Ruthei-fortl, W. L. Concerns of ttmchers about Imele,ertinc
tePtr, teaching.- Educational Leadershio December, 1976; 343). 227-
233.

Hall. C. E. Loucks; 5F._ Teacher concerns as a basis for_facilitatin;
rd persona1 izing4taff development. TesichersCtOlettlIcmd.
Septefter, 1978, BOW; 36=53.

tomtro, on VW Improvement of Practirt Division
ittstarc and De?Oopmtnt Center for Teacher Education
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Levels of Use. Levels of Use (LoU) describes how performarce

changes as the individual becomes more familiar with an innovation and

more skillful at using it. The Stages of Concern dimension focuse

perceptions or feelings about the innovation; Levels of Use focuses on

whether or not and now the teacher is using an innoYation. Eight

distinct Levels oI Use have been identified (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford &

Newlove, 1075). T),pically an individual begins with LOU C "nonuse" of

the innovation, then moves to LoU I "orientation" about the innovation

and LoU II "preparation" for usc. Initial use is usuaOL at LoU III

"mechanical," but as experience incrcoses, innovation users move to a

LoU IVA -routine" level of use and eveltually may reach various

"refnement" levels (LoU IVB, V, VI), where changes are made based on

formal or informal assessments of student needs (Figure 2). A focused

interview procedure has been developed to measure Levels of Use (Loucks,

Newl:.e & Hall, 1975).

Innovation Configurations. The third vector that is important in

understanding and describing the change process is Innovation

Configurations (IC) (Hall & Louckc, 1978; 1981). This concept is used

to describe the various operational forms of an innotion that result

as individual users adapt it for use in their particu/ar situations.

With this concept, the major operational components of an innovation are

identified and the ways that each of the components can vary are

described. These descriptions are summarized on an Innovatirr.

Zurj'f;utior Component Checklist. The IC Component Checklist is

innovati.T1 specific and can be used to record in what ways each

potential user is using the various parts of the innovation (Figure 3).
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Figaro 2

LEVELS OF USE OF TRE INNOVATION:

TYPICAL BEHAVIORS

MEL OF USE
BEHAVIDIM INDICES OF LEVEL

V/ RENEWAL THE USER IS SEEKING MORE EFFECTIVE ALTERNA-
TIVES TO TNE ESTABLISHED USE OF THE INNOVA-TION.

V INTEGRATION
ustvamactun OELISERATE_EFFORTS TO

COORDINATE WITH OTHERS IN USING THE INNOVATION

THE USER IS MAKING CHANGES TO INCREASE OUTCOME

THE-USER IS_WAKING_FEW OR NO CHANGES AND HASAN ESTABLISHED PATTERN OF USE.

IVE REFINEMENT

IVA ROUTINE

III MECHANICAL USE

II PREPARATION

I ORIENTATION

TH_USER_IS USING THE INNOVATION IN_d ppopo
COORDINATED MANNER AND IS MAKING USER-OKIEN1EDCHANGES.

THE USER IS PREPARING TO USE Tr& INNOVATION.

THE USER IS SEEKING OUT INFORMATION ABOUT
THE INNOVATION.

0 NONUSE
fto ACTIONAS BEING TAKEN WITS REMET TO THEINNOVATION;

Gull. G. E.. Loucks,
S. F.Rutherford. W. L,. Wilove, B. N. Levelsof ine of the ionovstion:_ _A

framework for analyzing innovationadoption. The_Journal-pf-TOWer Education, Spring, 1075. 24(1).S2-SG.

Nill, 5.-E4LALLoocks. S. F. A drreloonental Node
for detOrliningwhether the treatment Waztualiy 1nd1esented. Aiiricon Ed-wAtiOirill Research Journal; Summer, 1977, 74(3):11,72717---
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Teacher

Figure 3

Innovation Configuration Components and Variations of a

Continuous-Progress Mathematics Curriculum
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I. Instructional Materials '

1.

provam Materials
only

II. Grouping

1. _

completely
individualized

I 2.

Iprogram
'materials plus

3;

text only

1

4.

teacher,made
materials only

1 2;

Ismall groups

1

1

III. Testing Component

1
2.

each student 'testing done
tests themselves 'weekly with
as they complete test results

_
each objective fed back to

'students

3.
large

homogenous

4,

_large

heterogenous

3.

testing done
once every
six weeks--
nothing done
with test
results

4.

no regular testing
except standardized

achievement tests
required by district

- To left of slashed line is ideal variation

To left of solid line is acceptable variation

To right of solid line is unacceptable variation

4 Critical Components
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When particular use of components is valued or rejected, this

information can be reflected in the IC Checklist.

In combination these three vectors can be applied to users and

nonusers of any innovation at any point in time. They can be utilized

to establish minimum institutionalization, maximum institutionalization,

or if a user is "not there yet." It should be noted that, for any

particular innovation, some person or persons has the privilege or

responsibility for using these dimensions to set the

institutionalization standards for that innovation and this should be

considered at the beginning of the change process. To describe these

standards for maximum and minimum institutionalization, we will use the

three vectors, Stages of Concern (SoC), Levels of Use (LoU), Innovation

Configuration (IC).

Maximum or Ideal Institutionalization

Ideal institutionalization would be reached when the individual

user and the use of the innovation can be described in these three ways:

Stages of Concern: Individuals (teachers) have experienced using

the innovation for an extended period of time so that they are fully

aware of the innovation's components and how to use them in their

classroom. Thus, their Stages of Concern I and 2 and 3, Informational

and Personal and Management, have been considerably decreased from their

initial introduction to the innovation and its use. The teacher is no

longer intensely interested in learning about the innovation, how using

it will affect them personally, or how to make it work for them in their

classroom. Ideal use or maximum institutionalization would be

characterized by the user expressing more intense impact Stages of

Concerns 4, 5, or 6Consequence, Collaboration, Refocusing--all focused
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on interests for increasing benefits for Students from innovation use

(see Figure 4).

Levels of Use: The individual teacher has moved boyond the non-use

levels of Orientation and Preparation, and through the Mechanical Use

period of inexperience with the innovation. Extended practire and

experimentation time has led to stabilized use, Level of Use IVA

Routine. Depending on the goals set for ideal use for the particular

innovation in the particular setting, Routine Level of Use may

constitute ideal use, or LoU IVB, V, or VI--Refinement, Integration, or

Renewal;-may be required for maximum use.

Innovation Configurations: The individual teacher has put into

practice the preferred or ideal variation of all coMOonents of the

innovation. For example in the IC Checklist in Figure 3, the teacher

would be using the component variations exhibited to the left of the

dashed line: using the math program materials only, using

individualized math instruction as the "grouping" procedure, and using a

testing process wherein students test themselves upon completion of each

objectiVe. No other variations would be considered as "ideal." Again,

the ideal variants of using the innovation s components have been

assessed and:established.

In summary, maximum institutionalization is described as

accomplished when individual teachers reach Stages of Concern 4 or

above, reach Level of Use IVA or above, and are using the ideal .

variations of the innovation's components.

Minimum Institutionalization

Institutionalization can be described as a lower, but acceptable,

quality of use by individuals again by applying the three vectors:
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Figure 4

Maximum and Minimum Institutionalization

MAXIMUM MINIMUM

SO C 1, 2, 3 decreased 1 , 2, 3 decreased

4, 5, 6 increasing

LoU IVA IVA

IVB V, VI

C ideal acceptable
variations variations



Stages of Concern: Minimum institutionalization of an individual's

use of an innovation could be decreed when the intensity of the

individual's Stages of Concern I, 2 and 3 have dropped from their

typically high intensity at the beginning of a change effort. Whereas

maximum institutionalization requires an elevation of SoC 4, 5, and/oi-

6, minimum institutionalization would be satisfied when the early

intensities of Stages I, 2, 3 have decreased.

Levels of Use: Minimum institutionalization would not be met until

the user is rated at Level of Use IVA Routine; higher levels would ncyc

likely be characteristics of minimum institutionalization.

Innovation Configuration: Maximum institutionalization required

the use of "ideal" variations of all the innovation's components;

minimum institutionalization could be declared when the user has put

"acceptable" variations of the critical components into place. Again,

using Figure 3 is an example, the teacher is using those variations

pictured to the left of the solid line: using program materials plus

others, or text only (teacher-made materials only are not acceptable),

using small groups (large groups for instruction are rot an acceptable

variation), and using a weekly testing process with results shared with

students (six weeks tests are not acceptable, nor are standardized

achievement tests only).

In brief, minimum institutionalization can be claimed when

individual teachers' Stages of Concerns I, 2, 3 have been reduced in

intensity, Level of Use IVA has been reached, and the acceptable

variations of the innovation components are used in classroom practice.
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As a case example, see Rutherford (1985) who describes minimum

institutionalization and "not there yet" practices (obviously less

growth by teachers 1r the three measures than minimum institutionali-

zation) in a study of three schools' use of a writing program during a

four year period of time.

Implications

From a simplistic view of change, delivering the innovation was

assumed to produce stabilized use and results. More recently We

understand change as a complicated and complex process. The goal of

this process is high quality institutionalization of the intended

change. Being able to define institutionalization provides us with

understandings and structures that can guide and influence our efforts

directed toward this coal. We briefly discuss implications for several

, relevant areas.

Interventions

We have identified the Stages of Concern and Levels of Use

standards for maximum and minimum institutionalization. We believe

these SoC and LoU standards can be applied generically to all

innovations. The Innovation Configuration standard, however, will be

specific to each particular innovation. Ideal (or maximum) and

acceptable (or minimum) variations of the IC components will be used as

the IC standards and would be defined by the innovation developer or.

some other person who is closely involved with the innovation and who

has the responsibility.
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Mt have defined operationally our goal of a change effort in terms

of the 1ndividua1 user, and groups 3f users, and we have described the

means that Make it possible to ascertain when we have reached the goal.

More importantly, these same benchmarks can guide the design and

delivery of interventions to individuals, to help them reach the goal of

institutionalization. Measures of the individual's "concerns" provid

the basiS for determining interventions targeted at resolving self and

task concerns, so that over time the individual reaches impact stages

of concern about the innovation. Similarly, classroom use can be

assessed and appropriate interventlons designed. Thus, the vectors that

are aVailable to establish the institutional criteria are employed to

provide the users with facilitative interventions, based on Stages of

Concern, Levels of Use and Innovation Configuration data. The long

range goal is irstitutionalized change; data-based interventions make it

. possible to effectively support individuals in their efforts to move

toward institutionalization. Furthermore, in order to Maintain

institutionalization, datt=based interventions must continue to be

supplied.

Professional Development of Personnel

We believe that change has not completed its course until the

innovation users have reached the point of institutionalization, as

defined by the vectors. For thi:, to happen, many types of interventions

will be required for the users; The interventions will be delivered

across time by knowledgeable, skillful change facilitators (Hall and

Hord, 1986). Because we are developing an increased knowledge base

about the characteristics and skills of effective change facilitators

(Rutherford, 1985; Murphy, Huling-Austin & Stiegelbauer, 1986), relevant
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professional development for facilitators is now more widely available.

Thus, in addition to training teachers in how to use innovations, change

efforts will also require that facilitators be selected and trained in

how to facilitate teacher's movement to institutionalized innovation

use.

Evaluation

The innovation that was expected to provide improved student

outcomes is all too frequently evaluated one year after introducing it

into schools. Studert gains are assessed and, typically, the

anticipated student gains are absent. Also typically absent, but not

measured, is whether the innovation has become stabilized or

institutionalized into teachers' classroom practice. Until the

innovation is institutionalized and used by teachers in a way that can

deliver the promised outcomes, it makes sense to delay summative

evaluations of the innovation. When the minimal or maximum

institutionalization criteria have been met by the teacher, student

outcome evaluation is then reasonable. Further, these data about the

teacher's degree of implementation of the innovation provide a means to

understand and explain student outcome data, assuming the innovation

makes a difference.

Policy Determination

For those who formulate policy, change as a process, with

institutionalization as one of the subprocesses, is an important

understanding. More specifically, policy makers need to appreciate the

multiple phases of the process of change which contribute to and

interrelate to institutionalization. Institutionalization must
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be acknowledged as the goal to be reached through initiation and

implementation activities. Further, institutionalization requires

maintenance, and policy development must support this premise. The

reality to be recognized is that institutionalization has its beginnings

in the initiation phase of the change process; the various subprocesses

are intertwined and must be attended to concurrently. Until policy

makers take a broad view of the process of change, develop policies that

support all of the subprocesses, and clearly articulate an operational

definition of the "mature" implementor who has achieved

institutionalization, we are not likely to achieve success in reaching

institutionalization, which, of course, precludes maintaining it or

continuation of it.

In Conclusion

Real attention by school improvers to the institutionalization

. phase of change has been long in coming. For decades it was widely

expected that the initiation of a change in schools would somehow

miraculously lead to its becoming a part of typical classroom or school

practice.

When the 'new" becomes familiar, "old," and routine--that's one w y

to view institutionalization, a process that typically is as long as its

label. But what does it really mean as the goal of the process of

change? How do you know when you're there, or that it is timely to

expect full results of innovation use? That time, we believe, is.

correlated to how each user feels about and What they do with an

innovation. Benchmarks and mileposts for assessing institutionalization

at the individual user level have been presented in this paper. They

provide definitions, measurement procedures and answers to questions
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about whether or not and to what degree "they/we are using it" as an

established and ongoing practice.
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SELECTING AND TRAINING EDUCATIONAL LEADERS

TO BE FACILITATORS OF SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT" 2

Sheila C. Murphy
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Research and Development Center for Teacher Education
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The importance of school improvement as a goal is widely recognized br",

by educators and the public at large. State legislators, parents and of

taxpayers as well as school boards and superintendents are exerting pressure

for schools to improve. Much of this pressure is being focused on educational

leaders and their role in bringing about school improvement.

For the past five years, researchers at the Research ahd Development

Center for Teacher Education (R&DCTE) have studied the role of schoOl

principals and other educational leaders in facilitating school improvement.

Through this research, much has been learned about the school improvement

process and what facilitators do on a day-to-day basis to bring about change

(Hall, Hord, Guzman, Huling-Austin, Rutherford, & Stiegelbauer, 1984; Hall,

Hord, Huling, Rutherford, & Stiegelbauer, 1983; Hill, Rutherford,

1--
_ The research described herein was conducted under_ contract With the

National Institute of Education. The opinions_expressed_ are _thote of_the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the positiomorpolicy _of the National
Institute of Education and no endorsement by the National Institute of
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Muscella;
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Newlove, Hord, Goldstein, Huling, & Griffin, 1982; Rutherford, Hord,

Huling=Austin, Stiegelbauer, Murphy, Putman, Hall, & Muscella, 1985). The

cumulative findings from this body of research now make it possible to present

ideaF for the selection and training of school leaders. The paper is primarily

intended for those who view school improvement as a top priority, and provides

research=based suggestions about 1) selecting those persons who will likely be

effective as facilitators and 2) training persons to become effective

facilitators of change.

It is important to emphasize that the criteria to be discussed in this

paper rel a t e to the ro le of_educationeLleaders_An_schoo 1 improvement . A

district or agency that has other top priorities for its administrators such

as strong public and community relations or managing declining enrollMents and

resources would probably find other selection and training criteria more

relevant to their needs.

The purpose of this paper then is to share findings from the past five

years of RUCTE research related to the role of educational leaders in school

improvement. In doing so, we will discuss the implications related to the

selection and placement of educational leaders, and the content and process of

training leaders for school improvement.

Assumptions Underlying CBAM Research

The research to be discussed in this paper is grounded in the Concerns

Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall, Wallace, & Dossett, 1973). The CBAM

evolved out of extensive research on the change process and particularly

implementation of educational innovations in schools and college settings.

Underlying the CBAM model are a number of basic assumptions (Rutherford, Hall,

& Haling, 1984):



1) Change is a process, not an event.

2) Change is made by individuals first, i.e., the individual is

the primary focus of actions taken for change.

Change is a highly,personal experience; everyone reacts differently.

4) Change entails developmental growth in feelings and skills; there

are identifiable "stages" and "levels" of the change process as

experienced by individuals.

5) Change is best understood by individuals when it is presented or

described in operational terms, as it would appear when fully in use.

6) Change can be best facilitated when actions are based on the

diagnosed needs of individuals; a client-centered diagnostic/

prescriptive model has benefits for both client and facilitator.

A change facilitator needs to work in an "adaptive/systematic way,"

adapting their interventions to the needs of the change and clients

within the change. Further, any interventions or actions taken to

facilitate change must be directed to individuals first, and

innovations second.

Out of this perspective and as a result of ten years of research in

schools, the CBAM/RIP program has developed and refined a set of conceptual

frameworks for planning, facilitating, monitoring, and evaluating change in

schools. The diwensions of the CBAM include:

1) Stages of Concern (SoC), which is used to assess user concerns or

feelings about a change (Hall, George, & Rutherford, 1977; Newlove 5.

Mall, 1976);

Levels of Use (LoU), whic used to determine the actual extent of



use based on behavioral indicators (Loucks. Newlove, & Hall; 1976).

Seth these measures stem from theories of adult development (Fuller;

1969; 1973) and extensive testing in the field;

Innovation Configurations (IC), which is used to describe the

innovation or change (Heck. Stiegelbauer, Hall, & Loucks. 1981); and

the Intervention Taxonomy (IT), which describes and categorizes

actions taken by facilitators in implementing or monitoring change

(Hall & Hord, 1984a).

All of these dimensions are field based and continue to be tested through

ongoing research by CBAM/RIP staff, various implementation efforts in schools,

and dissertation studies. A more complete discussion of the CBAM is found in

Appendix A. The next section of thi3 paper reviews the research base from

which the recommendations are drawn,

Five Years of Research: The PTI and High School Studies

The Principal=eacher interaction (PTI) Study conducted over the 1980-81

school year, focused on the role of principals as the major facilitator of

change in their schools. While the literature on leadership presented some

indicators of what contributed to effective leadership, little research had

been done on principals as facilitators of change. Questions in need of

,clarification imcluded: What are the day-to-day interactions and actions

taken by principals as facilitators of change? How do they organize an

implementation effort? How do they support the use of new practices and

encourage teachers? Do all principals do the same thing? If not, what effect

do these differences have? Are there other facilitators involved?

With questions in mind, the PTI Study focused on nine elementary

school prir, 's involved in implementing a curriculum innovation in their
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WOO. Through a cembination of data collection methods, including

interviews, daily logs, and bi-weekly phone contacts, the tJaily interVention

behaviors of these principals were surveyed over the COUrte Of Diit tehool year

(Hall, Hord, Huling, Rutherford, & Stiegelbauer, 1983). The principals in the

study were selected by their district on the basis of district assessment of

the principal's change facilitating "style" or characteristic leadership

behaviors. Earlier studies had suggested that the principals' "style" might

indicate their approach to implementation an4 its effectiveness (Hall,

Rutherford, & Griffin, 1982). SoC, LoU, IC and Intervention data were

collected from teachers at three points during the year to monitor and Assess

the success of implemertation efforts (Huling, mall, Hord, & Rutherford,

1983). Interviews and observations at regular intervals added vital data

about the schools' response tc the change (Stiegelbauer, Goldstein, & Huling,

1982).

.The findings from the PTI study were diverse: ) principals did exhibit

-different "styles" of facilitation and there was a relationship between

principal "style" and the effectiveness of implementation efforts (Hall &

Rutherford, 1983; Huling, Hall, Nord, & Rutherford, 1983); 2) the actions of

the principal and others could be categorized in terms of the Intervention

Ti*onomy (Hall & Hord, 1984a) which revealed different "game plans" for

change; and 3) an analysis of interventions from each school, when considered

in the light of implementaticn success, suggested the kinds of actions that

needed to be taken for effective facilitation. These groupings of actions,

called Game Plan Components (GPC's), provided more explicit information about

the nature of interventions (Hord, Huling, & Stiegelbauer, 1983). Finally,

the study showed that in each school, the principal was not the only

facilitator. Each school had a second change facilitator (2nd CF) who came to
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light in the course of more indepth work in the school. This facilitator's

role was different from, but complementary to, the role of the principal

(Hord, Stiegelbauer, & Hall, 1984b).

The Principal-Teacher Interaction study provided information about the

roles of facilitators, in particular the principal, the nature of their

actions contributing to change and the effect of those actions on teachers.

Each of the innovations viewed in the study represented a school wide change,

requiring the principal to structure efforts to meet the needs of different

grade levels and individuals. The unit of change in this study Was the whole

school. The nature of the interactions for change is drawn from the

qualitatiVe and quantitative data on interventions and their effects, as well

as the impressions of research staff collected over the school year (Hall et

al., 1983).

The Iligh_School Studl, conducted in three phases during the 1982-1985

school years, took a broader and more descriptive view of the change process.

During Phase I, one or more staff members visited 12 high schools in various

regions of the U.S. These exploratory visits were made in order to become

more familiar with the organizational structure of the high schools and the

change efforts taking place, and to examine possible sources of information

and explore strategies for future data collection efforts (HulinOustin,

.1984). In each -visit, school administrators, department chairpersons,

teachers and students were interviewed to gain their insights about how chtnge

occurs, what innovations were present, and how to best conduct research on

change in high schools. Phase II of the high school study was a descriptive

study designed to address four major research questions:

1. What are the types, sources and purposes of change in high schools?

2. What are the key units (school, department etc.) of change?



3; What are the situational factors that most influence the change

process?

4; How is the change process managed in high tchoolS?

To answer these, it was deemed important to look at high schools located

in different size and type communities and with varying change dynaMict, that

iS, schools with much change and those that were Mote typitel foi; each

district. Community types were rural, urban, sObUrban and mid-size cities;

the high school size varied with the type of community. Nine sites were

thOten in 9 states geographically distributed across the nation. At Oath Site

2 high schools were selected as study schools (N=18), One a typical school and

the other with much change ongoing.

PhaS0 III involved 2 high schools and 3 elementary schools in each Of 2

school districts (Rutherford et al., 1985). The purpotet Of thit phate Were:

1; To determine the role of the diStritt Offite in -school change;

2. To oompate the change process in elementary and secondary schools.

3; To inVestigate the management of change over the long term, and

4; To study how leadership affects the change protett;

This phase also incorporated visits tO some of the original PTI elementary

SChoOlt in order to examine the progress of implementation efforts. Special

attention was devoted to understarding the role and funCtiOn Of different

constituent grobps including department chaitpettOnt, dittritt personnel, and

teachers in school improvement efforts.

The High School Study viewed change in terms of the whole system. Taken

in all, Phases I, II, and :II include data from oVer 30 high tthoolt and SiX

elementary schools. Findings from the stOdy include information about

the SbUrCES and diversity of changes impacting high schools (Rutherford &

HUling-Austini 1984), the nature of leadership for change ih high SchoOlS



(Hall & Guzman, 1984; Hord & Murphy, 1985; Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer, &

Muscella, 1985), situational factors influencing change in high schv,ls

(Stiegelbauer, 1984; Stiegelbauer, Haddad, & Murphy, 1985), the roles and

reactions of teachers (Rutherford & Murphy, 1985), and the role and influence

of the district office on change in both the high school and Elementary school

(Hall, Hord, & Putman, 1985).

When considered together, the PTI and the High School Study data present

a clearer picture of important variables associated with change. Among these

Variables are the nature of change facilitators, change units, changes

themselves, and of the actions taken to facilitate change efforts.

Additionally, the data identify roles involved in the change process and

configurations of ieadership which are more effective in school improvement.

Selection of Educational Leaders

.The High School and Principal-Teacher Interaction Studies have

contributed greatly to our understanding of the role and actions of leadership

for change. While these studies have also allowed us to develop Some

hypotheses about effective leadership in general, the findings relate

specifically to the change process and leadership for school improvement. The

roles and behaviors of school leaders ih the context of change may be very

different from the roles and behaviors leaders might assume when maintaining

stability or wearing "other hats." The focus on facilitating school

improvement is important to this discussion of selection of educational

leaders. The findings from the two studies can inform the processes of

selection, hiring, and placement of individuals in leadership roles for school

improvement. Additionally, these findings have implications for the selection

of change facilitators in many roles, not only principals.

li6
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The term 'facilitator' is ne used in our research to indicate anyone

actively involved in supporting the change process, or working with potential

users to understand and incorporate the change (Stiegelbauer, Muscella, &

Rutherford, 1986). A "change facilitator" then, is one who provides

assistance to those who are expected to incorporate new attitudes or skills in

response to a particular change (Hall & Hord, 1986). Research conducted in

elementary and secondary settings shows that there may be many different

change facilitators in the schools operating in various roles, including

prihcipals, assistant principals, department heads, and teachers. The roles

these individuals play in the change process are often better characterized by

the actions and interactions they engaged in than by their formal designation

in the school. One possible exception to this is the principal. In almost

every school the principal proves to be a necessary support to the process,

even if he or she takes little active role in facilitation (Hall & Hord, 1986;

Huliing-Austini Stiegelbauer, & Muscella, 1985; Stiegelbauer, Muscella, &

Rutherford, 1986).

The roles of facilitators can be deliminated according to Lhe kinds of

actions undertaken. Every change effort we studied in our research had a

primary, or first, change facilitator (CF). This person had the m3jor

responsibility for, managing the change and was often the principal. Most

schools also had a second change facilitator (Hurd, Stiegelbauer, & Hall,

1984a, 1984b; Stiegelbauer, Muscella, & Rutherford, 1986) who played a

complementary role to the first CF and worked in closer contact with teachers

or prospective users. Further, there were often other CFs, teachers or

district consultants, who worked with the 1st and 2nd CF to promote and

clarify the change.
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These facilitators in many cases become a change facilitating 'team,"

-working tooether to enhance the change process (Hall & Hord 1986). For this

team to work effectively, the primary CF flzs to be consistent in the role as

leader during the process. Ideally this means delegating and monitoring

responsibilities from the perspective of a long-term plan for the change which

reflects the needs of the individuals involved, the specific context and the

change itself (Hall & Hord, 1984b; Rutherford, 1981). This plan includes

&specific interventions directed to the needs of the process (Hord, Huling, &

Stiegelbauer, 1983; Hord, Stiegelbauer, & Hall, 1984a).

Selection_and_Style

Selection issues relating to the change facilitation roles include: the

demands of the role, the characteristics that would best meet these demands,

and, because of different roles and interactions in a "team" of facilitators,

the demands and characteristics of interactive facilitation. The PTI study

findings present some guidelines to these issues in the concept of "style"

(Hall et al., 1983; Rutherford, Hord, & Huling. 1983).

The term 'style' Wers to a characteristic manner in which a leader, or

facilitator, will approach the task of facilitating change. The PTI study

hypothesized that a principal's change facilitating style would influence not

only the nature of actions taken but the success of implementation as a Nhole.

-Three change facilitating styles responder, initiator, manager were

traced each with a characteristic pattern of behavior. Each also had their

own attributes in terms of facilitation (Hall, Rutherford, Hord, 8 Huling,

1984). The initiotor style, however, had the greatest success as correlated

with implementation on the classroom level (Huling, Hall. Hord. & Rutherford,

1983).

1 2 1
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Very briefly, the three styles are as follows (Hall 3 Hord, 1984b;

Rutherford, 1984). Leaders with the !!1222Aes change facilitat4ng style place

heavy emphasis on allowing teachers and others to take the lead. They see

their primary role as administrative, yet emphasize the personal side of their

interactions with teachers and the community. They are often good public

relations people. They tend to deal with decision making on

moment=to=moment basis and have short term goals that change as situations in

the school demand. Responder style leaders let things happen. When working

with other individuals Who have their own vision for the change, their public

relations talents enhance the sense of support necessary for the process.

Alternately, their short term goals limit the depth of activity needed over

time to institutionalize the change.

The leader with the Manager change facilitating style varies more in

chis her behavior and considers the longer range interests of teachers, the

school, and the district when making decisions. They are efficient

,administrators and see that basic jobs are done well, yet will protect their

teachers from overload. They respond to changes that are prioritized by the

district or by school need and actively work with teachers to implement those

changes. Manager style leaders hfiR things happen. They are often well liked

by teachers and work smoothly with a team. Often they are limited in their

ability to delegate effectively and become overly involved in specific

projects.

Leaders with the Initiator change facilitating style seize the lead and

makes things happen, occasionally at the expense of others' interests. They

have a stronl vision of what the school can be and base their actions

accordingly. Decisions are made in relation to the school's goals and in

terms of what is best for students, teachers, and themselves, in that order.
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They will often reinterpret district programs and policies to better suit the

needs of their school. They will push teachers strongly to adopt changes they

see as necessary; Initiator style leaders make things happen. In a school

where they are well received by teachers and in league with district/school

interests, they are the most effective facilitators. In a setting that

resists their vision, or where there is a conflict of interest, this style

could be disruptive.

As this brief description might indicate, each style incorporates a range

of behaviors that contributes to an approach to working with school

improvements. The PTI and High School Study data suggest, however, that while

an individual's behaviors may change from situation to situation 'style tends

to remain fairly constant. The behaviors relating to effective change

facilitation, however, can be learned (Rutherford, 1984). Further, leaders

may utilize one set of behaviors relating to a 'style' with one innovation and

a different set with another, given the priority of the change. This apprw.ch

seems to be especially true of manager style leaders.

In considering leadership for change, selection could be based on a

combination of perceived leadership style and the needs of a specific setting.

From the PTI data, it was found that initiators and managers had a higher

implementation success than responders. Managers' schools had better climates

than did initiatOrs'. Both managers and initiators had better school

climates, as perceived by teachers, than responders'. For example, a

responder style principal or leader could contribute to a lack of focus within

a sc'000l improvement effort, leaving individuals to sort things out for

themselves. An innovation lacking "push" from a leader often seemed to find

its way to the bottom of teachers' priority lists. Alternately, in a setting

characterized by a group of self,motivated, independent teachers, an initiator
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style might be seen as directive, whereas a manager style could provide the

support, direction, and potential teamwork that would contribute to a change,

and allow teachers to create their own sense of vision. Thus, selection must

consider the needs of the context as well as the strengths of the

facilitator(s). However, a manager or responder leader lobo works well with a

specific setting could more successfully plan change projects by incorporating

some of the behaviors correlated with the initiator style. Specifically, by

clearly articulating a vision and translating it into clear objectives,

leaders may enhance the change process.

Selectimand_reams

Another consideration in selecting leadership for change involves

leadership teams. The High School Study in particular indicated that in many

settings a number of facilitators would work together to promote the change.

'These facilitators would then take on different roles, one being the primary

facilitator, another the second CF, and occasionally, other CFs would be

involved (Hall & Hord, 1986; Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer, & Muscella, 1985;

Stiegelbauer, Nuscella, & Rutherford, 1986). A look at these teams indicated

that there may be a complimentary relationship between facilitators of

different styles. In building a "CF team" persons with complementary styles,

interests, and expertise should be selected rather than those persons who have

the same strengths and weaknesses. Nall and Hord (1986) present a detailed

discussion of the roles and characteristics of leadership teams.

Selection and Roles

To select the primary change facilitator, consideration needs to be given

to some of the attributes of that role, such as providing vision and push,

structuring a plan, monitoring, providing consistent leadership, modeling

expectations, and communicating about the change and progress with it. Since
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the primary change facilitator needs to he in overall command of the process,

this person should be in a position of credibility and authority. In most

instances, it is the principal, assistant principal, department head, or

someone in line authority.

Based on the style or characteristics of the person chosen as the primary

facilitator, second CFs can be selected because of their complementary style,

their placement in the school, or both. Second CFs tend to work more closely

.with teachers about the change. They should monitor in a non-threatening way

in order to provide feedback and correction to teachers. Second CFs may also

mode/ behavior relating to the change. Initially, they do not need to be

experts on the change itself, but they need to be willing to bccome vtperts in

order to be credible to teachers. Further, they should be able to work with

the primary CF in planning and monitoring the process. Persons in roles such

as resource teachers, assistant principals, grade level leaders, or department

heads, who are used to working closely with teachers would likely be the best

choice (Hall, & Hord, 1986; Stiegelbauer, Muscellar & Rutherford, 1986).

The Training of Educational Leaders

Recommendations for training are based on "the premise that good skills,

developed through good training are necessary for good facilitators"

(Rutherford, Hal), & Newlove, 1982, p. 31). As discussed in the previous

,section, all persons involved in change facilitation should be included in the

training process. Research conducted by RIP shows that generally, first CFs

do not give consideration to the configurations of leadership they use in

change efforts (Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer, & Muscella, 1985). Yet,

synthesis of research findings suggests that "with some common, and some

specialized, training and clarifications of their mutually supportive roles...
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facilitation effectiveness and implementation success in school improvement

efforts could be greatly enhanced" (Hord, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 1983 P. 32).

Perhaps first CFs should begin to attend to the process of foraying a team for

school improvement.

Common sense, as well as research, acknowledges that not all roles on a

change facilitation team are of equal importance. Yet, selection and training

of persons in each role rather than reliance on their emergence by Chance is

iiportant in forming a team for effective change facilitation (Huling-Austin,

Stiegelbauer, & ftscella, 1985). Some understanding of each of the CF roles

would enhance the interaction among the roles. The previous section of this

paper discusSed the impact of roles on the selection process. See Hall and

Hord (1986) for a detailed discussion of the roles which could be included in

a change facilitation team.

Another guide for a training program is the realization that factors

underlying concerns theory also apply to training change facilitators.

Consistently, the research has confirmed that change is a process for

facilitators too (Hord & Goldstein, 1982; Hord, Huling, & Stiegelbauer, 1983).

In keeping with this premise, those involved in training should realize that

it requires a CoMmitment of time and effort over a substantial period. This

consideration will be discussed in greater detail later in this paper.

Training is a multiple level task (Figure 1). What do you teach persons

to enhance their performance as change facilitators? How do you transmit that

inforMation? These questions serve as the core of training educational

leaders for change facilitation. The what and how are supported by the

theoretical bases of the change process and adult learning theory. Each layer

adds to the richness of the previous layer. In this section, the content and

process of training will be discussed in depth.
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FIGURE 1

MULTIPLE LEVELS OF TRAINING



The Content_of_Training

The research clearly shows that there is "the need for principals [and

other CFs] to use the data sources available to them
. . . . In many cases,

information is not readil,y, apparent to principals [and other CFs] in their

day-to-day activities and can only be gathered through formal data-gathering

methods" (Huling, Hall, & Hord, 1982, p. 23). The Concerns Based Adoption

Model (CBAM) proVides both diagnostic and prescriptive dimensions for use by

trained change facilitators. Appendix A furnishes a detailed discussion of

the diagnostic and prescriptive components of the CRAM. While particular CF

roles might be more involved With certain dimensions of the model, general

familiarity With the CRAM is needed by all change facilitators. The CBAM is

the content to be used in training educational leaders in roles as effective

change facilitators.

Further, research conducted at both the elementary and high school levels

shoWs personal attention, by a change facilitator, is necessary in school

iMproveMent efforts (Hall, Rutherford, & Griffin, 1982; Rutherford & Murphy,

1985). The research also indicates that change facilitators can take action

which can influence teachers' use of instructional innovations. Therefore,

"appropriate training of principals [and other CFs] .10 in effective

intervening -- is, a much needed link to the improvement of practice by

teachers" (Hord & Goldstein, 1982, pp. 21-22).

The diagnostic diMensions of CRAM, Stages of Concern, Levels of Ust, and

Innovation Configurations, allow a change facilitator to probe the user system .

for information. Stages of Concern (SoC) focuses on perceptions of feelings

individuals have about an innovation. Levels of Use (LoU) focuses on whether

or not an individual is using an innovation. The third diagnostic dimension,

Innovation Configurations (IC), focuses on the innovation rather than the



user. IC provides a framework for seeing exactly what parts of the innovation

are being used and in what ways. By using these tools, change facilitators

have data with which to plan appropriate interventions.

Figure 2 shows the interactive nature of the CRAM. The change

facilitator has access to a resource system and to the CBAM tools for

collecting diagnostic information about individuals and the innovation during

the process of change. After using the diagnostic dimensions, Stages of

Concern, Levels of Use, and Innovation Configuration, the change facilitator

can make concerns-based interventions. As the research indicates, CFs use the

CRAM to gather data and to take appropriate action. The tools can be used

over and over to monitor both the individuals and the innovation.

Facilitation then becomes a result of the interaction between the

facilitator(s) and the target group.

The prescriptive dimension of the CRAM provides a framework for action.

This,move to action is based on data gathered by CBAM's diagnostic dimensions.

As a result of learning how to use the practical CRAM tools, there are several

applications for change facilitators. One involves the setting of goals for

the use of a new program. Using the descriptive dimensions of the CRAM makes

it possible to articulate clearly how individuals should change and Oat the

innovation should look like in use. A second application involves the design

of traininv and other interventions to help individuals implement the

innovation, keeping in mind the goals that have been established, the

developmental nature of concerns and the use and the resources available. As

implementation progresses, the CBAM concepts and tools can be applied to

monitor and evaluate the extent and quality of use of the innovation.

While knowledge about change theory and use of teams will enhance the

change facilitation process, it must be kept in mind that the change process
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is unique to each situation. 0.1 u$ing the diagnostit CBAM tools, change

facilitators must be able to "see" the innovation within the entire context.

Figure 3 shows 000 of the variables that can impact a system; Unique

combinations of characteristics at each site will flavor the raturt of

interventions; For example, research shows that "tho factors having the most

influence . . . administration, facultyi dittritti and community -- were seen

by researchers te hAve greater variance across all sites in the way and degree

to Whith they inflUented the change process" (Stiegelbauer, 19840 p. 18).

Understanding of the site's particular variation will enhante the thange

facilitator's role. The School Ecology Survey (Hall & Griffin, 1982) anh the

Situational Factors Checklist (Stiegelbauer, Haddad, & Murphy, 1985) are two

instruments developed during the RIF research studies which may help CFs tune

in* to their unique context.

The Process of Training

Just as individuals involved in a school level change have concerns about

the innovation, change facilitators have concerfis about their role. "The

concerns a person has at any point in time relative to his role in

facilitating school improvement will reflect the kinds of needs he has and

Will determine Oat kinds of i4sistance will be most helpful" (Rutherford,

Nall, & Newlove, 1982, p. 55). Therefore, the process of training being

recommender! is pirtially based on the assumptions of concerns theory,

discussed earlier in this paper.

Another consideration in structuring a training program for change

facilitators Is the research findings about adult learning theory. Like many

other social science fields, adult learning research provides many specialized

theories. However, Oja (1979) provides a comprehensive review and synthesis

of the major literature in this field. Based on the review, and her own
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:history in staff development, she identifies some elements for consideration

in structuring a training program for adults:

1. Recognize teachers' [and CFs] reasons for participating in various

staff development activities in terms of their life age, and career

cycle transitions.

2. Recognize the developmental stages of teachers [and CFs].

3. Respond flexibly and differentially to various stage perspectives.

4. Develop a working knowledge of the complexities of the unique

context of each school.

These elements are similar to those already expressed in the assumptions about

change. A training program for adults must give careful attention to such

principles when structuring the delivery of the content.

Synthesis of five years of research by RIP and adult learning theory

suggests a process for training consisting of interaction between two major

elements: concepts and applications. The process recommends the presentation

of CBAM concepts, a period of application, and a review, refinement, or

extension of the concepts as feedback. This cycle is repeated over an

extended period of time. As mentioned previously, it is important that all

members of the CF team be trained together so that they may develop a common

background and understanding.

Just as in teacher training, change facilitator training needs to be

-on-going with coaching and support along the way (Hord A Huling-Austin, in

press; Joyce A Showers, 1982). Therefore, the process of training discussed

here, is a developmental process, not a one=shot affair. A year-long training

program, consisting of monthly or bi-monthly sessions, is optimal in that it

allows participants time to reflect on and practice what they have learned.

As the cycle of training continues, the CBAM concepts presented may become
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more refined and situ:don specific, or participants may apply the generai

concepts in a variety of settings. Whether the concepts are applied to a

broad or narrow situation, the cyclical nature of tne training process,

presentation, application, and feedback, remains constant.

As the cycle of training continues, applications often are utilized in an

actual, on-going change process. As de,cribed by Stiegelbauer, Muscella, and

Rutherford (1986), the change unit has unique characteristics, such as size

and organization, which interact with the proposed change and the change

facilitator. As the cycle of training continues, the CF may use applications

that are most effective in a particular situation. While initial applications

may be a trial and error, continued applications often involve adjustments

necessitated by interactions among the change urit, the CF, and the

innovation. As the CF works more intensely within the change unit,

*appropriate feedback may take on a very interactive format such as coaching,

rto deal with site-specific demands.

So, while the cycle of training remains stable, the concepts can be

presented using various formats which may include workshops, individual

instruction, and on-site coaching. Application of the CBAM concepts may be

accomplished through paper and pencil assignments, interviews, and casual

discussions. Feedback may also be completed using various methods. However,

when selecting a strategy for implementation, information about the specific

situation, the assumptions of concerns theory, and precepts from adult

learning theory should interact. Any technique compatible with these three.

governing principles would be appropriate as part of a training process.

Summary

Based on five years of research in elementary and secondary schools

examining the change process, this paper made recommendations about the



-selection and training of educational leaders. These recommendations Were

grounded in the assumptions underlying the CBAM. Further, it was assumed that

those engaged in training had school improvement as a primary goal for

educational leaders.

Selection can be partially based on the "styles" of educatiolal leaders.

Certain stylzs seem to be more effective in facilitating school improvement

_than others. However, selection need not be limited to a single criterion.

Alather, for most effective facilitation to occur, change facilitation teams

should be in place. The creation and functioning of teams suggest the use of

additional criteria for selection.

The very existence of a team concept should be considered during

Selection. Individuals determined to lead es "rugged individualists" probably

Would hot function efficiently in a team of facilitators. Similarly, the

roles to be fulfilled, first, second, and third CF, should be determined.

Hall,and Hord (1986) discuss the specific tasks necessary for completion by

the different roles.

While style can serve as a guide in selecting educational leaders, the

needs of the specific situation and the interactions among team roles must

also be considered. If some of the roles are already functioning, selection

for additional roles should seek to compleMent those already in operation for

eschool improvement. Because people and situations are so diVerse, there are

-no absolutes to be applied in selection. Rather, the recoMmendations in this

paper may be a framework for use in the selection of educational leaders for

school improvement.

It stands to reason that individuals who will be leading school

improvement efforts should be trained in change facilitation processes. The

Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) offers diagnostic and prescriptive tools
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that can be used in numerous situations. The CBAM is a tested and practical

method which can enhance the effectiveness of trained facilitators by

providing tools for data collection and a guide for action.

The process of training must include the entire CF team amd extend over a

sustained time period. Inclusion of all members of the CF team provides

practice working together as well as reinforcement for the importance of all

roles. By committing to training over a period of time, which includes

.applications and feedback, the CF team is "living" the process necessary far

effective school improvement.

Final Thoughts

The recommendations for selection speak to both the preservice end

inservice training of educational leaders. On the preservice level, persons

interested in school leadership positions can be made aware of potential

styles and their impact on school improvement; Also, the strengths of a

change facilitation team can be explored. During inservice, emphasis may be

placed on the definition of roles and the priority of functions necessary for

school improvement.

The training recommendations, just as those related to selection, may

apply to both the preservice and inservice levels. On the preset-vice level,

the academic year makes modeling the process difficult; However, the cyclical

process can easily be taught. Ideally, inservice training should model the

cyclical training process discussed in this paper.

The content of the training, the CBAM, can be incorporated is i standard.

part of the preservice curriculum. General familiarity with CBAM and its

underlying assumptions will allow persons entering the arena of school

improvement to formulate a theoretical end practical framework for action.
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Ongoing inservice training in the CRAM will provide opportunities for persons

on a CF team to practice in specific situations and receive tailored feedback.

The suggestions presented in this paper are based on the assumption that

those considering the ideas are committed to school improvement. That

commitment will be reflected in the time and training specially allocated to

topics relating to school improvement. It will also be reflected through the

creation and support of change facilitation teams. As simplistic as it

sounds, a basic assumption underlying the CRAM must apply to the selection and

training of educational leaders for school improvement. That is, "Change is a

process, not an event.w
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Appendix A

The Concerns-Based Adoption Model

RIB/mark Components_pf the CBAM

The three diagnostic components of the model are the Stages of Concern

(SoC), Levels of Use (LoU), and Innovation Configuration (IC). They can be

used separately or together, depending on the type of data needed to assess a

situation.

laps of Concern About the Innovation (Milli George, A Rutherford,

1977) is based on the developmental work of Francis Fuller (1969). This

dimension describes seven categories of concerns individuals experience kith

varying intensities as they undergo the change process. These range from

early concerns about 'self," to concerns about 'task," and finally to concerns

about 'impact.' Reliable and valid procedures have been developed for

measyring the seven Stages of Concern. For example, the Stages of Concern

Questionnaire (SoCQ) consists of 35 items which the respondents rate on a

Likert scale. Five items represent each of the seven Stages of Concern.

Estimates of internal reliability range from .65 to .86. PerhAps the most

useful interpretations of this data are derived from analysis of the profiles

that are made from displaying the percentile values, toriverted from raw

scores, for each Scale on a grid. A complete eiplanation of various analyses

techniques is available through a variety of publications (Newlove & Nall,

1976; Nell, George, & Rutherford, 1977; Parker & Griffin, 1979).

tevell-of-Use (Nall, Loucks, Rutherford. & NeWlove, 1975) describes how

performance changes as the teacher becomes more familiar with an innovation

and mord skillful at using it. Eight diatinct Levels of Use (LoU) have been

identified. Individuals first "orient" themselves to the innovation.
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Usually, first signs of use are found at the 'Mechanical" level where planning

is short-tera and organization and coordination of the innovation are

disjointed. As experience increases, innovation users move to the "Routine"

level and eventually may reath various levels where changes in the innovation

begin to occur. A casual interview procedure may be used to informally assess

LoU. A more systematic procedure may be conducted by trained and certified

LoU interviewers (Loucks, Newlove, & Hall, 1976).

Inrovation_Canfivratton (Hall & Loucks, 1978) describe: the various

forms of an innovation that result when users "adapt" it for their particular

situations. With this concept, the major operational components of an

innovation are identified along with possible variations of each component.

4These descriptions are summarized on an Innovation Configuration (IC)

Checklist (Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall, & Loucks 1981) which is used to identify

the particular configuration currently in use.

"Prescriptive Dimension of the _MAN

Intervention Taxonomy (Hall & Hord, 1984b; Hall, Zigarmi, 6 Hord, 1979)

provides a structure for the change facilitator to plan a change effort. It

is characterized by five planned or sponsored levels: Policy, Game Plan,

Strategy, Tactic, and Incident. The levels are distinguished generally by

their size, magnitude or scope and the extent of their impact. Another level

Which results from unplanned effects and actions are known as "mushrooms."

Planning of change efforts is crucial to their success. 'The plan,

departure from it, and the restructuring of the plan are the rubric which .

direct the actions of the change facilitator during the implementation

process" (Stiegelbauer, Muscella, & Rutherfo-d, 1986, p. 26). According to

PTI data (Hall et al., 1983) the likelihood of successful implementation is

increased when four particular Game Plan Components (GPCs) are in operation.
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These GPCs art: developing supportive organizational arrangements, training,

providing consultation and reinforcement, and monitoring and evaluating. The

nature of the components and examples from the research base are discussed in

detail by Stiegelbauer, Muscella, and Rutherford (1986).
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Betty Ward, President
Center for Interactive FOF.search

San Francisco, Califo lie

As I read the papers I was struck with two things. One of which is how
much Levels of USe, Stage4 of Concern, and aspects of the research that's been
done by this group are part of our culture. You just don't think of doing
anything new without these things popping into your head now. It is a real
compliment to them. In the fifteen years they've been working in the area,
they've shown us how to get an innovation used by the fact that they're so much
a part of the whole culture of change and improvement in education. You are to
be complimented on that.

I, myself, have spent the last two or three years working on school
improvement activities with school improvement teams and I have questions about
things that are in the papers which, unfortunately you, the audience, probably
haven't heard about yet. However, I'm going to raise them because they are the
things I want to know more about. This is your next series of whatevers, you
guys.

In terms of Shirley's paper in particular, although it's an issue across
all of them I think, one of the things I find useful to keep in my mind when
I'm thinking of myself as a facilitator is Michael Fullan's support and
pressure balance issue. In Shirley's paper, in terms of institutionalization,
I would like to talk with her a lot more about how, when you really get this
thing institutionalized, you keep the P ressure going so that you get the
refinement and extension, so that it just doesn't become a routine that looses
all of its zip and zing. I know she has a lot of answers but it is one of the
topics to Which I'd like a Whole session devoted.

In Suzie's paper, I'd like a whole session to explore a comment she makes
that adaptive facilitation ends up being_what most people have to dc to keep
things going at a high level of implementation and movement toward
institutionalization. That, to mei_sounds_like it's_going to be a very
complicated, very_affective, as well as objective, kind of action on the part
of people. I_want to_know how_to train people to do that or else how to do it
myself; That's e whole area of interest on which we could spend a lot of time.

In Sheila's paper, she does review the kinds of instructional leaderS_and
managers that they found in their studies of the principals-.4o_do_a quickie,
responder, manager, and initiator. my whole question is, and she doesn't
really come out and say this in_the_paper, is_one_a better facilitator than
another? If I've got one and I'm stuck with_him (I've got some of those
responders this year) What do I do? What I did was made the teachers into the
initittoi That's another whole big session;

On the final one, with the teachers' contribution to school improvement,
I'm really intrigued with the whole issue of how can we be sure the_
implementation and the improvement is happening when you've got such good
fakers involved? The whole issue of how does one really get inside the school
wherelyou're_working to make sure_thet you've just not created a lot of
activity rather than what you really hoped to have generated, even though thy
activity gives people often a high and a feeling of real importance that
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something is happening. I sometimes do just what Gene and his crew have done
and set back and say wait a minute! Are they just having fun?

Those are the areas that I, myself, would like to spend days en. If you
were still going on, I'd say let's start a whole new series of research and
take a look at there areas.,
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Ron Brandt, Executive Editor
Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development

Washington, D.C.

I hope you_will get:a chance to_read these papers because_the brief
presentation.doesn'tdo_them: full justice. I read them with-great- interest._
even:excitementi_because I think_ it is intellectually_stimulating to sample:the
knowledge this team has_developed. _To-me it is a good example of programmatic
research: _a group of scholars who hang in there-over-a period of time_to. _

produce _a growing body, of information_, It is interesting that the Department
of Education,_and before that-the US Office of Educationi_has many times_called
for_programmatic-research,_and it is sad, to me, that_an organization-with such
a fine_programmatic research_emphasis_is no more._ Lam especially pleased to
haveitheichance to partidipate in this session becausei while this may not
exactly be their swan song, it certainly is a turning point for them. That it
a shame.

_Tread the papers with some embarrassment and:chagrin:also, because of my
own experience in trying tolbrinvabout change in institutions and what the
papers told_me about_how badly I did it. --For example, as associate
superintendent_in aimedium,sized school districtii thought_my role was__
primarily to_loork_with committees to prepare position papers that described
beautiful, idealistic changes we wanted to bring about in the:schools-and then
to get the board of education to approve those lovely_documents1

1 That:was my
'chief activity, aside_from making speeches _about how important:these_changes
'were that needed to be made. Very seldom did the changes get implemented as
-well as I hoped they would.

Currently,_-_Wre_changing technology in the office-where I am editor of
Edbcational-Leadersrp. All of our editors are learning how to edit on-line
Tiring computers; K ght now_they're supposed to be_practicing a:new:word
processing program, but some of them are finding other things that keep them
busy. The new way is hard and it's tempting to:use:familiar routines. I am
worried! I have to get back home and start rethinking my game plan for this
enterprise.

Whet do we have here? _We_have a body of authoritative knowledge about how
schools_have successfully managed a !.11 defined change. (I choose those:words
fairly carefully.) It-is in the tradi.ion of the effeCtive schools and the
effective teaching research. It says, "Let's look:at some_examples that have
worked" and "What about these things made them work?" That's helpful;

We are brought_face,tofface in the last paper with the teachers'
perspective on:change and that, to mei is especially-enlightening. Now,_
everybody in this room probably suspected some of what the paper-documents.:bot
we didn't want-to hear it.--We haven't paid enough attention to it_most of the
time.- That-paper offers specific advice for how_to pay attention:to,it.
Another paper has very constructive_suggestions for how to train leaders._
Another gives-__us a practical--fairly practical,,systeme way of operationally
defining the fOzzy concept:of institutionalization, whi think is very
impressive. The paper explains clearly whatit would mean if an innovation
were implemented, whatit would mean if_it were institutionalized. As it
mentions in the paper (it isn't my idea) applying an operational definition
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-means that evaluation can:be so:much sounder because many times in the past
schools:_haveittiettito evaluate innovations that weren't in fact implemented and
certainly not institutionalized. The evaluation report said it didn't work but
in fatt it wasn't even there;

As always, the papers also raise many questions as well. If there were
another two hour session, the presenters_could_probably answer many of these
questions==or if they couldn't, they could tell how they would hope to answer
them in the years ahead.

my flettiquestion is_about_the_CBAM instruments._ Who adMinistered them in
these_studies? Who can administer them and under what circumstances? Who
should_adMinister_them? _In most cases-I-assume that the research reported.here
As based on_information-generated-by people well.trained_i_niuse of these tools.
Inostof_them outsiders to the change efforts they are studying._ How doesthat
effect the situation, if let's say, a school_district wants:to train_people to
use these tools? How-much time and:effort:would be required? Wes the typical
school district have the resources to be able to generate all these data?

Secondly, there is animplication throughout the-papers that use of these
tools_willi_in fact, resultin far more successful-implementation and
institutionalization of programs; I don't recall finding muchevidence in the
papers themselves-that that is the case. Let me offer an analogy. Aiyear.or
so agoi I got an article from a man who-cited-a lot.ofirecent research on_the
English language_that he:said sheds.light.on. the teaching of spelling; _He__
Showedithat spelling patterns make_more sense_than they often seem to if you
pay_attentionito the_underlying root words (you_ can remember_that-the-second
vowel in "recitation".is an_ i by thinking of "recite"). -I was impressed, so
asked_some reviewers to read_the article._ One reviewer asked, "Is there any
evidence that these new_insights, when actually used in a.classroom with third
graders, do produce kids who can spell better?" -When I-asked_the author that
he said, "Well, not very much, no. But that's the testi isn't it?

I think ofthe_work..of people_like Tom Good and_ Doug Grows_who, on the
basis oficlassroomLobservationsi_developed a model for_how to teach
mathematics,..then_trained some_teachers who hadn't been using_the techniques
and_found that they _could in fact boost math scores. That's the kind of.
evidence I am-looking for. I'd like to be able to say,_"Yes,Lwe_can goiout and
trainisome strangers to use-these tools, people who_don't ordinarily make
successful changes-in_schools._ _Then:we_stavawayiand they bring about
successfulichangeiby using these tools." I don't find any evidence in the
papers that that has yet been done;

I also have_a_question about teachers; The-paper says there are two quite
different approaches a leader-can--employ. One is to use_the CRAr _

teachers will implement the program because they have the'resources_to do iti
they:know exactly what_they are supposed_to doand so_f_Orth. _The_ other_
strategy is to encourage_teacher!.initiated change.:. to_know about the
relationShip between_these_two approaches._ .Does_the_CBAM approach still apply
when changes areiteacher-initiatedi_or isn't it needed under those
circumstances? I'm sure these are the sorts of questions the people on the
panel would love to try to answer as well;
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The leader_training_paper raised some_questionsl. toe. -It implies_that if
adMinistrators went _principals who are inittatOrt., they:MLitt selert the right
people. I'm very interested in whether leadert_tanibe traffieririell. Can we
teach_principals,howito bring abOUt..Change? There_it_i very weak statement in
the_ paper that future principals_thOUld "be_Mide aware of" these findings. I'm
wondering just how useful:it:it Only_te Mae them "aware of" the knowledge that
some types of people are better leaders than others;

TeaM.training_is anotherinteresting idea.- One of the poets suggests_
that_school..systems train teams_ of:change facilitators_rathet than expecting
one_:ndividual to be_ the_superleader. Again, it_thit. an inference, or_ is there
evidence--not that in some schools teams disteibUtt leadership. functions
successfully-,but that people can :be ttaihed tO provide team leadership? Is it
just an assumption that this WEUTdEi717i653 idea, or do the authors know, ih
fact, that it's true?

One:_last point: I mentioned_earlier that these researchertihave produced
a_bedy of knowledge_about_how people have successfully_Managed the
iMplementation of well7structured changes. A lot Of the things I would like to
see done in education are_not at all well structUeed they're just what seems
like a good idea. I don't know whatitheir iMplitatiohs are; If you asked me_
to-make a nice Innovation ConfiguratiOhLthetklist, I wouldn't be able_to_do:it.
The teachertlinvolved_would have to Work it out with me if_we_agreed_that it
was_worth_doing. It seems to me_that some of the most_worthWhile changes..are
like that:: we can't pin down precisely what the results ought to look like
three months from now; Those who try it would have tO learn together as they
went.

I make that_poiht jUst tO be- ditpUtatiOUti of course. The fact is that
even when we don't knowlexattly hoW:toMethifig will go, we can sit_down_together
and_ work out what we:think:the MOdel_might look like. I confess that I'd _

rather do that than gir6lunder 'into it although, in fact, throughout most of
My Career, I've mostly just blundered.
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-THE FACILITATION OF CHANGE
-IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS -- =

SIMILARITIES, DIFFERENCESi AND INTERACTIONS ABOUT THE PROCESS

Suzanne M. Stiegelbauer
Deborah Muscella

William L. Rutherford

Involved in the process of writing on any topic, is deciding where is the

right place to start. This is certainly true when writing about school

change. The issue of change, and specifically educational change, is a big

one. All sorts of things can be influences on change -- from what the change

is to whom the change is impacting to how_many changes are going on at once

and the _interactions between these variables.

This paper is overtly titled -- The Facilitation of Change in Elementary

and Secondary Schools. Covertly, however, what we are talking about is what

hapOens to schools in the process of change and what practitioners can do to

better structure and facilitate that process. The purpose of this paper is to

examine the process of change and the role of the change facilitator in the

context of both the elementary and the secondary school. To do so, we are

drawing on research experience with many schools involved with different kinds

of changes.

The work conducted by the Research on the Improvement Process (RIP)

Program over the past decade has allowed a group of researchers to study a

The research described herein was conducted under contract with the National
Institute of Education. The opinions expressed are those of the authors and
do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National Institute of
Education and no endorsemeit by the National Institute of Education should be
inferred.
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variety of innovatiOns in various schools across the country. The conceptual

basis for this research has been the Concerns Based Adoption Model (Hall,

Wallace & Dossett, 1973). To date, however, informatiOn about the change

process, derived from the separate contexts of elementary and high schools,

has not been considered comparatively. This is the major purpose of this

paper to develop a set of principles which address the issues of the

successful school change process in both the elementary and the high school

cOnt6kt. Several questions are germane to thit tatk:

1. What is the role of the principal in school change?

2. Who is the second change facilitator and other change facilitators

and what is the nature of their roles?

3. What actions and interventiOns are taken for change?

4. What are the similarities and differences between the two levels of

schools in the change process?

The_quotation below, from Change Masters* provides one frame from which to

begin to answer these questions:

the tools of change masters are creative and interactive; they
have an intellectual, a conceptual, and a cultural aspect.
Change_masters deal in symhols_and visions,_and shared
understandings as well as the-techniques and trappings of their
own specialties. (Kanter, 1984, 0. 305)

In viewing the change process, we are looking in part at the unique techniques

and trappings which change masters in schools employ to influence the system

to accept the desired change. An analysis of the way in which these change

masters, or facilitators, communicate their vision and put their syMbOlt into

action is required for a comparison of a successful change process at the

elementary and high school levels.

An outline for the discussion in this paper is as follows: first, a

brief hittoty Of the ideas and research on change conducted by the CBAM/RIP
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research team is presented, Next, based on this background and research

conducted, we present an analysis of some of the major variables involved in a

change effort. Some of these variables, like roles of facilitators and

leaders, types of changes,,and units of change, can interact differently in

each setting. Others, like the actions for change suggested by the game plan

components (GPCs) vary little from setting to setting. Finally, case study

examples are presented, illustrating how these variables work in different

settings.

A comparative synopsis of the findings about the change process at both

the elementary and secondary level suggests that there are general principles

which are shared by both school settings. This synopsis then leads to a more

generalized framework which can be applied in schools, both elementary and

high schools, which are undertaking change. The examples cited are taken from

schools participating in our research within the last five years. The point

of view taken on change, however, stems from tesearch perspectives that go

back nearly fifteen years. The paper begins with a review of that

perspective.

THE CBAM HODEL:_ Perspective_on Change

Research on the process of change began in the 1970's with the tide of

Great Society programs and increased Federal interest in the improvement of

schools. A major research effort directed at understanding the process of

implementing such improvements in schools has been that of the RIP staff at

the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the University of

Texas; Austin. This research is directed at the development of knowledge

about and new understandings of the change process and the provision of tools

and assistance for practitioners involved with the implementation of change in

schools.



The Concerns Based Adoption Model (Hall, Wallace, & Dossett, 1973),

evolved out of extensive research on the implementation of educational

innovations in schools and college settings. Underlying the CBAM model ,.re a

number of basic assumptions (Rutherford, Hall, Huling, 1984):

1) Change is a process, not an event.

2) Change is made by individuals first, i.e., the individual needs t,)

be the primary focus of actions taken for change.

3) Change is a highly personal experience; everyone reacts differently.

4) Change entails developmental growth in feelings and skills; there

art identifiable "stages" and "levels" of the change process as

experienced by individuals.

Change is best understood by individuals when it is presented or

described in operation, as it would appear When fully in use.

Change can be best facilitated when actions are based on the

diagnosed needs of individuals; a client-centered

diagnostic/prescriptive model has benefits for both client

and facilitator.

A charge facilitator needs to work in an "adaptive/systematic v-ay,"

adapting their interventions to the needs of the change and clients

within the change. Further, any interventions or actions taken to

facilitate change must be directed to individuals first, and

innovations second.

Out of this perspective and as a result of ten years of research in

Schools, the CBAM/RIP progr.n has developed and refined a set of conceptual

frameworks for planning, facilitating, monitoring, and evaluating change in

schools. The dimensions of the CBAM include:

1) Stages of Concern (S0C), which is used to assess user concerns or



feelings about a change ,wlove & Hall, 1976; Hall, George &

Rutherford, 177);

Levels of Use (LoU), whict is used to determine the actual extent

of use based on behavioral indicators (Loucks, Newlove & Hall,

1976). Both these measures stem from theories of adult development

(Fuller, 1969; FuAer, 19)3) and extensive testing in the field;

Innovation Configurations (IC), Which i: used to describe the

innovation or change (Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall & Loucks, 1981); and

4) the Intervention Taxonumy (IT), which describes and categorizes

actions :aken by facilitators in implementing or monitoring

change (Hall & Hord, 1984).

All Of these dimensions are field based and continue to be tested throu-gh

ongoing research by CBAM/RIP staff, various implementatiOn effortt in tthools,

and dissertation studies.

_ A schematic diagram of the model is presented in Figure 1. This diagram

takes the pc-ition that changes, or innovations, are promoted, Ot facilitated,

by one or more change facilitators, or CFs. These change fatilitatort work

with a target group to WhOm the that* is directed, i.e., the target group is

thOse who are to become the users of the innovation. Facilitation then

becomes a result of the interaction between the facilitator(t) and the tat-ot

group.

The diagnostic dimensions of CBAM SoC, LoU, IC -- and the Intervention

Taxonomy all represent ways that this interaction can be structured to promote

a positive response to the change by the target groUp. Eatti dithension

provides information about some quality Or Characteristic of individuals

within that group relative to the change. The facilitator can use that

information to design interventions that would better meet the needS of the

9
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group. Informal probing can provide information that can be translated into

action. Facilitators also have their own resource system that can provide

them with ideas and options for facilitation.

The model itself is dynamic in that as the target group changes in

response to the innovation and facilitator interventions, the information

presented through probing and the diagnostic dimensions also changes,

resulting in new actions and interactions. Use of this model is innovation

specific, in that the CBAM model represents an interaction for change focused

on only one innovation at a time. The interventions suggested by the

diagnostic dimensions often exist in the realm of common sense. The value of

the model, however, lies in structuring or quantifying such information about

the change process in a way that contributes to encouraging the process. The

dimensions represented in the model provide ongoing information to change

facilitators so they can better plan their actions and monitor progress.

A Model of Interactions for Change

The CBAM model as presented in Figure I has been developed to describe

kinds of interactions to facilitate change from the point of view of the

facilitator and the potential users of the innovation. In a sense, the

effectiveness of change efforts might be measured in terms of the quality of

the interaction between the users and the facilitators. The change effot is

only as "good" as the interaction is "good."

In order to learn more about the characteristics of this interaction, the

roles involved in it, and influences on it, the CBAM/RIP program developed two

studies focusing on different aspects of the overall model. The first, the

Principal-Teacher Interaction Study, investigated the characteristics of

facilitators, in particular the principal, working within a single elemerrn3ry

11
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school unit. The second, .he High School Study, took a broader look at the

whole tyttem at it responds to change =, including the District Office,

teachers and others at fatilitatOrt and sources of change', as well as other

contextual factors influencing change; The examples used to illustrate points

ih discussion are taken from these two studies.

OUt Of thit reSearch came another view of the change process, reflecting

the diagnostic-OreScriptiVe mOdel ShOWn in Figure 1, but encompassing the

range of variables uncovered in research on diverse settingt. This model,

ShOWn ih Figure 2, presents the issue of interaction for change as one bf a

selection of options depending On:

1) the characteristics of the thatige.

2) the characteristics of the target change unit;

3) the Characteristics of the facilitators available and responsible,

as well as the characteristics of the leadership exercised as part

of the process.

Each of these sets may be configured differently et any individual site.

Some combinations, however, are more common than others. All of these

variables and their role in change Will be discussed in later sections.

The following discussion illustrates the change dynamic more simply. The

considerations involved in any given change include both its characteristics

and the impact they Will have on new users and its "raison d'etre" -- reason

for being -- the goals involved With introducing it to the system. Any

introduction of something new to a system results in some kind of system

response. Without a structured plan for introducing and integrating the

change into the system, the response factor can delay, modify intended use, or

reject the change altogether. This phenomenon can be observed in many kinds

12
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of changes -- from political revolutions to the resistance to acculturation by

the indigenous peoples, to the acceptance of new technologies.

Tn the case of change in schools, the change facilitator has the role and

responsibility of mediating the introduction of something new through the

interactions they have with users, and through the plans they make to clarify

goals and implement the change. In most schools, this means acknowledgment or

sanction at the minimum h; the principal as gatekeeper, or a formal

structuring of roles and responsibilities for a full-fledged effort. The role

of the facilitator can be assumed or delegated by the principal depending on

the needs of the change, what the cnange is, its complexity and requirements,

and the nature of the target group, i.e.i its size, and to some extent, its

characteristic responses. In designing actions, the facilitator needs to

consider what is known or anticipated about both the change and the target

group.

Change as it is represented in this model becomes a matter of "if" this

characteristic, "then" these structures or actions. The if-then statement

becomes incorporated into the plan for the change. Some of what is

appropriate in this equatior is represented in what has been learned in the

PTI and High School Studies about the characteristics and interactions of each

set of variables -- facilitators, changes, and different change units.

BACKGROUND ON THE PTI AND HS STUDIES

The Principal=Teacher Interaction (PTO Study conducted over the 1980-81

school year, focused on the role of principals as the major facilitator o.f

change in their schools While the literature on leadership had presented

some indicators of what was effective, little research had been done on

principals as facilitators of change. What are the day-to-day interactions
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and actions taken by principals as facilitators of change. How do they

organize an implementation effort? How do they support the use of new

practices and encourage teachers? Do all principals do the same thing? If

not, what effect do these differences have? Are there other facilitators

involved?

With such questions in mind, the PTI Study was conducted with nine

elementary school principals involved in implementing a curriculum innovation

in their school. Through a combination of data collection methodsi incl !ing

interviews, daily logs, and bi-weekly phone contacts, the daily interventiwr

behaviors of these principals were surveyed over the course of one school year

(Hall, Hord, Ruling, Rutherford, & Stiegelbauer, 1983). The principals in the

study were selected by their district on the basis of district assessment of

the principal's change facilitating "style" or characteristic leadership

behaviors. Earlier studies had suggested that the principals' "style" might

indicate their 'approach to implementation and its effectiveness (Hall,

Rutherford & Griffin, 1982). SoC, LoU, IC and Intervention data were

collected from teachers at three points during the year to monitor

implementation efforts (Ruling, Hall, Hord & Rutherford, 1983). Interviews

and observations at regular intervals rounded out the picture of the schools'

response to the change (Stiegelbauer, Goldstein & Ruling, 1982).

The findings-from the PTI study were diverse: 1) Principals did exhibit

different "styles" of facilitation and there was a relationship between

principal "style" and the effectiveness of implementation efforts (Hall &

Rutherford, 1963; Ruling, Hall, Hord & Rutherford, 1983). 2) The actions of

the principal and others could be categorized in terms of the Intervention

Taxonomy (Hall & Hord, 1984) which revealed different "game plans" for change.

Further, 3) an analysis of interventions from each school, when considered in
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the light of implementation success, suggested the kinds of actions that

needed to bc taken for effective facilitation. These croupngs of actions,

called Game Plan Components (GPC's), provided more explicit information Ibbdt

the r ture of interventions (Hord, Killing & Stiegelbaueri 1983). 4) Finallyi

the study showed that in each school, the principal was not the only

facilitator; Each school had a second change facilitator (2nd CF) who came to

light in the course of more indepth work in the schOol. This facilitatot't

role was different from, but complementary to, the mile of the principal

(Hord, Stiegelbauer & Hall, 1984);

The Principal-Teacher Interaction study provided information about the

roles of faCilitatOrSo in particular the principal, the nature of their

attions contributing to charige and the effect of those actions on teachers.

Each of the innovations viewed in the study represented a school wide change,

requiring the principal to structure efforts to meet the needs of different

grade levels and indiVidUals. The unit of change in this study wis the whole

school; The nature of the interactions for change is described through the

portrait of the effort drawn from the qualitative and quantitative data on

interveAtions and their effects, as well as the impressiont of research Staff

c011ected over the school year (Hall, et al., 1983).

The Migh School Study, conducted in different phases from 1982-1985, took

a broader and more descriptive view of the change process. During Phase I,

the 1982=83 school year, one or more staff meMbers visited 12 high schools in

Texas, Oregon, Maryland, Indiana, New York and Florida. These exploratory

visits were made to become more familiar with the organizational structure of

the high schools and the change efforts taking place, and to examine possible

sources of information and explore strategies for future data collection

efforts (Huling-Austin, 1984). In each visit, school administrators,
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department chairpersons, teachers and students were interviewed to gain their

insights about how change occurs, what innovations were present, and how to

best conduct research on change in high schools. Phase 11 of the high school

study, which occurred duri9g the 1983=84 school year, was a descriptive study

designed on the basis of the findings from the previous year. (Hall, et al.,

1984) Four major research questions provided the focus for this study:

1. What are the types, sources and purposes of change in high schools?

2. What are the key units (school, department, etc.) of change?

. What are the situational factors that most influence the change

process?

4. How is the change process managed in high schools?

To answer these questions it was deemed important to look at high schools

located in different size and type communities and at schools with varying

change dynamics, that is, schools with much change and those that were more

typtcal for each district. Community types were rural, urban, uburban and

mid-size cities; the high school size varied with the type of community. Nine

sites were chosen in 9 states geographically distributed across the nation.

At each site 2 high schools were selected as study schools (N.18), one a

typical school and the other with much change ongoing.

The third phase involved 2 school districts and in each district 2 high

schools and 3 elementary schools. (Rutherford, et al., 1985) The purposes of

this phase were:

1. To determine the role of the district office in school change.

2. To compare the change process in elementary and secondary schools.

3. To investigate the management of change over the long term, and

4. To study how leadership affects the change process.



This phase also aimed to revisit some of the elementary schools that

participated in the PTI study to see how their implementatir efforts had

progressed after two years; Special attsqltion was devoted u understanding

the role and function of different constituent groups inclUding department

chairpersons, ,;istrict personnel, and teachers in school improvement efforts

(H-ef-d & Murphy, 1985). Another goal of Phase III was to draw together the

research conducted to date, to bring together the understandings about Change

in different settings. What about the change process is generic? What is

specific to a given setting? How does leadership influence change? What

suggestions can we make from all this data that would have value to

practitioners?

The High SthoOl Study viewed change in terms of the whole system. Taken

in all, Phases I, II, and III include data from a total of 30 high schools and

9 elementary schools. Findings from the study include information about the

sources and diversity of changes impacting high schools (ROtherford and

Huling-Austin, 1984), the nature of leadership for change in high schools

(Hall ard Guzman, 1984; Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer and Muscella, 1985; Hord

and Murphy, 1985), situational factors influencing change in high SchoOlt

(Stiegelbauer, 1984; Stiegelbauer, Haddad & Murphy, 1985), the roles and

reactions of teachers (Rutherford and Murphy, 1985), and the role and

influence of the district office on change in both the high school and

elementary school (Halli PutMan and HOrdi 1985).

When considered together, the PT/ and the High School Study data present

a clearer picture of some of the variables associated with change --
_ .

nature of change cacilitators, change units, changes themselves, and of the

the

actions taken to fadlitate change efforts (see Figure 2). Further, when the

data from the PTI and high school studies are considered comparatively, it



suggests that the change process is more alike than different across settings.

Based on a comparison of the change process at the two levels, this paper

explores the hypothesis that a better understtnding of the nature of each of

the variables contributes, to a theory of the whole of the change process.

These data suggest that the process of change is the result of patterned

interactions between these variables. The following sections present the

parts (of the whole) with examples from schools visited in the PTI and HS

Studies. The conclusion of the paper illustrates how these parts were

operationalized in four annotated case study descriptions of schools in

change.

THE_VARIABLES INVOLVED IN CHANGE:
CFs, UNITS, AND CHANGE ITSELF

Who ArP INIngt_Facilitators?

The word "to facilitate," according to Webster's, means "to make easier."

The research COndUoted in elementary and high school settings showed thtt

there were many different "change facilitators" ih the Soh-661S ih many

different roles. These roles included principals, assistant principals,

departmtnt heads, grade level leaders, in-school resource and curriculum

specialists, district level curriculum coordinators and resource teatherS,

even peer teachers. Each of these had a role in facilitttiOh that was related

to the kinds of ihtttattioht demanded by the change and the setting.

ReSearth also showed that whatever their official title ot tole, the tole

played by individuals as change facilitators could be betttr tharaoteriied by'

the actions and interactions they engaged in Withih the change process than by

their fOrMal detignation .;11 the school; For example, the principal is

COnSidered to be the "leader" of the school; his or htr rOle it -the of

leadership. In the case of a change in procets, the prihcipal ifity provide

19
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leadership for the change and become the primary, or first, CF (change

facilitator). Alternately, the principal may not have an active role in the

facilitation of change and allow another person, perhaps a department head or

individual teacher, to assume the role of 1st CF. Alternately again, the

principal may delegate the role of 1st CF -or create a team of change

facilitators with shared responsibility. In many beys the principal

represents a special case as a change facilitator ,ecause of his importance as

a "gatekeeper and symbolic head of the school. Evidence suggests that the

principal's vision for the school and "style" of interaction within change can

have important consequences for the Success of change efforts (Hall,

Rutherford, Hord and Hulin 9, 1984; Rutherford, 1984; Rutherford, Hall & Hord,

1983; Rutherford, Hord, Hall & Huling, 1983; Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer &

Muscella, 1985).

Figure 3 shows some of the roles and role groups involved in the change

facilitator. The discussi)n folloging illustrates how these different roles

are configured. First, what is the nature of change facilitation roles and

how do they differ from one another?

The primary, or 1st, CF. The 1st CF is the individual who has major

responsibility for facilitating the change. This includes the introduction of

the change, managing the change, communicating about the change, and

monitoring resulti and responses of individuals. The 1st CF may be the link

the change unit has With othfe.rs outside the school about the change or the

change effort. Depending on the size and complexity of the change, this

change facilitator may be the only individual to work with others about the

change. If so, ork Would include the kinds of activities described for

other facilitator st follows. If there is more than onE facilitator,

however, activities I be shared between facilitators. It is important,
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however, that one person take the leadership role and maintain that leadership

consistently throughout the change process. The role of the 1st CF/change

leader may best be assumed by the principal who can provide the sanction and

push necessary to get the change in place.

The Second CF. One surprising finding to come out of the

Principal-Teacher Interaction Study was the discovery of 6 Second Change

Facilitator at each school who was involved with implementation (Hord,

Stiegelbauer & Hall, 1984a, 1984b). In the PTI schools, the principal was

assumed to be the primary facilitator. These second CFs then played a

complementary role to that of the principal in the way they involved

themselves in the change process. In general, they were more likely to be

curriculum specialists, assistant principals, resource teachers, or lead

teachers rather than administrative staff. They worked more interactively

with teachers involved in the change providing training, consultation and

problem solving on an individual basis. They monitored the process for the

purpose of corrective feedback and planning rather than for summative

evaluation. Further, they often acted as communicators to the primary CF as

to the responses of individuals about the change and in order to plan

revisions based on those responses. They also communicated to users about

plam that involved them or clarified expectations about the change

(Stiegelbauer, 1984; Hord, Stiegelbauer & Hall, 1984a, 1984b).

Other CFs. In some schools the role of the change facilitator included

persons in closer communication and contact with the teachers involved in the

change. In one eiementary school where the principal was the primary CF and a

district resource person was the second CF, a grade level leader was selected

for ead grade to work with their own grade level teachers and to be a liaison

person with the second CF. A the second CF was external to the school, these
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grade level leaders worked with staff to solve problems about the innovation,

in this case a cur:icelum change.

In another district; teacher commttees were identified by the principal

to work with the second CF (an assistant principa7) to plan and act

consultants for the innovation, again a curriculum change. This school, a

high School, found that involving teachers in committees focused on some

aspect of the change effort was especially beneficial in whole school change

offorts. A major function of involving other CFs beyond a second CF would

appear to be one of communication and the development of teacher ownership of

the change (Huling-Austin. Stiegelbauer & MUscella, 1985).

In still another district, the District Curriculum Coordinator for a new

elementary mathematics text served as an external facilitator to the school

implementing that innovation. In the school itself, the principal was the

primary CF and an in-school curriculum specialist was the Second CF. The

District Coordinator provided information to both facilitators about the

requirements of the math program and Worked With theM tO develop el

implementation plan for the school. She worked with teachers only as

requested by the facilitators. The major interventions in the school were

done by either the principal or the second CF in coordination with one

another.

LeaderstlivEactamiofffective_Change

If change is to be effectively accomplished in a school, regardless of

level, some factors must be present at the leadership level. There must be

clear goals and a commitment to them, enthusicitic support of the innovation

or change, high expectations and a clear communication of those to teachers;

active involvement in planning9 coordinating, and evaluating the

implementation effort, tctive support and assistance to teachert, provition of
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necessary resources, including time, needed by teachers to make the change,

modeling cf what is expected of teachers, care for the personal welfare of

teachers, and rewards for teachers who perform well in the change process

(Rutherford, Hord, Huling and Hall, 1983). When there are facilitators in

different roles or a team of facilitators, these responsibilities or

characterictics might be spread across the facilitators involved. As

described in Figure 3, the principal or primary CF provides administraive

'supports and sanctions, while a second CF attends to one-to-one problem

solving and support. Yet each in their own way expresses many of these

characteristics essential to effective change.

The potential for the existence of multiple facilitators, however,

demands structure and leadership if those facilitators are to be effective in

implementing and maintaining the change. Facilitative teams do present many

'advantages during initial stages of implementation -- they tend to minimize

'overload on the rest of the organizational system; tasks for a.team can be

more easily modified than modifying the whole system; and a team can more

rapidly communicate to others expectations, goals, and plans for a change than

can one or two individuals. All facilitators must, however, be credible to

users and administrators alike. They must also be in agreement as to the

nature and scope of the change effort, and they must communicate with each

other on a regular and frequent basis about the implementation process.

In all of this the principal continues to have a major role. The

principal is seen by teachers as a leader in the school. The principal has

the resources to structure what is needed for change, even if he delegates

major tasks to other facilitators; The choices principals make about

structuring change and utilizing (or not) other facilitators may be indicative

of their facilitation "style' (Hord, Hall & Stiegelbauer, 1983). "Style"
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proved to be an important indicator in the PTI study of how second CFs

operated in the school and Where they were located; that is; whether they were

internal or external to the school; At the high school level, the involvement

of different groups and leaders cooperating for change appears tO be one way

to accommodate for the complexity of the institution and to cz-oss departmental

and administrative lines. There, second and third CFs were a useful tool in

communicating to user groups and increasing their commitment and knowledge

about a change (Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer & Muscella, 1985).

No one suggestion about facilitation, however, is necessarily the "right"

one. The implications from the PTI and HS studies are that there is no cne

effective strategy for successfully implementing change and no single pattern

for providing leadership. Change can occur without the principal but not

withoUt some principal sanction; in other words, facilitation does not have to

come from administration but usually involves administration in some way;

Administrative ..authority is usually needed to structure, delegate, and

organize persons in roles of responsibility. Thus, leadership from a line

adtinistrator becomes an imperative both in form and symbol. Further, t-chOOlt

need to decide the best strategy for the change process, based on the

personnel available and the size of the effort. This decision is likely to

t'yo/ve the principal in some way, even if the major responsibility for

facilitation ts elsewhere; The involvement of the principal with teachers

about change is likely to have positive benefit for the change overall, if

only as an indication of official support (Huling-Austin, Stiegelbauer, &

Muscella, 1985);

Who Are the Targets, or Units, of Change?

Any interaction about change involves individUals or sets of individualS

Who are the targets of the change; These potential "users" respond to the



dictates of the change itself and also to the actions of CFs. Their responses

can be measured through the CBAM dimensions of Stages of Concern, Levels of

Use, and Innovation Configurations and can provide useful information to a

facilitator about how the change might be managed.

The PTI and High School Studies looked at changes that affected different

groups or numbers of potential users. If a change involved all or most of the

faculty of a school, the unit of change was school-wide. If a change involved

one faculty group, such as a department or all sixth grade teachers, then the

unit of change became that group, and so on. All of the curriculum

innovations studied in the PTI study were school-wide innovations, but there

were other innovations in the schools that involved only groups. The High

School study had the intention of looking at a variety of types of changes and

their target groups, including district-wide, school-wide, and those affecting

individuals (Rutherford & Huling-Austin, 1984).

Considering the unit of change and its characteristics has value in

planning and structuring change efforts from two perspectives -- 1) the size

of the unit, its formal leadership, and the unit's previous experience with

similar change which could be important to planning; and 2) the

characteristics of teachers as inoividuals, since their concerns and

background can condition their involvement and commitment to the process.

Yet, as the unit of change is largely determined by the change itself, it

is difficult to talk about one without the other. The findings in the High

School Study revealed that over half of the changes that were reported

involved the whole school (54.4 %). Sub-units, such as departments, were

involved in 28.6% of the changes listed and individuals as units in 17% of the

changes listed (Rutherford & Huling-Austin, 1984). This finding was
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surprising to researchers, as popular conceptions of high schools suggest that

departments would be the primary unit of change.

As the size of the unit of change increases, the need for formalizing

communication, problem-solving, assistance; and monitoring in the change

process also increases. Many of the facilitation "teams" and second change

fatilitators in the High School StUdy were attempts by the principal or

primary facilitator to make the unit of change mana pablp -- to subdivide it,

or to provide small group leadership by using other CFs (Huling-Austin,

Stiegelbauer, and Muscella, 1985). This was especially true of whole school

change efforts. The facilitative "teams" developed fOr one change, however,

did not necessarily renvin the same for another change. Many schools that

utilized facilitation teams varied membership on those teams with the changes

they were trying to implement. This had the function of involving more

teachers in leadership roles and responsibilities.

One example of this is an elementary school, originally in the PTI Study

and revisited as a part of the HS Study. This school had a Second CF who was

the district facilitator for the innovation. As a result of her use of grade

level groups and leaders in that effort, the principal now utilizes a Second

CF from within the school and, working with her, divides the school into

smaller units; each with some informal head. This becomes a facilitation

"team" with the principal and Second CF as the planning and monitoring "head."

When last visited; the school had three such teams -- one for writing skills

and a school magazine, one for computer literacy, and one for a new reading

text. As the teachers in this school were highly self-motivated an.d

ambitious; involvement in roles of responsibility; leadership, and

communication enhanced their feelings of ownership in the school.
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_What_Do__We Know About Chan es_Themselves?

In the PTI Study, researchers worked with the schools or district staff

to develop a "configuration checklist," an operationalized description of the

innoVation in order to view the behaviors of teachers throughout the year in

relation to the program description (Hall et al., 1982, Heck, Stiegelbauer,

Hall & Loucks, 1981). This process allowed the research staff, program

developers and facilitators to see how well the program had been understood by

teachers in the nine study schools as well as how teacher behaviors changed as

they became more practiced with the innovation.

The High School Jtudy examined the types of changes found in the 30

schools throughout the country. By comparison, the PTI study viewed teacher

behavior longitudinally relative to one specific change in the school. The

changes found in these high schools were grouped by size and complexity as

Well as by content; Almost all of the changes were in some way directed to

the improvement of student achievement, or in response to contemporary demands

on schools for knowledge of computers, new business machines, drug awareness,

better parenting, etc. The areas of curriculum and administrative planning

and organization were the types of changes found in the highest percentages of

all types listed. Few changes addressed teacher or administrator behavior or

profeSsional development. Fewer still represent major reforms (Rutherford &

Huling-Austi , 1984, Rutherford and Murphy, 1985).

Another consideration in viewing the change in high schools was the

source or iriaeli_ssofthe change and its relation to teacher response to the

change. Of the changes viewed in the HS Study, approximately 71% came from a

source other than teachers. These other sources included mainly local school

and district administrators, and a few from parents, community, students and

contextual factors. When all the known sources were considered, district
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administrators accounted for the largest number of changes, followed by

collaborative teacher efforts, local school administrators and individual

teachers (Rutherford & Murphy, 1985).

Not unexpectedly, teachers were found to respond more positively to

bottom up changes (87% by self-report and interview). However, when the

changes were top down, teacher reactions were still positive 52% of the time.

Also, not unexpectedly, changes that were required received less positive

response than changes that were optional. Further, viewing the degree of

change in practice required for teachers to accommodate the innovation --

major, moderate, or minor -- also had predictable outcomes. Teachers

responded more positively to changes that were minor in degree than major.

Further, teachers were more positively inclined to changes not focused on

themselves. When changes were targeted to teachers, it drew a lower

percentage of positive responses and a higher percentage of negative responses

than any other targets. (All data from Rutherford & Murphy, 1985).

Of the five factors considered in teacher response -- source, required or

optional, degree, requirements for use, and the target of the change -- the

one that drew the greatest reaction from teachers was the source of the

el-vim:le. When the change was initiated by teachers, their reaction was

positive 86% of the time, neutral 7% and negative 7% of the time. When the

change came from other sources, teachers reacted positively 38% of the time,

negatively 22% of the time, were neutral 32% of the time, and had a mixed

response 8% of the time. While there may be many reasons for tl'is range of

response, it does support the implication that teacher involvement and

ownership is an important element in a positive response to change.

Teacher response to change in the PTI Study was measured by the changes

in their concerns and levels of use over a year's time. As the PTI Study was



focused on response to one innovation Which was being implemented school=wide,

teachers' response might be as indicative of the information provided and

actions taken by facilitators as it was a response to the characteristics of

the innovation itself.

Another Significant consideration in viewing the changes, is the clarity

of the innovation to teachers. Research done on Innovation Configurations

divided innovation descriptions into implementation requirement, those things

necessary to begin working with the change -- getting materials ready,

providing training == and the operationalized behaviors involved in becoming a

user of the innovation (Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall & Loucks, 1981).

Implementation requires actions directed to both aspects. Often facilitators

provide the necessary setup but not the coaching or problem-solving necessary

to clarify behaviors needed to make the program work. PTI study data

indicated that facilitator interventions in the area of providing

organizational supports were consistent across all schools. In schools that

were more successful in implementaticn, these setup activities were balanced

by interventions directed to consultation, reinforcement, and problem-solving

(Hord, Huling, and Stiegelbauer, 1983). Further, in schools that had greater

implementation success, the 1st or 2nd CF worked to enrich or refine teacher

understanding of the innovation as use was established over the year. In some

schools, this was done by sequentially introducing, clarifying, and practicing

with separated components of the change; in others, it was done through

problem-solving and consulting with individuals in need of help.

Implementing_ChangeLVariables: Important Considerations

The sections above describe some of the variables to be considered in

viewing a change process and developing a plan for facilitating that process.

In summary, these variables include:
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I) Who will be primary leader in the change process?

2) What is the target of the change, what is the size of the unit of

change?

If the unit is large, what Is t e best strategy to ma e it a

manageable unit?

Who Would be test suited for the role of Second CF, given the

-innovation and the unit of change? In some ;:ituations, a curriculum

expert for the innovation, if receptive to teachers, might help

_ _
clarify and work through the innovation; in other situations, a

department head or in-school leader, accustomed to working with

staff, might better marshall teacher support.

Would a facilitation team, involving teachers, be a good idea? If

so, who should it include, and how should it be organized and

monitored?

, 6 What is the innovation? What is its source? What do teachers

knOW abOut it? What kind of concerns do they have about it?

How complex is it? How many other changes are going on?

What is the best way to provide clarity and reinforcement fOr the

thati-go WhO thoUld define it? How is it best explained to

teachers?

All of these considerations are site=specific. Leadership for change

; includes knowiAg not only the requirements of the innovation but the

characteristitt Of teathing staff, who might be available and responsible CFs,

and strategies for making the change manageable.

The research findihgs from the PTI and HS Studies point to the principal

as having a major rdle in leadership, especially in changes that involve the

whOle school. The delegation of responsibilities to other staff, providing
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resources, including time for teathert tb practice and adapt to it, support

and push for the -change, involved the principal. In schools where

implementation was more successful as determined by data Or it nominated by

district adminstrators, the principal had an attiVe role in structuring,

supporting, and monitoring the procett. Even in schools that were engaging in

many changes at ManY levels, the principal monitored the pulse of each of

those efforts;

The next section describet tOme Of the attions taken by facilitators in

implementing changes. Thete actions, or interventions, were foUnd tO haVe

consistent pattern in successful PTI schools, regardlett Of the innovation or

the facilitators. Descriptive data frOM the high schools supports the

hypothesis that thit pattern it an important one. Facilitators in high

schools also engaged in these same classifications of activities directed to

Making their changes work.

A CONSTANT IN THE CHANGE PROCESS: INTERVENTIONS

Attions for Change

The purpose of thit SettiOn it to discuss the actions which change

facilitators take in eleMentary and high schools in the implementation

process. In considering actions for chatige, tWO Major components are

discussed: game plan components and tytt&ti feedbaCk. A general description

of the intervention componentt Which change facilitators typically use

provides the batkdrop for vignettes from both the elementary and the high

school; Four brief case studies from Oementaese thd high schools that were

part of the PTI and HS researth are then pretented, illustrating the role and

interventions Of faCilitatorS who were effective in implementing change.
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A Game Plan

Change masteNi stys Kantsr (1984); understand the crucial paradox of the

change effort: "there needs to be a plan, and the plan has to acknowledge

that it will be departed from." The plan, depart:ire from it; and the

restructuring of the plan are the rubric which direct the actions of the

-change fatilitator during the implementation process; The PTI researchers

: discovered a cyclical pattern in the actions of principals who were "-change

masters." First; they had a vision of their school Whith betaMe the plan.

The plan was then carried out through the actions they took. Finally; they

Obnitored the cffects of these actions to allow for effective restru:turing of

their plan;

The plan, or game plan; utilized by principals in the PTI study was an

OVerall design for the interventions required to implement the change in their

schools; In developino this game plan, these principals considered all

aspects of the implementation effort and all persons btith direttly and

indit-ectly involved with the change effort (Hall, et al;i 1983; Rutherford;

Hord & Thurber; 1984). In addition, these plans were found to have four major

game plan components which directed the principal in providihg /eaderShip ih

activities which supported the teachers in instructional improvement. These

Specific game plan components; part of the intervention taxonomy developed by

the RIP program from PTI and other data; are:

1) developing supportive organizational arrangement;

2) training;

3) providing consultation end reinforcement, and

4) monitoring and evaluating (Hall t Hord, 1984).
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When the change facilitator put a l four of these game plan components into

operation, the likelihood of successful implementation is increased, according

to the PTI data (Hall et al., 1983). Figure 4 depicts the game plan

components, definitions, descriptors, ano examples. The folloAng illustrates

these game plan components through vignettes from tilt: PTI and Ph3se II High

School Study:

DeVeltiping Supportive oroanizational arrar ements are the Mitt and bolts

of the thange process ir which the change facilitatOr keept -Th,e organizational

mechanism well=oiled so that the chat* tan woek in the system; This game

plan component repretents the logistical requirements which assure that the

organizational mechanism can accommodate the ititibiaitibh A high school

principal wanted to provide the tim:1 fOr the assistant principals and

department headt tO attume instructional leadership roles; their timei

howv6e, WAS tonsumed b paperwork, leaving little tiMe for dirett contact

With teachers in a facilitative capaCity. The printipal in this particular

high school allocated MOrt inttrUttiOnal support time to this leadership team

_through streamlining the "administrivia" of the scnool. She acquired a

personal computer system necessary for c72ating a record manage*ent system for

routine paperwork. This action by the principal was an organizational

arrangement which gave the requisite time to the other mmbers of the

leadership team to directly support a new instructional program.

In contrast, an elementary school principal attacked a specific problem

by arranging organizational support. In her implementation efforts

surrounding a district-sponsored math program, she discovered that teachers

were not using the instructional math kits because the kits were neither

organized nor coordinated with the scope and sequence of the math program.

The principal facilitated use of the math kits by recruiting parent volunteers



DEFINITION

FIGURE 4

DESCRPTURS EXAMPLES

OAMEJtAN_COMPOI9T GPC's areithe six major'

functional clusters

of innovation-related

interventions.

GPC 1:

Developing

Supportive

Organizational

Arrangements

Actions taken to

develop policies;

plan, manage staff,

funds, restructure

roles add_provide

space4 materials,

andlesources toi

establishAnd main-

tain use of the

innovation;

Clusters all interven-

tions into functional

groupings.

Covers the entire time

period of the change

process.

IncludeE all actors

and events.

In_c0m)1nationi covers

all interventions of

the game plan;

Covers logistical and

scheduling_activities.

Includes planning_and

dOsion-making about

the change processi

schedUles and people.

Hiring new staff;

Seeking/receiving funds.

Providi_ng innovation-

related equipment.

GPC 2:

Training

Actions taken-to develop

positive attitudesi

knowledge and skillt

in_relation toinnova-.

tion use, through

formal, structured

and/or pre-planned

activities.

Covers formal organized

training activities;

May be provided for

users, administrators

or others.

Is_normally scheduled

and announced in advance.

Holding workshops;

Modeling/demonstrating

Observing and providing

feedback related to a

pre-specified task.
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DEFINITION DESCRIPTORS EXAMPLES

FT--ETTpns (often idicisyn_ Islocused on consulting --TErgBrief conversa=
Iding criatiti problem-specif1e4 and coaChing users/ tipns about how it is
iltation targetted at:an indivi- non-users; going.
(einforcement dual or small group)

taken:to encourage and Is typified by Otle4Oh=06 Fatilitating 6 problem-
to assist individuals problem:solving and Solving group;
in:SOlVing problems informal sharing of tips;

related to innöVatiOn Providing "comfort and
impltmentation; wing" tettions.

.oring &

ation

Actions taken to gatheri

analyze:or:report data

&OA the implementation

and outcomes of a change

Intludes fdrMal and

informal assessments.

Includes assessment,

analysis interpretation

and feedback.

Analyzing_ve-post learner

assessments.

AdMinittéring end-Of-

WörkShop questionnaire;

Conferencing with

teachers to survey how

the new program is going.

Hall and HOrdi 084, 285-286.



to unpack the kits, and providing a substitute teacher so that teachers had

additional planning time to coordinate the instructional materials with the

program. Through this action, this elementary school principal both solved a

logistical problem and facilitated the use of the math materials. Actions by

principals which provided the necessary organizational support for the

innovation were found in both the elementary and high school studies.

Training is usually a more formal intervention by change facilitators.

Typically, it involves workshops or demonstration lessons which are scheduled

in advance. Two vignettes from elementary schools provide examples of ways in

which effective change facilitators used workshops ind demonstration lessons

in tandem to support specific innovations in their respective schools. First,

a principal in a rapidly expanding elementary school, in supporting and

implementing a district-sponsored pupil management program, personally

provided the training to the faculty for one hour each week. He gave further

support for this weekly training session by observing in the classrooms and

modeling the behavioral management techniques to teachers with students.

Next, in a West coast elementary school, a principal facilitated the writing

program innovation sponsored by the school district. He commissioned a few

teachers tc attend a district=wide workshop regarding the writing innovation.

As a re:allt of teacher positive response to this workshop, he juggled school

resources to bring the workshop leader to the school, which piqued the

interest of other members of the faculty during the initial stages of the

implementation process. Both of these principals provided support for the

innovation by sponsoring workshop and training sessions to meet the specific

needs of their schools.

Providing consultation and reinforcement are idiosyncratic actions which

the principal or facilitator targets at individual or small groups of users.



These often Occur in brief conversations or problem-solving sessions betWeen

the change facilitators and individual or small groups of users. It also

includes spontaneous actions like conversatient in the hallway, a visit to a

classroom, or an inforMal meeting in the teachers' lounge providing

consultation and support for teachers' use of the instructional ihriNatioh;

One effective high sch3ol principal descritet her ongoing support and

consultation with teachers as "high toudi." She translates this concept into

actions such as circUlatitig in the hallways and teachers' lounge to talk with

teachers about instruction. She also drafts handwritten notet to teathers to

thank them for a job well done. She feels this ongoing personal touch allows

her tL, have instructional Witatt With teachers on an ongoing, informal basis

which commUnitateS the importance of the instructional program.

A "change master" elementary school principal took ittions which

supported the districtmandated writing program; He modeled the process of

writing by generating his own stories, which he typed in his office. He then

Vitited Classrooms co read his stories to children and teachers alike. The

principal used his stories aS the springboard for conversing with teachers

about implementing the writing process in the classroom. Both of these

printipals were encouragers: they acted in ways which reinforced the Ute of

the innovation, and each in their own way was a consultant to the uSers.

Monitoring and Evaluating. When a CF conducts formal and informal

assessmentsi Such as observing or conferring with teachers, assessing learner

outcomes, and administering end-of-workshop questionnaires, he/she is

monitoring the effects of his/het actions on the change effort; Often the

actions sUrroUnding the monitoring and evaluation of a system are formal

procedures. For example, in one high school, both the principal and the

assistant principal were responsible for the evaluation of the teachers. They
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performed this task twice a year, and after the evaluation, the principal or

the assistant principal had a conference with the teacher in which they

provided feedback about the instructional program. This was a formal

monitoring procedure. However, in another high school setting, during the

initial implementation efforts, the principal consulted with the early

adopters of the innovation on a frequent basis so that these teachers would

serve as models for the later innovation adopters. These early adopters had

to resolve many initial problems in making the program work. Monitoring this

process allowed the principal to anticipate the needs of other users.

Generally, monitoring and evaluation occur through visiting classrooms,

supervising implementation efforts, and by listening carefully to teacher

comments and discussion in personal and group interactions. In some instances

where there was more than one facilitator, the principal or primary CF would

be responsible for more formal monitoring, while the Second CF would monitor

the.progress of individuals in a formative, problem-solving way. They would

use both forms of monitoring to revise their implementation game plan. Having

formal and informal processes of monitoring and evaluating available allowed

facilitators to continually assess the outcomes of the change effort.

Feedback on the System

As the researchers from the RIP Program analyzed the data from the PTI

study, they discovered that the change facilitators (principals and others)

who were successful in implementing the change not only had a plan which they

translated into actions, but they also restructured their plan when necessary..

They accomplished this by obtaining feedback from the system. This feedback

is the link between the change facilitator and the ongoing interventions which

the change facilitator takes in the implementation effort. Through

observations and conversations, the change facilitator receives frequent input



about the change effort. Once they have received this information, there is a

period of reflection in which they evaluate the ori7inal .plan and reformulate

if required.

According to intervention theory, facilitatcrs organize and provide for

the process, train, reinforce and problem solve, and monitor results. This

monitoring may result in retracing steps to retrain or provide other

problemsolving aCtiVities and monitoring again.

It it the use of this cyclical process which MOtt OLA,iously separates the

effective from the ineffective change facilitators; An elementary school

principal was implementing a dittrict-mandated school math program. Her

initial goal Was to implement the entire math curriculUt change during the

first year; however, on obtaining ftedbatk feem obtervations in classrooms and

conversations with the teachers, she found that to have teachers develbp

objectiveS for the scope and sequence of the program was a Moee realistic goal

fOr.the first year of implementation efforts. She reVited her 'plan so that

adapting the materials to fit the curriculum became a second goal.

An example from a high school is a summer project begun by the principal

in Order to beautify a decaying inner city teheol. The initial positive

reaction of faculty members, parents, and students to the mural which began to

adorn the wallS Of the school after the first summer, however, helped the

prograM ti) grow into a whole school beautification peogeam.

Each of these principals understOOd the eUbeit of the change process --

planning, acting, and reStrUcturing. In the actions which change facilitators'

take for Change, the critical aspects of having a game plan and obtaining

feedbaCk from the system are part of the repertoire of principals who are

effective change agents.
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The following are brief case studies of change in four schools, two

elementary and tWo secondary. All of these schools were effective in their

change efforts. The principal played a major role in each school, either as

primary facilitator or through working with a facilitation team. The case

study text describes each setting, highlighting the interventions utilized as

a part of the plan for chance. The annotations to the right provide a

complementary sketch of the change process in the school in terms of the

change variables discussed in this paper -- facilitator pattern, units of

change, and game plan components.

th_ange in Action: Four Annotated_Case_Studies

_Willow School

Willow is a large, expanding elementary school Which KEY
serves approximately 800 students in K-6 with a staff of
43 teachers, one principal, and one assistant principal.
The community in which the school is located is basically
middle class _and Anglo. Hispanics comprise 2% of the
student population, and Blacks about 15%, most of these
students being bussed from inner city. The school is
fourteen years old and has been served by the same
principal during these years; Tenure of the faculty
ranges from 1 to 12 years, with most of the number in the
4-8 year range. There is a general feeling in the school
and at the district level that Willow School is a good
school with few problems.

Facilitator Pattern. There are only two formal
administrative positions in the school, the principal and
the assistant principal. The principal is the visible
leader recogntzed by the faculty. He deltes both
responsibility and authority to the assistant principal.
Once this basic responsibility is delegated, he does not
interfere, but he does monitor and consult relative to
task expectations.

For each grade level, there is an informally
designated leader t.id the two principals use these
teachers as communication links with other teachers at the
various grade levels. However, there is a considerable
amount of direct contact between the principals and the
teachers. Despite this delegation of responsibility, the
principal is the instructional leader in the school.
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gykirlie. Two major changes are being implemented at
Will6W-Sabol, and both of these changes are mandated by
the district. The first of these is 8 behavior management
program and the second innovation is the new math program.
The principal is the primary facilitator for both
programs.

Change c Math and

Behavior
Zuenarriient

_Interventions. The 'principal has a good wotking Unit of Change:
knowlTEgiof his faculty. Through classroom obSeeVationsi Whole Sthool
discussions with individual teachers, and _froth _Other
facilitators in the building (assistant printipal and GPC 3: Consultation &
informal grade leaders) ht khOWS hoW teachers teach in Reinforcement
their classrooms. The principal does more than collect
information_ about the classroom performance of his
teachers. He acts on it, usually in a supportive way.

_Arrangements_ for the in=school_Math COfitAtarit and GPC 1:
encouragement for teacher attendante it the
district=sponsored math woekshOOt tee two ways fm which
the principal_encourages adoption of the math innovition.
In another_ instance, he_ and the assistant prindpal _

investigated 6 CoMplaint by the teachers regarding ti_le new GPC 4:
math program, discovered they were correct, and :contacted
the district personnel _responsible ft:it eettdying the
problem. In_ additt06, the Otincipai it Providing the
in=house weekly staff training foe the behavior management GPC 2: Training
program.

Supportive
Organizational
Arrangements

Monitoring
Program

Suumuir_

Willow School has an identifiable leader, the
principal, who uses the available school resources to
facilitate the change process- Among these resources are
the key school personnel. He structures the
responsibilities for the instructional program so that
adequate monitoring and support is available. He uses the
critical game plan components in intervening with the
staff to facilitate change.

George Washington Carver High School

George Washington Carver High School_(GWCHS) Is_ an
inner city comprehensive high school with a student
populatioo of_2,500 and_a faculty of 135. Although the
faculty_is racially balanceC_ the student population is
99% black with almost 50% being pbot. There is a high
mobility rate among the ttUdenttt however, the staff and
the_ principal have remained relatively stable over the
laSt decade. The school has experienced frequent
deMographic_changes_during_thelast ten_yearso and it iS
this phenomenon_of community change_which undeestOret the
continuing commitment of GWCHS to school impritiVeMent.

Facilitator Pattern._ The organitation flow chart at
GWCHS shows the chain of command and the delegation of
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responsibilities, Administrative staff and teachers
report that there are procedures which all staff follow In
both the routine functions and the resolution of problems.

The assistant principals share in the instructional
leadership with the principal, while department heads have
responsibility for the curriculum planning, budget
allocations, and teacher supervision in their respective
departments. The leadership team which includes the
assistant principals and the department heads meets in
regularly scheduled cabinet meetings. However, the school
leader is the pPlncipal and the assistant principals are
second in command.

Change. Changes at the building level at GWCHS are
in response to meeting the needs of the changing student
population. The primary goal of the principal at GWCHS is
to improve the academic achievement of the students. The
specific objective iS to decrease the number of students
who score below the 50% on standardized achievement tests.
This change effort is viewed as an all-school effort, in
which all faculty members and administrative leaders share
a responsible part.

A tandem effort in the change process to improve
academic achievement is the school beautification project,
begun several years ago by the principal in response to
the poor image of GWCHS, both within and outside the
school. As a result of the continued summer efforts of a

small cadre of students, faculty and the principals, the
halls of the school are dominated by fifteen=foot murals.
These murals have become a focal point of the change
effort: they serve to motivate staff and students alike
for the school beautification project and are the
beginning of the principal's long-range vision for the
school.

Interventions. There is an underlying structure to
the way in which this principal goes about the business of
effectively leading the school. Several components ire
readily apparent in his game plan to accomplish his goal.
Among the more salient features of his plan for school
improvements are the establishment of policies and
procedures, ad hoc change teams, the articulation of
goals, and the development and implementation of
strategies to accomplish these goals.

The principal's _primary goal is to improve the
academic achievement of students. He sees this as a long,
slow building process; however, he understands that
increments of progress must be made each year to actualize
his goals. It is his underlying belief which guides the
plan. He articulates this belief by stating that students
are the school's best asset, and that all students have
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the potential_to achieve. He adopts a pragmatic approach:
'the principal states the. yearly goal and develops a
two-pronged plan. First, he examines the available
resources and accentuates the school's strengths in the
improvement process. Second, he establishes specific
goals which are reachable and attainable. His vision for
school improvement becomes a series of utilitarian
strategies With defined objectives which can be
communicated to staff and students.

What are some of the components which he uses in
accomplishing his goal? He creates an Ad hoc change team
comprised of teachers, assistant principals, and other
staff members. He selectively marshalls his resources,
and he ignores the organizational plan in the
implementation process;

In the typical day,to=day occurrence in the school,
formal procedures are known and _IT, lowed by both
administrators and teachers. Overall, the principal
adheres to_ both district and school policy for managing
the school; hoWever, he handles the change process
differently. When the principal intends to implement a
change, he selectively enlists the support of others. He
chooses a small cadre of staff and consults With this

. group during the change process. It is is if the formal
Procedures are in place for institutionalized events, but
the change process requires a different approach -- the
creation of an ad hoc change team.

Summary. The principal at GWCHS is a contradiction,
for he is tne push behind the change effort in the school
and uses creative insubordination when policy prevents the
actualization of his vision for the school. But he is a
leader who also considers school policy. The salient
characteristic which makes some sense of the
contradictions is the principal's vision for the school.
He believes that academic achievement is a possibility for
all students. It is his plan to accomplish his goals.

It is not possible to describe GWCHS without strong
reference to the principal. His role is perhaps best
explained when considering the students. They are the
focal point of the school and the principal is their
primary advocate in that the changes he implements and
initiates are for the benefit of students. It is this
belief in the role and function of schools which appears
to define the principal.

Mimosa

Mimosa Elementary School is located in the
southeastern coastal region of the United State in a
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large, diverse school district, but serves a primarily
middle-class non-minority population. The tWenty;six ytar
old building which touses self-contained classrooms ind a
special education resource room is staffed by 28 faculty
members %to are veteran teachers. The 550 students are
mostly non-minority, middie-class children: approximately
73% of the students are white, 22% are black, 4% Hispanic,
and a few are Asian. None of the students are eligible
for Title I funding; however, a small percentase of
students participate in the federally subsidized lunch
program. The student population it Mimosa is relatively
stable. Students' achievement scores on standardized
tests are above the national norm.

Facilitator_Pattern. The principal describes herself Primary CF =
as a tas-orrniunanager who delegates responsibilities
to the other leadership team members. She monitors the
progress of the team on a frequent basis. The teAM Which Second CFs = + math
is comprised of the principal, assistant principaI, and Coord
math coordinator, is highly interactive, so it is
difficult to assess the origin of ideas. However, it is TEAM Ts
apparent that the principal is the team leader and that
the other team members look to her for advice, guidance,
and approval.

The delegation of tasks is often accomplished through
discussion and consensus; however, the principal does not
delegate responsibilities unless the task is fully
discussed and clearly understood. The staff reports that
the'principal's expectations are clearly understood and
that she knows what occurs in the building at all levels.

Ctlhge. Change in the Mimosa EleMentary School has Change = Math
been mi6dited by the district office. The unified math T5Fgram,
curriculum is an example of a mandated change which the
school has adopted. The procedures to implement this Unit of Change:
curriculum, however, have been adapted to meet the needs Whole School
of the school. It is the process which the Mimosa school
uses in implementing the unified Math program which
demonstrates the way in Which change occurs in the school.

interventions. A description which highlights the
change process is feedback. The leadership team, strongly
influenced by the principal, sought feedback about the GPC 4: Monitoring
degree of program implementation from the Staff. They
adapted the implementation process to facilitate adoption
of the unified math curriculum. They accomplished this
through several strategies. First, the principal
discovered that the teachers could not implement all
program components during the first year. Next, the GPC : Providing
principal found that the supplemental materials were not Resources
used in the program. Through conversations with other
members of the team and teachers, she uncovered some
organizational .problems with the materials. The
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utilization of parent volunteers and_ a permanent
substitute teacher solVed this aspect of the problem.
Throughout the process of solving the problem of low usage
of the supplemental kits in the classroom, the principal
continually sought feedback from the other team leaders
and teachers. She sought to account for the major
concerns of the teaching staff in applying remedies to the
problem.

_ Summary. The principal is the push behird the change
effort in Mimosa; She is viewed by staff
administrators and teachers -- as knowing what happenS in
the school. She sees herself as the instructional leader
who relies on a leadership team to work With her in
facilitating the school program. The principal expressed
no grand schemes for school reform. Rather, she attempted
to implement district-mandated programs, but adapted the
process of implementation to meet the unique needs of her
school; In addition, she saw the facilitation of change
as a process which required sensitivity to the needs of
the instructional staff for successful and long-term
implementation. Her efforts in the change process at
Mimosa_ became a sequence of utilitarian strategies to
accomplish the goal of eventually institutionalizing a
curriculum innovation.

GPC 1:
GPC 3:

GPC 4:
GPC 2:

Staffing
Problem Solving_&
Consultation with
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Monitoring Process
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Principal Role

Northside High School

Northside High School is _a thirty-year-old school
designed originally for a rural population which is now
growing at the rate of 200 students a year. The teacher
group is a new, younger faculty directed by a principal
who has been at the school for two years. _The community
which INorthside serves is a middle-class suburban
community of transplanted professional families Who are
relatively uninvolved in the school;

Facilitator Pattern. The principal has adopted the Primary CF =
participatory management program espoused by the school
district. The three assistant principals SerVe as the Second CFs AP-=AP--AP
second change facilitators, and there iS a rotating group
of students and teacher representatives who serve on
advisory_ committees. _ However, it is clear that the
principal is the school leader who assumes the role of the APs
primary change facilitator. He is supported by a steering
committee of teachers and an advisory council of both
teachers and students.

Steering

1

Group
(S + 7 + DHs)

Ts Ts
Change. The change at Northside is the rapid change

in the student population. Projected enrollment figures
for the district indicate that this school will gain as Change: Rapid_Increase
many as 200 students yearly for the next five years. The in Student
district has set as a school priority the development of a Numbers
structured response system to this increase in students.
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One suggestion for this is the use of a participatory
management system that would allow for better
communication between teachers and administration. The
principal not only supports but implements this idea.

Participatory management has taken the form of a Unit of Change: Students,
student/teacher advisory group and establishing Teachers, Departments,
school-home communication. The purpose of this change is Parents
to ensure that the academic achievement of the students
remains constant despite the continual change in the
student body.

Interventions. The principal has used both the
participatory management and school-community relations as
a springboard to effect school change and to maintain GPC

r academic achievement. He relies on the input from both
the faculty steering committee and the student adVisory
committee to make decisions. He then works With both of
these groups in conjunction with the other members of the
change facilitation team -- the assistant principals in
planning.

In conferring with teachers, he writes anievalUatiOn GPC
of_their_performance andithen_asks_the teacher Ur Write_an
evaluation of his principal behaviors. 'Beth evaluations
are then used :in StrUCturing professional goals _and
objectives for the_teacher and the principal -- all of
which hinge_ on student growth and achievement. _Further, GPC
he supports teachers' concernF about the_ change by
allowing _them access to, himself or others_ ihi reiles Of
responsibility to express problems. HO Will dittUtt And
develop a plan for these problems:with:the steering group
and, communicate :the itetUlt td the school_cr individual GPC
rapidly.1 Thit_ hal been a Significant help in gaining
teacher trust in the process;

ItiTrally. Change at Northside requires_almoSt daily
replannlng and problem solving. This printipal involves
some of the indi_viejals the change it:affecting most:-,
teachers and students =- in planning the school's
response.

CHANGE IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS:
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

: Plnning

4: Monitoring

Listening to
Concerns;_
Consultation with
Teachers

I: Renewal of_Plani
Communicates New
Plan

This document providet an oveeview of many of the key retearch findings

WhiCh the RIP team has developed from their studies of change in schools

during the last decade of researLh. Schools suctessfol in iMpleMenting change

(whether elementary or high schools), had a set of identifiable strategies
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targetting the improvement process. A primary change facilitator assumed the

major role and responsibility for implementing the innovation. A major part

of this person's responsibility was developing a plan of action and

marshalling the school's' resources to carry out the plan. Through the

formation of a change facilitation team, the plan was put into action. This

leadership team was comprised of a second change facilitator and unit leaders

who carried out the game plan for implementing the innovation. The primary

change facilitator acted as the overseer and monitored the system so that the

necessary restructuring of the plan could occur. In both elementary and high

schools, the successful implementation of an innoVation included a cyclical

process wherein the primary change facilitator devised a plan, developed

strategies to implement the plan, monitored the system's response to the

actions surrounding the change effort, and revised the game plan when

necessary.

The case study examples illustrate some of these findings. While the

case studies include a number of different kinds of innoVations, in each case

there was a primary facilitator and other facilitators acting to structure and

manage the change. These facilitators had slightly different roles depending

on whether it was an elementary or secondary school and whrt the innovation or

:hange was. In Willow Schools an elementary school, the second CF was the

assistant principal who took on the role of working more closely with teachers

to implement the math program. Another important facilitator in that school,

however, was the grade level leader, who worked intimately with the second CF

to solve problems and consult with other teachers about the innovation. At

Northside High School, the school management team worked together to develop a

strategy for dealing with the change, an ongoing growth in student population.

Implementing that strategy was the role of department heads and assistant



principals who woeked Othin thcAr own groups, or areas of respons.:bility, to

help teachers adjust and accommodate that change. It iS diffiCult to say

within this system whether each of theSe aee tedond CFs for their areas or

whether it is the teat et 6 Whole that is the second CF. Each, noweveri

worked to fulfill thit role in terms of the actions they took with teachers.

Each school cited in the case studies prOVides examples of the

interventions taken by facilitatots in iMplementing the changes they were

working with. Regardless of level, elementary or high school, change, or the

fatilitatorS inVolVed, comparaHe kinds of actions were enpaged in. FUt-thef-i

these actions fit the game plan components deScelbed earlier. While in each

school, interventions ditected to Supportive organizational arrangements,

training, And Monitoring were present, the consultation and reinforcement

interventions proved to be especially important tO the SUCCets Of change in

each case. These GPC 3 interVentiOnt Were tYpically engaged in by all

facilitators, though second CFs in particular had an important role in this

area. In George Washington Carver High School, tht cadte of staff selected by

the principal as an ad hoc change team wotked indiidUally and in small groups.

with teachers to enlist theie aid for the school beautification program. In

Mimosa Elementary School, the principal consulted with the staff about the

usefulness of their materials in order to imptove the Situation. Both Of

these actions contributed to gaining Staff tUppdft foi= the change;

As these case stOdiet and our research illustrate, the actual process of

change and the role and function of the various "actots" ih change is more

similar than dissimilar in elementary and high schOOlt Qhen it is accomplished

in an effective manner. Thee* atei Of tpuee, tome differences. The size

differential between these two schools alters the structure of the change

facilitation teams; The departmentalization in the high tthobl typically ha5



a unit leadet in the department head tole; This unit leader function often

must be created or appointed in the elementary school. The larger tiZe Of the

high schools often requires more active thahge fatilititOtS and the

construction of more discettei manageable units in which change may occur.

Fihallyi this size differential may influence the role of the Sthool

principal; At both levels, effective principals must SanctiOn and support the

change effort, and they will typically be actiVe and visible facilitators. In

larger schools (end many elementary schools are larger than high schools) the

Otincipal will likely have more people involved in the leaderthip team and

delegate more responsibilities. Becacse depattMents in high schools have a

certain degree of autonomy not accorded to units within an elementary school,

chanes may be initiated and facilitated at that level WithoUt ditect

ptintipal involvement; In elementary schools* the effettiVe principal is more

likely to be involved in any and all thahgeS.

Effective chahge at either the elementary or the high school is guided by

seVeral principles;

I. It requires a leader who sahttiOht and t-upports the change;

2. It requires the use of a team of change facilitators.

3. It requires a series of sequential strategies plahhed aroUnd the

improvement process.

4. It requires monitoring of the system's responses to the

itpleMentation strategies;

5. It requires corrective action if ahd whei the iMplementation

plan strays off target.

Accomplishing change, especially complex change in schools, is no easy task.



Research in schools where change has been accomplished successfully suggests

that if the above principles are considered, the process of change is more

likely to have effective results.
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